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Tbe ladies' aid society of tbe Methodist
church is arranging for a fair to be given
soon.

Henry M. Brown end wife have gone to
Boston for a visit of several weeks among
relatives.
tie iMiswortn festival chorus will

meet

for rehearsal in Manning hall to-morrow

WORK <knd
WIRING.

nil Line* ol
AL SUPPLIES
FIXTURES.
Swlln ChMffolly Olrou
M. MOOR.
Ellsworth.
(1 bridge).

eel flahsrnmi, and many barrels of eels
havu boon dog from among the rooks and
shipped to Boston. In one hour Saturday
morning, three barrels of eels were taken
from oaw “pocket” opened in this gold
mine. The eels bsve been selling for four
cents a pound.

The schooner
Helen
G.
Moseley,
(or many years commanded by Uapt.
Allan C. Holt, of Lamoine, has been abandoned ut sea, waterlogged and with sails
The schooner was bound from
gone.
Savannah for Boston, with lumber. The
crew was taken off and landed at Newport
News Jan. 27 by a steamer. The Moseley
recistered 602 tons net, was bnilt at Beifs-t in 1883, and bailed from Boston. She
was commanded by Capt. H. T.
Harper, oi
M ichias.
The Junior league of the Methodist
church, recently organized by Miss Elizabeth E. Springham, the deaconess, is meeting with every

success

and

much interest

being .aken by the young people. There
evening.
were thirty-live
present last Sunday,
Mrs. O. W. Taplcy gave an “at home” to tum/d others bsve decided to join. The fola group of friends Last Friday afternoon
Mwiog officers have been elected: Presifrom 4 to 6.
dent, Wesley Sowle; vice-president, Lucy
Mrs. Arthur Shute ind Miss Helen, who Steveng; secretary, Virginia Carter; treassocial committee,
have been visiting in Boston, arrived urer, DomlId Mayo;
home this morning.
Kalph Kief, Alvin Barron and officers of

E. Loweree and

children, of
are spending
are

now

The ladies’ auxiliary of the Congregachurch met yesterday with Mrs. J.
H. Brimmer. The next meeting, two
weeks hence, will be with Mrs. E. F. Robinson.
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Mrs. F. H. Oaks, of Orono, bae been tbe
guest of Mrs. F. C. Burrill the past tew

tional

nuawop^.,,_

t

L. B. Decay and E. B. Mears, of Bar
are
in Ellsworth on business.

Harbor,

the
guests of Col. and Mrs. John F. Whitcomb.
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N

Thursday dab will meet to-morrow
Mre. Henry M. Hall.
yTdra. Church, of Cherryfleld, is tbe guest
of her sister, Mrs. J. H. Brimmer.

Guadalajara, Mexico, who
some
time in the North,

TA«S>ley,

ror

a
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Mrs. D.

(S ABOUT EXPIRING.

Hamburg.

spending

The infant daughter of James H. Savage
aud wile, formerly of Ellsworth,
died in Boston Sunday. The body was
brought to Ellsworth for interment.
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Irene chapter, O. E. 8., will meet every
Friday evening until further notice.
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■

he expressed himself
very confidant of securing the nomination at the State contention whicn is to be
held In Bangor in Jane.

Hon. Parker Spofford, of Bucksport,
in the city Monday. He is qnite recovered from the effects of the fall he sustained while inspecting the big dam on
was

Thanksgiving day.
The chafing dish party given by the
January committee of the Congregational
society last Wednesday evening furnished
a little variety in the way of church suppers, and was a pleasing success.
Charles F. Hayes, indicted for obtaining
money nnder false pretences by the passing
of forged checks aggregating fl,000, it is
alleged, was sentenced in the superior
court at Portland Monday to two years in
the state prison.
F. H. Osgood bas taken the stock Irom
the grocery store recently conducted by
McCarthy & Wardwell in the Odd Fellows
block, and moved it to the Clark building
on Water street recently occupied by the
late D. H. Eppes, and opened a grocery
store.

On another page may be found some
which set forth the great changes
on Union river in a way that will appeal
to all who knew the river in the busy days
of the lumbering industry, and especially
to those former residents now in distant
verses

states.

Mrs. Arabine 9. Sumner died Friday at
her home on School street, aged sixty-four
years. Mrs. Sumner lived until recently
on the Shore road, purchasing the house
She
on School street a few months ago.
leaves one daughter—Mrs. Samuel W.
Moore. A grandson, Clarence I. Moore,
lived with her.
Word was received yesterday of tbi airival Sunday at Delaware breakwater of
the schooner Harry W. Haynes, Capt.
Sidney A. Goodwin, leaking and short of
provisions. Capt. Goodwin sailed from
Gonaives, Hayti, on Jan. 8, for New York,
with a load of logwood. Up to noon to-day
no further word had been received.

Trask, which has
been undergoing repairs on Gilchrist’s
launched
Jan. 15, but
was
marine railway,
was found to be leaking, and was hauled
leak was
The
out again the next day.
discovered, and she was launched again
Monday. She will be hauled up here for
for the remainder of the winter, and in
the spring will be hauled out for painting
and hanging the rudder.—Bel/att Journal.
Schooner

Melissa

is

Final

Caraaaouy In Union

of Lygoaln
nad Esoteric Lodges.
Last Thursday evening marked an epoch
In masonry in Ellsworth. On that evening the final step was taksn in the consolidation of the two strong lodges of Ellsworth—Lygonia, No. 10, end Esoteric, No.
lW.
A banquet was served at 6J0 o’clock.
About ITS Masons were present at the banquet and tbs exercises which followed.
Tbe grand master of the grand lodge of
Maine, Charlas F. Johnson, of WatervUls,
was present, and oondoeted the exercises,
presenting to the new lodge its charter,
properly endorsed by the grand, lodge,
under which the two lodges are consolidated.
The new lodge takes the old charter of
Lygonia, No. 10, the original of which was
issued in 1822, while Esoteric lodge surrenders its charter and as a distinct lodge
passes into history, but with s record of
growth and progress, and good work of
which it may well be proud.
Grand Master Johnson, in opening
the lodge, appointed W. H. Dresser and
E. K. Whittaker as grand secretaries for
the evening, and T. E. Hale as grand marshal. Rev. R. B. Mathews acted as grand
chaplain until the installation ceremony,
when he was succeeded by Rev. Gideon

Mayo.
The grand master spoke of the gratification it afforded him to see these two
strong lodges united, and his pleasure at
being here to officiate at this final act in
the happy wedding.
John B. Redman reviewed briefly the
interesting history of Lygonia lodge,
tbe organization of Esoteric lodge, and
the Anal union of the two lodges.
After a short recess, the lodge proceeded
to elect officers for the new lodge. The
following were elected: R. B. Mathews,
W. M.; E. 9. Means, 8. W.; Herbert A.
Ash, J. W.; George A. Parcher, treasurer;
W. H. Dresser, secretary; Andrew J. Falls,
8. D.; Leon E. Rowe, J. D.; T. E. Hale,
F. B. Aiken and Henry L. Moor, finance
committee; Martin M. Moore, proxy to

grand lodge.
The officers were impressively installed
by the grand master. The newly-elected
master, in taking tbe chair, spoke briefly.
The lodge closed without form.

league.
BLANQUEFORT COM MANDERY.
E. W. Lord, New England secretary of
the National child labor committee, was
Public Installation of Officers—Banin Ellsworth Saturday. Mr. Lord was one
quet and Dance.
of the principal speakers at the annual
Last Monday evening Blanquefort com*
conference of the Y. M. C. A. and Chnrch
K. TM installed officers for the
clubs of Maine held at Portland last Fri- mandery,
current templar year at the asylum in
day. His subject was: “Wage Earning
Manning hall. The ceremonies were pubBoys at Home and Abroad.” Mr. Lord
and were witnessed by many of the
found time to run down to Ellsworth for lic,
families of the sir knights.
the day Sa*iv*day. Hie Ellsworth friends
A sumptuous banquet was served at 7
are pleased to know that he finds his new
o’clock, in which about 160 participated.
work congenial. He is also engaged in
John H. Leland was caterer, and for
other lecture and literary work.
waiters, bedecked in regulation jackets
Ida Jenness Moulton, impersonator and and
aprons, he had about a dozen of the
musical entertainer, will appear in Ells- brethren.
worth for the second time this season, at
Instead of speeches following the banthe Methodist chnrch on Thursday evenquet, an excellent musical programme wtbs
ing. March 6. On Miss Moulton’s former provided—the Ellsworth male qnartette,
appearance, early in November, some dis- O. W. Tapley, E. F. Robinson, A. W. King
appointment was expressed that she did and J. A. Cunningham; a mixed quarnot read “The Lion and the Monse”, the tette—Mr.
Tapley, Miss Mary F. Hopkins,
reason being that this reading required an
Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham; James E.
evening in itaelf. On her next appearance, Marcyes, of Bar Harbor, ’cello. All the
this will furnish the programme of the numbers were well received. Young Marevening. In this reading she impersonates eyes, who was heard in Ellsworth for the
ten characters, and it is considered one of first time, made a most favorable
impresher best.
sion. Miss Hopkins and Mrs. Harvard
The first of a series of three parlor talks Qreely were accompanists.
at the home of Mrs. L. A. Emery under
Following the musicale came the instalthe auspices of the Park street improve- lation ceremonies which were performed
ment society was given last Monday. Mrs. in a most impressive manner by Arno W.
F. G. Allinson, of Providence, R. I., was King, deputy grand commander of the
the speaker; her topic was ltHoushold grand commandery of
Maine, ably
Economics; a Modern Aspect of an Old assisted by Past Commander J. W. Neaiiey
as
warder.
Problem”. It was a most interesting and
grand
After prayer by Rev. R. B. Mathews, as
instructive talk. The second of the series
will be given by Mrs. N. C. King on Feb. prelate, the following officers were in10; topic: uOriental Rugs; Their Ancient stalled: Eminent commander, Eben K.
Origin and Modern Development.” The Whitaker, of Bar Harbor; generalissimo,
announcement of the third lecture will be M. M. Moore; captain-general, J. O. Whitmade later.
ney; senior warden, J. A. Haynes; jurior
H. C. Jordan; prelate, T. E. Hale;
The Ambursen Hydraulic Construction warden,
E. F. Robinson; recorder, W.
Co. has completed its contract on the big treasurer,
H. Dresser; standard-bearer, William
Union river dam, and the last of its men
of Bar Harbor; sword-bearer, J.
left Saturday. The gates of the dam were Quimby,
H. Brimmer; warder, W. L. Pierce, of Bar
shut several mornings last w'eek, allowing
F. W. Billington.
sentinel,
Harbor;
the dam to partially fill. The report that
Dancing and cards followed the instalMusic
was
furnished by Monalation.
would
be
closed
for
next
the gates
good
orchestra.
Saturday is not true. It is probable that ghan’s
of
The committee
arrangements, to
the gates will be closed early next week, whom no little credit for the affair is
due,
and the dam filled as high as the small were Eben K. Whitaker, M. M. Moore, J.
O.
C.
R.
and
C.
Burrill
Foster
F.
Whitney,
penstock, to allow the starting of the exciter and the testing of some of the machinery. In a blast put in last Friday
WEST ELLSWORTH.
about noon to blow out the remains of
Miss
Eva
Carlisle is very ill.
the coffer dam below the dam, too heavy
O. H. Guptill and family are recovering
a charge was used, and many w indow's in
the power-house were broken by the con- from the grip.
cussion.
Fred and Frank James entertained a
the

Blunt’s Pond Fishing.
There was a hearing before the State
commissioners of inland fisheries and
game at the office of Judge John A. Peters

Saturday afternoon, on petition to
regulate the fishing at Blunt’s pond, Lalast

moine.
The petition

granted, and special
regulations were adopted by the commissioners closing the pond to fishing from
The commissioners of inland fisheries
Oct. 1 to May 1 of each year for four years,
and game will hold a hearing Saturday,
the pond to Sunday fishing for
Feb. 1, at 2 p. m., at the office of Judge J. closing
four years, and limiting the number of
A. Peters, in Ellsworth, to act upon a
fish which can be taken by one person in
petition to regulate the fishing in Little one
day to twelve.
and Big Bog rivers. It is understood to
This is simply an extension for four
be the desire of the petitioners to close
more of the special law relating to
the streams to fishing on Sundays and the years
this pond which has been in force the past
last two or three days of each week.
few

Hon. B. M. Fernald, candidate for the
republican nomination for governor, was
in the city Monday evening and Tuesday
forenoon, leaving on the noon train for
Bar Harbor. Mr. Fernald is going over
the State ip the interest of his candidacy.
He met several of Ellsworth’s leading re-

LODGE CONSOLIDATION.

as

dullaa ffput Saturday.
The lactate given ut the Methodist
chajuh last Thursday evening by Dr.
GedUffe A. Phillips, of Bar Harbor, was
•chbdui t or mails
*t BLLawoaki rosT ureice
wall dMonded, In spite of the masonic
/• gftei Rw, 7. 1907.
eoMutffistlon exercises the same evening
whtah'hapt many away. Dr. Phillips
mail* dnceiTw.
spoke entertainingly of “Plymouth and
WUT-7.I1 a *1,1.Mend «.Mpm.
JMOM
Rmom East—1107 a m. It 06, EH anil loji m. OettyuhUrg”, and traced the effect of the
p
two oppehs in American history on the
mail CLoana It ronomoi
Oonrw Ba#t—8 80amMaodlBpa
I
up-building of the country.
Ooiao W|*t-.|14S, 114) a
a, 5.80 and 9pa.
The abutting down of the gates in the
Mo Sunday anil.
dam u law mornings recently, leaving the
\
bed of the river below the dam practically
Mrs. L. J. Backoa la
visiting in Water- bare, afforded a golden opportunity for

the

your money

are now

daily balances

on

borrowing

publicans to whom

Miss Adelaide True, who haa been librarian of the Ellsworth poblie library over
thirty years, haa reslgntd oa account of
ill health. The resignation haa bean regntMMSr accepted by tho trustees of tbk
Ubouay. Mias Mary A. Hodgkins has been
appointed librarian, and will begin her

-f»»w

new

money order, or worse still,
other fellow’s check. With

ADTIB1 »BMBlfn HIS WEBB.

commiMloLoticc.

Tbx
In bnnkrnptcy-ficnrv 8 Wudvcll.
RoberUon.
*
-Arthur L Bunker.
-Rephen Richard bod.
-“lenient A Lawton.
er* inlel Ash and name—Notice.
of foreefosure.

year right by paying all your
bilie by check on the BURRILL NATIONAL
BANK—don’t ding to the unbusinesslike

!

Amnvnnw,

was

years.

Assistant Highway Commissioner.
Paul D. Sargent, State commissioner of
highways, announced yesterday the
appointment of William B. Getchell, of
Augusta, as assistant commissioner, at a
salary of fl,500 per year.

CHURCH NOTES.
UNION

Vinal Guptill
congratulations

a

BAPTIST.

Rev. P. A. A, Killam, pastor.
Sunday, Feb. 2
Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Christian
Endeavor meeting at 7. Evening service
at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7 JO.
—

CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
Sunday, Feb. 2
Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Evening
service at 7.30.
at
7 JO.
Prayer meeting Friday evening
—

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. F. F. Hen dee, pastor.
Sunday, Feb. 2
Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Junior league at 3. Evening service at 7.30.
“Amos,” first of series of
talks on prominent characters in history.
Prayer meeting and bible study Friday
evening at 7 JO.
—

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Thursday evening, Jan. 30, at Odd Fellows banquet room—Annual reunion and
banquet of Senator Hale hose company.
Monday, Feb. 10, 3 p. m., at home of
Mrs. L. A. Emery—Second in a series of
parlor talks under the auspices of the Park
street improvement society.
“Oriental
Rugs; their Ancient Origin and Modem
Development,” by Mrs. N. C. King.
Thursday, Feb. 27—Masonic district
convention at Ellsworth.

atrorruznnnuft.

HAVING ADDED

CORN and MEAL
to my stock of General Merchandise, I am prepared to aelS
as low as the lowest

FOR

few

wife are receiving
the birth of a sen on

and
on

Jan. 23.
Mrs. Octavia Stackpole went to Trenton
to spend a week with her niece,
Mrs. Eva Meader.
Her sister, Mrs.
Minnie Trueworthy, is keeping house for

CASH.

M. M. MOORE,

Sunday

her.

ELLSWORTH FALLA.
—

party of friends Friday evening.
Miss Annie S. Carter is keeping house
for Arthur Giles for a few weeks.
Mrs. L. M. Seeds is at work for
weeks for Vinal Guptill and wife.

CONQ’L,

Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Sunday, Feb. 2
Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.

CASH

STORE,

ELLSWORTH FALLS,

SALTED

NUTS

order, with one day’s notice. Large blanched
Peanuts, 40c lb. Almonds, 80c. Will also sell tbe shelled
nuts unsalted.
Done to

POST CARDS OF THE DAM, 2 for 5c.
J. A. THOMPSON,

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

MIT..

tRrayer

EDITED BT

Meet.ny Topic For the YVc:k
Beginning Fep. C. ICTT.

deavor.—Col.

its Motto:

ago

today

^ie

Christian Endeavor movement made
Its beginning in a
day of small
things." Dut under the blessing of God
Jt has growu until today ii is world
No
(Wide in its extent and influence.
Statistics collected by man and no
Tision of tbe human imagination could

tuui

Jbuutru»«.is

uifiiiiwtru

iui

Christ and in and through Christ for
Bis church. The first sentence of the
Christian Endeavor pledge reveals the
heart of the whole movement—“Trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ for
■treugth, I promise Him.” There lies
Its heart, the secret source of its power and its influence, and in do lietter
,way can 'his Christian Endeavor anniversary be celebrated than by the re
consecration of every Christian Endeavorer to Christ.
But sincere consecration to Christ
*
most manifest itself in a Christ life
or in the exemplifying of the Christ
spirit in our lives. The aim of Christian Endeavor throughout all these
years has been to lncnlcate this spirit
of Christ into the hearts of all be
llevers and to inspire its manifestation in their lives. And our aim today
should be of a similar character. We
should strive more and more to cultivate and to emulate the spirit of
Christ, which Is a spirit of prayer, of
fellowship,«of holiness and of service.
If we do this we shall he Christian
Endeavorere Indeed; if we fail in it
we may have the name of Endeavorers, bnt not its heart.
BIBLE HEADINGS.

Ps. lxxxtx, 1-4; xcli, 1, 2; Matt, v,
16; John v, 39; Matt, zxv, 31-46; John
EV, 1-16; xvll, 9-23; Acts I, 1-11; 1 Cor.
ev, 58; Gal. vl, 1-10; Eph. vl 14-18;
Phil. U, 1-12.

Pennsylvania's Secretary.
Pennsylvania la proudly “famous fot
pig iron and Christian Endeavor.” Its
present bustilDg state secretary is A.
J. Sbartle of Reading. His latest report gives to the state 3,141 societies.
Out of this busy secretary's office last

"Helpful and Hopeful .”

all coamuDlcatiooe

others.
Dear Aunt Madee:
1 did ao want to send loving Christmas
greetings to all the Msteals, but couldn’t
manage It, there were so many home cares,
and ao much to do for onr circle fair, sad aow
I am in a great rush. Am sending to Bonshiners about twenty envelopes similar to
this I send you, that you may see a sample
of the little hits of cheer I give our shut-ins.
Of course I contrive other packages—books,
calendars and pictures—yet 1 shall not get to
the bottom of my Sunshine list of forty-five.
If only we could find time to do more there
would be few shut-ins to miss the Christmas
Janet.
g eeting.

early in the year,
hint of the best kind of Christ*
mas work come to ua?
can’t we keep it
in mind and during the year gather
material to give cheer to those who will
apjretiate being especially remembered?
>ow about the contents of1 the en*
j
! vtlope s pretty little New Year card, a
mail Lot clear picture of “Play Hour at
j ibt Blind Babies’ Home,” s card on which
here and thus

Right

doesn’t

|

was

a

printed

the

following:

tub dkcm beat.

I

|
!

!
j

|

!
|

One sound comes always to the ear that is
open it is the steady drum-beat of duty. No
music iu it perhaps -only a dry rub-a-dub. Ah,
but that steady beat marks the time for the
whole
rcheatra of earth and heaven! Itsayfi
to you, "Do you.- work: do the duty nearest
you." Keep step to that drum-beat and the
duliekt march is taking yon hone.—Georg* S.
Merriam.
Then
as

different slips of paper,

came seven

follows:

He that is of a merry heart hath
feast —Prov. 15:15.

continual

a

That which may
millions, think.

thousands*, pernaps

j

—Byron.

j Wednesday—

To thine own self be‘true, and it must follow. as the night the day, thou can’st not then
be false to any man.
—Shake peart.

Tbusday—
Do the work that's nearest.
Though’tis dull at whiles:
Helping, when you meet them.
Lame dogs o\«r stiles.
—Old Englith

Friday
W he
dow.

Rhyme.

—

a

God shuts the

door, He opens

a win—Italian Proverb.

Saturday—
Belonging to your spirit are powers, now
possibly in embryo, but ever growing greater.
—Prentice Mu If d.
And lastly this fine poem, which will
bear another reading if it has previously
appeared in the column.
mm's Misses.
There are loyal hearts, there are spirits brave.
There are seals that are pure and true,
Then give to the world the beat you have,
And the beat shall come back to you.
Give Jove, and love to your heart will flow,
A strength in your utmost need;
Have faith, and a score of hearts will show
Their faith in your word and deed.
For life is the mirror of king and slave,
Tis just what you are and do;
Then give to the world the beat you have
And the best will come back to you.
—Model m S. Bridget.
A personal letter from “H.”
gave me
much pleasure, as it had been some time
since we heard from her. She
says:
lam interested in the M. B. column, at all

J. Y. writes

me:

1 must tell you what a pleasant
surpiae I
had the week before Christmas.
1 was in
Ellsworth and was Just leaving to come home,
when some one across the corner
spoke, and
looking up I saw our own Sister B. She ssid.
"when you came out of the store I
thought
yon looked familiar, but when I saw the little
pin, 1 was sure it was you."
1 was so
glad she spoke, for as she was in a team and 1
was Just to get into mine. I
probably should
not have noticed her. I have met G.
several
times the past year, and I meant to
have
it
in
apotenof
my last letter to our column,
and of how much I enjoyed her.

Did I
asked

ever

for.

send you that address
you
It is 15 Leyland
Dor-

chester, Mass.

The

street,

name

Mrs. L. M. R.

year went 31,800 pieces of mail matter. Secretary Shartle closed his message with this epigram: “1 would remind yon that be who would travel the highway to Christian Endeavor
success will find it macadamized with
prayer, consecration, sacrifice, plane,
push, grit and sand.”

Sot tru est Hannon, Me-, Jan.
IS, IMS.
Dear Aunl Modes and M. B. Friends:
1 want to wish you all a
very happy New
Year. I certainly think the M. B.C. is
a great
institution. I enjoy reading it more
than all
the rest of the paper. The column
is worth
the price of it, for it brings one in
touch with
so many from different
parts of the world. It
has been more than
usually interesting the
past lew weeks.
I really meant to write a few
lines before
Christmas and send some ideas for
homemade gifts, but other duties
crowded and the
days were short, so It had to be left undone.
May I ask for information about the M. B.
pin* Some time ago I noticed that all who
had them were delighted with
them, but have

"C. E."
A little thing, but little things tell—
Just the way the ”C. E.” was brought
out in a notice of the Trinity Reformed society. Philadelphia, which we find
on their church calendar.
It ended
with »he little word "ComE!”

A Higher Health Level.
reached a higher health level
Dr- King’s New Life
Pilu O writesa,1“*
Pills,
Jacob Springer of Wear
Fmnklin, Maine.
and bowels
working just right.”
If these pills
disappoint you on trial
bere,Unded 111 E G Moobe’s

'/

from bad to worse
knowing well that they ot^t tc
have help to overcome the pains and
aches which daily make life a burden
It is to these faithful women thal

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
as a boon and a blessing,
it did to Mrs. F. Ellsworth, oi
Mayville, X. Y., and to Mrs. W. P,
Boyd,of Beaver Fails, Pa., who say;

comes

•f^l-ver

Sugrtwe"

!

ns

‘Thef^dp'my Zm-

grange* have been invited to meet with m
A rapper will be aerved and a lively eater
tain ment ia expected. Three candidate
an waiting to take the tbird and fonrtl
degree*. A committee baa been appoint*
to draw plana and And tb* coat of build
ing an extanaion of twelve feet on tb
back end of the hall.

of Hancock
sk grange.

0rt-4r,b- “•

sir..;*

,m-ss

■

[
■

.t''*

Qeeattoa: Can milk he pradaera
rat prim of grain and
bay
at a profit for • canto per

A B Hctchlna,
Homer l—
U*«
Recitation.Staal..
u
oration:

Would the mamba!.
pong, prefer to ha tmd to
the Inmate. of onr
|aih«

Q

an,.""*

hl“JfJ2

didate. Lecturer, One* and Pomona wen 1
intaalled by Slater Etta Googfaa, coir plat
l»g the ataA of ofBcen for U08.

pleating proreceaa^a
b’ the worthy lec-

|

1

annum, eraur.
the regular meeting of Arbutm
grange, Jan. M, the third and fcmrtb da
gram were conferred on two —-"‘-iMn
The lecturer praeented the aenal
programme. A harveat rapper wee aerved
About eighty member* and two viaiton

______

naoraow, kobth «ooa*viix«.
Rainbow grange bald iw regular mastmemware preeent.
ing Jan. B, with nsartr iiity-flre
ban present. The third and fourth degrees
A
line
were conferred on oat candidate.
the lecturer,
Though rami, were bad, a fairly good
prognmme waa furnish*! by
Wineor Bowden. Chkn «d coflee wen number wae ia attendance at New
Century
■erred to all present.
grange Jan. 25, helping to make the aeaekm
interacting. A eolo wa* given by Marcia
ctramAX, aonmMM.
Blood; recitation* by Annie Colby, Iita
"Cuahman grange balds its regular tf»- Houatoa, Mary
BurriU; reading* by Ella
Ing Wednesday evening, Jen. 8, wril Burrili, C. E. Jobneon, H. P. and B. W.
forty-two mem ben present, and vialtoe Burr ill; remark* by J. F. Cowing, Lacy
from John Dority and Pamola granges. I CWing and other member*.
One candidate was instructed in the flrat
and second degree,. Green Mountain PoEAST BLCE8IIX.
mona will convene with Cuahman grange
F»>t’'ln»hill grange held its

April

I

29.

I

_

LAKE

able to do my own work,
owing to the female trouble from which
I suffered. Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegewas

not

indiges-

ion,dizziness,or nervous prostration.
don’t you try it ?

1

guided thousands

has

impressive

health.

Address, Lynn, Mass.

sever

the

keen

owning

one.

price or the conditions (oi
Hardly think I am entitled tc

wear one. bat sboald like to own one. and
then, perhaps, I should feel aa if I was one
of the clan, though not personally acquainted
with any.
The homelike letters do one so much good
that I want to thank you all for them. When
we hear how much courage some of the listen
have shown in suffering, it helps one to tak«
up one’s own burdens more cheerfully and
move forward.
I fully agree with Dell, N., and others in
their views on the temperance question
cigarettes, slang, etc. There is certainly need
of reform in that direction. I fear we do not
take as decided s stand as we should in oppo<
sition to these things. Why are we afraid tc
do what we know is right?
I was much impressed with this idea in a

preached by our pastor recently,
“that we should keep ourselves in such constant training, that when aa opportunity preseated itself we should be ready for it. I will
send a few quotations from Charles Kingsley,
as I see he is being quoted from at present.
sermon

PaooY.
rMK/m

CM A BLB

UnUBLIY

manner.

|

He

was

assisted

There

T,k!°1"'

NatoreleiiTvoiT

Aa

Many

Ellsworth Reader
Kn»n

aa

Taa Wsll.
When tbe

kidney, are aick,

Nature tolla you all about it.
The urine in natura’a calendar.

Infrequent

or

too

fraqoent action;

Any urinary trouble tell, of
k.dney flh.
Dono’a

Kidney

Pitta our. .n

kidney ilk.

EUawortb people taetlfy to thin.
C. W. Pierce, of Birch Are.,

Kllnarorth.'

ego, whan I need them for

AUSBLBY OOVB.

Jtt#

pain/acn*

my back and through the loins. Thm
alao

difficulty with the kidney

Men-

and inflammation iu the neck of
tn
bladder. Medical treatment ol

tion.

was

rsnoa

knotted on and ac- kind, only gave me, at best,
uraporuj
cepted, and qne was presented for mem- reliet. It waa different with Ikon's
Kidbership. After tbe gular business of nay Pille. I noticed a
chance for the
the evening, a tine progsmme was carried
bettor iu my condition alter I had
out. First on the
uha
progamme waa a humorous recitation by list Wilson:
t
the third doae. and alter
takine m0 bom
song by Miss Merrill, w|» responded to s
hearty encore; recitation, llsdys Hamor. tbe pain in my beck dieappeared and ill
The question:
W hirh srethe most
helpful in sn up-to-date grange the brothers the otber difllcuftiea were corrected, I
or sisters?
was
bv trother Harrv have recommended Doan's
opened
Kidney Mb
Stearns, followed by Sister aniline Bowto a number of frienda and a
deD. Clippings were read v
•jnainuocsa,
many patrons. A reading by Miss
Mey Richard, and know cnaea which they hi,, u-ed a
was much appreciated.
The isetings are
becoming more and more inteesting ow- tbe name prompt way they did mini.' !
ing to the good programmes.
For rale by all dealer.. Price HI etna
Two

names

were

••

by

Potter-Milhurn Co., Buffalo, N
agenu for tbe I’nited Stale,

HANCOCK POMONA.

were

Hancock Pomona grange myt
Sedgwick grange
Tridsy,'

Although

the

sapper the young people played
games; then the visitors departed, the
grange was called to order by the worthy
master, and after a few helpful remarks
I
closed in form.
!

day

was

24.

cold and

137
an interesting meeting was
gree of Pomona waa conferred
on a class of twenty-four
by
Pomona, assisted by the ladies
wick grange, as Pomona and
rough, there

After

MASS 4P AQUA, SOUTH BLCEHILL-

inrahnntairmtoiirer,,,^

..*

waa

About fort> guests

Masaapaqua grange met Jan. 23 with a
good attendance. The first and second
degrees were conferred on one candidate,
and the third and fourth degrees on four
candidates. Four applications were re

evening;

the sual good sttendaooe
Bayview grange Wednesday evening.

st

present.
After the installation speeches by Hon.
S. P. Mills and Rev. J. P. Simonton were
enjoyed. A recitation by Vernon Small, a
visitor, and a patriotic sptech by Bro. C.
; M. Pert constituted the evening’s entertainment.

|

meeting Saturday

members ad two visitors present. It waa
decided to hae children’s night Wedneeday evening, -e-cream and cake will be
BAY VIEW,

elect were called to the front by Brother
Ernest Snowden, who introduced Brother
A. 1. Foss, who installed the officers in an

Sister Fannie Stinson.

to

Forrao^

rely oa Dr. Thowm* Rdactrlc oil
**
ettago-it of rata, harm, or brul„,
^
Pnia cannot atoy where It j,
need -ddw

Me., raya: “My flrat experience
regular
Uoan'a Kidney Pill. ... about ,.0
fifty-nine

I served.

terest and do better work. The next reguham’s Vegetable
Compound, made
from roots and herbs; has been the lar meeting will be Feb. 1.
standard remedy for female His.
SEAGIRT, SOUTH DBEB ISLE.
and has positively cured thousands oi
Regular meeting of Seagirt grange was
women who have been troubled with
weld Jan. 18, for a public installation of
displacements, inflammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities, ■Deers. The retiring officers marched
periodic pains, backache, that bear- nto the ball, to musfc by Sister Louisa
Small, and after being seated, the offleersing-down feeling, flatulency,

Why

Recitation.

"»‘o..ii»iiSaa!

At

VIEW, HAPPVTOW5.
Lake View grange held its regular meeting Jsn. 18, with an average attendance.
t kbleCompound helped me wonderfully,
One candidate was instructed in the third
and I am so well that I can do as big'a and fourth degrees by the new master, F.
day’s work as I ever did. I wish every L. Herrick. A short programme of readsick woman would try it.
j ing, stories and conundrums was pre
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN. Rented. All the members seem to be strivFor thirty years Lydia E. Pink- ing to begin the new year with more inI

—

are things; and a small drop of ink,
Failing like dew upon a thought, produces

J!

Farland.

drifting along

She

Words

;

gnmme waa presented
turer, coDilating of *>aic, recitationa
and readings, and diacWion of the topic:
“What relation shouldpe grange hold to
waa
our poblic schools?”
p* diaoossion McE. E.
opened by Prof. Robertan and

Thousands of American womer
in our homes are daily eaoriflcin|
their lives to duty.
In order to keep the home nett
and pretty, the children well dresaec
and tidy, women overdo. A tomah
weakness or displacement is oftei

—Lorn ft. lor.

! Tuesday

After

degree.

women

Out of the shadows of night
The world rolls into light.
It is daybreak everywhe e.

day

uutonni

Mrs. Pinkliam invites nil'sick
to write her for advice.

Monday-

u\Tei^',U“

■

Greenwood grange bald
ita regain
Angular meeting of Jnmoine grange
pnaent. meeting Jan. 25, with forty- Ave mam bar ,
was held Jan. B, with
ajr-aeven
and on* viaitOr preeent. The Ant am '
The flrat degree wea conlrted on one can•eoond degree* were conferred on one ean
didate and four Candida|a took thcaacond

t

Sunday—
;

an

Oaatine grange wifi bold ita regnla r
meeting Saturday evening, Jan. 25. Tb
member* from Penobaoot and Hlgblan

reoson.

Friday, Jan. 34-M
Pomona (range with Bedi

onlto in polling Mgailck
tnBrr ,
creditable manncrtn which
ito gueato throughout tbe
rta‘>to

new

■tending.

DAT1

Thu a mbbicam,
Kllsworth. Me.

Dear M. B. Friends
First of ell I want to tell you how
pleased 1 was with a “Sunshine envelope”
received from Janet at Christmas time. 1
will give yon her letter and then tell you
what the envelope contained, so that you
may have an idea of what “Sunshine”
workers are doing to brighten the way ol

S.

A. 1. HHARTLE.

good

to

the sisters are. How little we realise what a
little word of cheer gives to one until we receive it onrselves.

%

member* have bee »
proapect* of non
The grange now baa 100 member* in goo 1

This column is devoted
to the grunge* of
The column in open to nil
discussion of topics of genei
Mnk* letter*
for reports of grange meetini
ention* must
short nnd concise. All com
printed exbe signed, but nnmes will not*
r.
All comcept by permission of the wi
npprovnl by
n.unk*tions will be sub[
ected without
the editor, but none will

MADOX’*.

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but Done
will be rejected without good reason, address

tell tbe story oY the achievements «f
these twenty-seven years.
Only the
.records of eternity will le aide to reTeal the number of souls saved, the
number of saved souls vitalized Into
Christian zeal and activity and the tremendous Influence that Christiau Endeavor has wielded in extending and
deepening the broadest Christian fellowabip and heartiest co-operation In
What device of
Christian activities.
man could number tbe kind deeds
done, the kind words spokeh. or could
recall tbe visits to the sick, tbe imprisoned, to tbe outcast In the name of
Jeans Christ by the millions of young
people the world over who have marched under the banner of Christian EnTo attempt the impossible
deavor?
Therefore let ns
would be absurd.
humbly thank God for His goodness
and blessing and ascribe to Him ail
glory and honor for these years of opportuui'y and achievement.
At such a time our thoughts necessarily turn to some phase of Christian
Endeavor, sad what more appropriate
than that suggested by the topic "The
For
Heart of Christian Endeavor?’
he who would understand the prog.es*
of these twenty-seven years and catch
new inspiration from the past for tbe
present and future must comprehend
the secret source of Its power au.l iuNor do we need to look in
fluence.
vain for an answer to such un inquiry.
The heart of Christian Endeavor is
lie has been uud is toJesus Christ,
day tbe supreme and central figure
from whomy Christian Endeavor has
received its inspiration and energy.
The throb of His heart as He lived
among men that He might do theci
good and as He died upon the cross
that He might save them for God and
heaven has been the dynamic force in
Christian Endeavor from the duy of
its birth. Who can doubt it? Chris-

ACMT

The purposes of thU column are succinctly
Hated la the title Bad motto-it it tor the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It Is f»r the com
moo use—a public •errant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the la
terchaageof Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
common feat Iona, and Its success depends largely
on the snpport given tt In this respect. Com
a unicat Ions moat be signed, but the name of

III. l-i. 1 --E,. it ini. (ConseChristian Endeavor day.)

meeting

Twenty-seven yours

**

Seven

•no*.

added, and than

peclslly

By REV. 6. H. DOYEE.
Topic.—Tl»e r»:i. heart of Christian Encration

3mong tl)c <P>rai

filntnal Btnrfit Calnmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

were

rtmds

Hememtxr the
no

Y Kb

Ikw:.

name

m

l nit

other.

>nd

d,.

pretty and pleasing manner.
Many of the members
regular meeting of Sedgwick
which was held in the evening,

VN

VNA

..

a

j fine

programme

was

HER

LIKE

A M

__

Franklin

Ty.J

Phillip*

Lake.
Holdoa.
Bptotr Jane.

|

w

i?

5*ooits.
Groan Lako.

fainted end tbe car, left to it*
PENOBSCOT.
sources,
Penobscot grange met Pride; evening,
serious accident.
Jen. 24, with about twenty-live present,
The bite ol n
including three visitors from Highland
The third and fourth degrees prompt attention
grange.
Route No. 1, Box 40,
were conferred on Arthur H. Littlefield
long;
how she saved her life
Au 1 so make life, death, and that vast for- and Norman W. Perkins.
Two members
snake.
ever,
were admitted
on
demit from destine | large
One grand sweet song.
“On August 28,1900,1 1
grange, and two on ballot from applica- j
—8 iected by Peony.
bend twice by a large
Thanks for your letter and the quota- tion. Two new applications were received. >|
Being a distance from any medical aid, ai
tions from Charles Kingsley. Don’t for- Much interest was manifest, notwith- 1 » lest resort I used
Sloan’s Liniment, anc
the rather small attendance.
get to send ns the hints for Christmas standing
| to my astonishment found it killed at
work another season.
: pain and was the means of saviog
HARVEST HOME, WEST ELLSWORTH.
my life
In regard to the M. B. pin, the pins are
Harvest Home grange held a profitable I am the motner of four children and am
with
an
old
in
M.
small, square,
English
Jan. 25, although not man; at- never without your liniment.’’
gold on a white enamel background with meeting
tended on account of illness. The third
a
There
are
two
gold border,
THE ILLS OF WITTER.
clasp pin.
and fourth degrees were conferred on two
price#—forty-five cents; fl.25 for solid gold. ;
candidate. The lecturer presented a fine
contributor
to
the
colunm
is
entitled
Every
There were visitors from Tb* Easiest Thing la the Worll te
to wear spin. I have had the forty-five j programme.
Overcome Them If Voe Keew
Lakeview and Arbutus granges. InterestHew.
cent pins on hand, but only have one i
I ing remarks were msde by visitors.
No season of the year has
which
bat
can
greater
now',
order more
isengaged,
or
variety
more acute
Ills than the
if desired.
months from October to
JOHN DOBITY, SULLIVAN.
April.
There are several friends of the column
The winter bruises and
This grange hss compiled an attractive
sprains or
who are wondering if they are
the serious colds that
forgotten book of tested
lead
to pneurecipes.
by Aunt Madge. Well, you are not; like
monia. can all be readily cured
by
Janet and Peggy and many others, time
Neuralgic Anodyne. There Is not a
I
HARBOBSIDE, SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
home In the Northern
failed me to remember you all at the holistates that will
At the regular meeting of Harborside
not get many times
day season, but wait a bit for
Its value at 'his
grange Wednesday, one candidate was in- season from the
Acxt Madoe.
Anodyne.
Strutted in the first and second
degrees.
Rheumatism, neuralgia, headaches—
It was voted to hold an entertainment
aches and pains of every deTbe talkative man
the smoking room
scriptlon are quickly and positively
^t
Jan. 31.
Friday,
cured by this valuable household
was boring tbe company with his reminremnvfn
the
sore chilblains will
iscences of the great people he had met.
quickly disappear when Neuralgic Ano8KDQWICK.
dyne
Is
"Last week,” he said, “I spent a most derubbed on.
Sedgwick grange held its regular meelIf you use a bottle of Anodyne and
lightful day with my friend Lord Broad- ing, Jan. 24; about 175
do
not
think you have gotten more
patrons
present,
than 25 cts. value from IL take back
acres.” “Indeed,” said a gentleman in a
including visitors from Halcyon, Rain- Inc empty bottle to your dealer,
and he
corner, who had not hitherto spoken; bow, East
will refund the money to you. and the
Biuehili, Messapaqua and proprietors.
“and so yon don’t recognize me aa Lord
The Twltchell Champlin
Brooklin granges.
Interesting remarks -i" of Portland, He., will reimburse
Braadmcres?” Tbe boasting one instantly
m.
were made by several
visiting members,
collapse-!, and, muttering some apology, also
County
Joanna
Deputy
Durgain.
left the room. “And I’m not Lord BroadAfter recess the
imd
acne at all,” chuckled the
following programme
gentleman, as
the door closed upon the discomfited one.
“"ied out: Ciraphophone selections.
Herold Torrey; singing, Nellie Anderson
recitation, brink Marks: singing, Nellie
Rank Foolishness.
Anderson, Virginia Allen ana Cara Oer“When attacked by a cough or a cold, ter; drams, “Love of a Bonnett;” aong.
Frank Marks; recitation, Austin
or when your throat is
son, it is rank
Staples;
P
foolishness to take any other medicine singing, Cora Hanscom.
than Dr. King’s New Discovery,” says C.
Sedgwick grange is doing good work.
O. Eldridge, of Empire, Qa. “I have used the new officers are constant in ettendNew Discovery seven yean and I know it
is the best nmedy on earth for coughs
Slmpte Reined; for La Grippe.
and colds, croup and all throat and lung
La grippe coughs are
dangerous as they fretroubles. My childnn an subject to quently
JTwF i ^nk.* .111. w'-’.m *
develop into pneumonia. Foley’s
croup, but New Discovery quickly cuns Honey and Tar not only stops the cough
but
every attack.” Known the world over aa heals and strengthens the lungs so that no
the King of tbroat and lung remedies. serious results need be feared. The genuine
Sold under guarantee at E. G. Moose’s holey s Honey and Tar contains no harmful
’•rugs and la in a yellow package. Refuse
drug store. 50c. and fl. Trial bottle free. substitutes.—G.
A. Pakcubs.
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ELLSWORTH.
Ellowortk Falla.

Life is too sho’t for logic; what I do I must
do simply; God alone must judge; for God
alone must guide, and God’s e. cct.
Those clouds are angel’s robes—
That fiery west
Is paved with smiling faces.
Be good, eweet amid, and let who will be
clever;
Do noble things, not dream them all day

X
P
I a...
I 10..4 so....
5 50 »

P

n r.

Road.I'll

yaak’jraJnnc.

WHEN BITTEN BY A
eeived. Refreshments were served. This
SNAKE.
grange is growing, its membership having
doubled since it was organized in Jane.
How taw people there
The worthy lecturer presented only a
afraid of snakes. Not long
small part of the programme, as it waa
late before the work waa finished. There lees little garter snake feu
of an automobile which
waa a solo by Boy Henderson, and reading by Emagene Bickford.
The
by B woman.

X
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Nov 25, 1907.
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and a large share of it by repeated fires
has been kept permanent waste.
The results of all this heedlessneas are

FOREST FIRES.
LUMBERING
HISTORY op
EASTERN MAINE.

devastation

by

fobbnt

fires

IN apparent to-day. Forty years

ago the volof lumber business done on all these
rivers was two to four times what it is at
the present time,'yet it seems likely from
all we know about the growth of timber
that if fires had been kept out and careful
methods naed in cutting, tbe volume of
manufacture might have been maintained
permanently at the highest point ever
reached.
f
ume

in

WASHINGTON AND HANCOCK
COUNTIES.

was read by Austin
jTbe following paper
assistant profeaaor In the foreatry de-

C arry.

aclentlflc school of
in an
given under the aus-

partment ol the Lawrence
Harvard univeraity. at Hancock hall,

addreaa on Foreatry"
Maine forestry commission before
pice. of the
of trade on Dec. *. WOT.)
the Ella worth board

The drat power Mar mill to be erected
within the limit* of the United State, ia
believed to have been built in the yeu
HBl in tbo present town of Berwick, at
the head of tide on the Salmon Falla
river, in thla location, it had all the
for a profitable milling enter-

requisites

prise-timber aopply, power

and facilities

shipment. The tall* on the river
afforded a natural dam. All about the
for

mill and

on

the banks of the stream above

stood stores of pine and oak timber.
From the tell of the mill thelyoarde could
it

be .lid right onto the decks of vessels that
ahonld take it to the markets along our

coast and in tha islands of the Atlant
tic.
The same conditions ao favorable for
manufacture characterise that portion of
our State now known aa Washington and
Hancock countlea. In the natural condition of the country great stock* of pine,
hemlock, spruce and various hard wood
timbers cover the ground; river* of sise
and grade favorable to (be floating of logs
drain it. having near their months falls
and rapids which afford cheap and efficient
power. Into the months of the streams
the <es flows, allowing vessel* of lit sit* to
come cloee to th* ait* of the mills. Here
are all the natural elements required for
successful lumber business.
own

BKOINXIilOS OP LCMBUIXO.

OUTLOOK BRIGHTENING.

To all who have carefully considered the
matter, however, it seems clear, I think,
that the lumber business of this section
had passed its lowest point. The markets
have changed of necessity, accepting what
once was thought worthless stuff. Transportation has improved, and as one result
of it we can now work up our raw materials finer on the spot, bringing more income to the labor and
business of the
country. Owners have waked up to tbe
; damage done them by forest fires, and the
State, too, has stepped in with protective
laws and organisation to remedy that evil.
All this tbe Union, Macbias and other
rivers are now feeling with tbe rest of the
State and country, and as a consequence,
in my belief, better times are in store. We
have still those natural advantages which
brought the lumbermen here at so early a
date, logs can be brought to the mill
and manufactured as cheaply here as anywhere in the country. To finest facilities
for water shipment is now added the railroad located favorably for tbe shipment
of products, but not threatening with fire
our main areas of productive woods.
In
plnoo of native timber stocks we have
those conditions of soil and climate which
; mean utmost growing power—for timber
probably grows faster and reproduces
more surely in Maine, taken as a
whole,
than in any other State. All this is promising and hopeful. To me it seems certain that if from now on we handle these
woods with reasonable prudence and conI sideration they will be a source of greater
prosperity in the future than they have
ever been in tbe past.
■

I

nere is one

general

consuuration

nere

which it will be well to c«l attention
at thaoutaet and that la that aa far aa can
be seen abead tbe destiny of this region
years before tbe Revolutionary war. My
along the Maine shore and east of the
ol
Macbias
waa
town
native
settled
own
Penobscot river is the growing of timber.
in 1783 by Scarborough men who aet np a
Its soil as a rule is not easy to cultivate,
as
had
housed their
mill as soon
they
and it is distant from great markets which
families, and tba saw-mill bnaineaa soon
might render profitable the cultivation of
became and long remained the chief
even a poor soil. Agriculture, moreover, is
means of
support of the community.
tending strongly toward the careful cultiEllsworth. Columbia Falla, Jonesboro and
vation of small areas. We have no mines
other points were occupied in the same
of any account. W hat tbe power latent in
way at about tbe tame time, and by twen- our streams and in
the tides may bring to
ty years later, or ahortly after tbe Revo- us in the
way of prosperity is yet to
lutionary war, mills had been set up and be
demonstrated, and in any case that can
small villages started at all the stntegic I
hardly determine a use for our soil. No !
points between Mt. Desert and Calais. This
region from the Penobscot to tbe St.
For many years these mills furnished
Croix seems, in the economy of nature and
about tbe only product which the region
of the country to be destined mainly to
exported. By the wealth which this tbe
raising of timber. Its soil, though
product brought to, added to the agriculrocky, is adapted to that. Its topography
tural products of the soil, the country was
it thoroughly adapted to lumbering operaopened up, families were reared and edu- tions. Its
country population is accuscated. the foundations of intelligence and
tomed and adapted to lumbering work.
were
laid.
prosperity
Largely with the productiveness of its
it cannot be said that u*fe of the forest,
forests this region in tbe future goes
the great natural resources of tbe region,
either np or down. Lumber business, in
was either
economical or fore-sighted.
its different phases will be a mainstay of
Markets always demand tbe beat availthe country in the future as it has been in
able, and when producers are not in a
the past and more than anything else we
Strong financial position only tbe best is are concerned with
its permanence and
sent
to
in
market. That meant
actually
volume.
times
and
early
taking only the pine
oak,
Tbe matter in hand is an extensive one
those timbers that were easiest worked or
and it has points which are technical and
of greatest technical value. It meant
cannot be dealt with before public gatherleaving on tbe ground all but the clear
or in a brief discourse
on paper.
timber of treea, a third perhaps of the ac- ings,
Certain broad aspects of tbe matter, howtually usutble lumber. Then imperfect or
ever, all can appreciate and understarifc.
partially defective trees were long disPeople are interested in a broad way. They
carded, while in lumbering operations no
want to know what to appreciate and what
attention was paid to preserving small
to condemn. In many cases they want to
growth or the kinds of treea not at tbe know what
they themselves can do to
time wanted. This not only involved
the good work.
waste, but cutting the beat species first forward
MODERN FIRE FIGHTING.
put them at a disadvantage in restocking
First then as to forest fires. Fire has
the land. So
of
tor
the
beat
part
if^ent
been in the past the great bane of forest
a century.
It waa not until about 1850
land. Of late years great improvement
that the sprues of this region obtained a
has indeed been made, but this quarter of
real footing in the market, and about tbe
Maine is still suffering to some extent
time of the Civil war that men began to
In this respect each person w ho
make use of the hemlock. On all tbese to-day.
travels the highways and woods can
rivers there is standing to-day a large
contribute his share in the shape of
share of their native hard woods.
personal caution. I can bring strong
VIBE THE SOt'BCE OP ORE AT WASTE.
results
the
encouragement, too, from
But greatest actual waste was caused by attained in fire protection elsewhere, for I
forest tires. Fire is tbe great destroyer of believe it to be a fact that wherever men
forest, and fires through a Urge part of have taken hold of this matter in a busiour timber
history were allowed to rage nesslike way they have beeu themselves
unchecked and unregarded. People did surprised at tbe results. The old method
not look into the future and see the conof dealing with fires was not to pay any
ditions which would then prevail. Taking attention to them till they had got underit for granted that
supplies were inex- way, then perhaps to send out a big force
haustible, men took what they wanted at of men after the fire had got beyond
the time, let tbe Area run and left the control. It cost a lot to fight fires after
future to take care of itself. Thus more that fashion, and the timber was burnt
than half of the total area of wood Und [ in addition. The new way is to maintain
between the Penobscot and St. Croix has a small but watchful patrol in the danger
been at one time or another burnt over, ! season, get to each fire before it had got
Lumbering camB.with tbe lint permanent settlement into tbla region some

to

attbretwtmmti.

Your Sick Child
can’t tell you what it has or how it feel*—it only shows it is
tick and miserable. If it is restless and peevish, doesn ’t sleep
well, has pains in the stomach and bowels or has an erratic
is stomach or pin worms.
appetite the trouble undoubtedly that
famous old life saver
Give the little one a few doses of

DR. TRUE S ELIXIR

start, and pat it oat while that may be
done. This costs less than the old way
and saves the timber besides.
One means that has greatly helped In
this line is the stations on mountain tops
that aBord a wide view of the country,
the watchman provided with map and
range-finder and connected by telephone
with wardens below, nee of these stations are now in operation on the Kennebec river, land owners paying for the
equipment and the State furnishing a
man. Great saving of expense and timber has been eBected thereby, and landowners are enthusiastic over the results.
That means of protection can be had on
these waters if owners will arrange for it
and undergo the very slight expense involved.
On this head one more thing ot consequence can be said, and that is that the
people ot Maine in general are In a very
liberal spirit to-day toward this kind ot
work. They believe in Maine forests and
their maintenance in productive shape,
and there is no object to which they will
more willingly lend their authority or
contribute their share of expense than to
well-planned means ot Are protection.
a

There is another matter intimately related to this which coaid not be omitted
from discussion and that ia the blaeberry
business. Blaeberries are a natural product o( our mountain tops and barrens.
They also grow freely on run-out farms
and follow timber growth frequently
where it has been destroyed by lire. The
sandy plains of the Narraguagus and
Pleasant rivers have been most productive
of the berries. The land was heavily
stocked with pine in the natural condition.
It is natural pine land, growing that
species of timber very fast, and pine, if it
were allowed, would quickly cover large
aress again.
What has pr-vented is the
repeated fires, and these of recent years
have been set in the interest of blueberry
production. The berries are utilized at
canneries. The blueberry canning business started in eastern Maine some thirty |
years ago, and it has grown since to considerable proportions. The amount of the
crop at the present time rs some 45,(100
bushels yearly. Something like |30,000
are anhuaily paid out for berries and some
labor is involved in packing and shipment
besides. This is a legitimate and paying
industry. It means a good deal to the
country in general and to certain districts
in particular.
It seems to be true, however, that this
industry as a whole has been reckless in the
use of land.
The area drained by Pleasant
river, for instance, is approximately 80,000
acres. Of this territory only 24,000 acres, as
near as can be estimated by the men best
acquainted with it, is timbered land. Twothirds is kept open and bare of woods by
blueberry fires. In Washington county
as a whole 130,000 acres, as near as can be
figured, are barren in the same way, and a
considerable territory in Hancock county
as well.
One hundred and sixty thousand
acres is perhaps a fair
estimate of the
whole, or about four acres to each bushel
of blueberries packed, 160,000 acres of
land on these various rivers that might be
in valuable forest, kept barren by fires
that it may produce in the average nine
quarts of blueberries per acre each year.
That is the way it figures out, and it seems
to me the blueberry men and the people
of Washington county in general ought
to carefully consider it.
If this were necessary for the maintenance of the industry, that fact would
have wreight, but everyone knows that it
ia not.
Among the results of inquiries
made none is more striking than the large
yield of certain small tracts of land. A

blueberry

canner

of

Cherryfleld,

for

in-

stance, tells of a tract of forty acres which
Under careful handling by the ow*ner had
yielded as high as 1,000 bushels a year,
and Mr. Grant, of Columbia Falls, tells of
a tract of about ten acres that yielded 700
bushels in 1906 and again 400 the past year.
There is profit in that, large and handsome profit, and no detriment to any one
country through.
Nor would it be so bad if po much
country w'ere not laid utterly waste. We
all understand tbht it is burning early in
in spring before the ground is dry which
perpetuates the crop. Burning later kills
the plants completely and leaves the sand
and stones exposed which will no longer
support them. These areas, though no
the

kept in growing timber would mean to
this portion
o^the State of Maine. Several of the rivers of this region are doing
a yearly lumber business
amounting to
between fifty and Sixty board feet per acre
on the total area of their
drainage, waste
lands and all. That means fl per acre distributed yearly among the people of the
county, or qn 150,030 acres more than 93
for each man, woman and child. That
ia^
worth while, small as if is, compared with
the results of scientific forestry under
whose methods the lands in question
might be made to yield a product of 500
feet per acre and year. The values that
might be produced under such a system
and the rivers of prosperity that would
Low out of it, no man is likely to estimate
too high.
j^The details of logging practice cannot be
gone into here, though numerous points
might be developed which have important
bearing on the
land!.
Cheap operation is an essential, but 'that
should be balanced with economy in the
use of timber stocks and with care for the
■mall growth that will form the merchantable timber of years to come. This matter
can only be commended to the consideration of the men who have the lands and
the work in charge.
Operators of the
present day are ready enough to say that
their predecessors in business were very
blind in the recklessness of their policy
and operation. If in thq conditions of the
present day they themselves shall prove to
have failed In the same way there will be
less excuse for them because they have
had warning and because a great deal
more is known
nb^r than formerly about
the growth of tiniber and other controlling facts. Speaking broadly, however,
the region, in my opinion, has little in this
line to learn from the rest of the State.
The logging methods which have been
found in the region to be cheapest are also,
or can easily be rendered, the least detrimental to the woods.

growingpower^oflbe
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attaining their growth, year by year
adding a little to their volume in the
shape of rings of wood on the outside.
Now' a small tree by reason of the
small area of foliage which it posbut a small volume
sesses can produce
of wood, while a larger tree, if not yet
past the point of vigor, yearly grows a

nettiiyersa/

.&&&.

Medicine

Liniment

LABOR.

An important factor here is the character of the labor employed.
The men
working in these woods are generally natives of the region, identified with its interests and as a rale effective and reliable
men.
This is far different from conditions prevailing in some other parts of the
State, where frequently foreigners, and
strays make up a large part of logging
crews.
Lumbering costs a lot more under
such conditions, and it is difficult or impossible to get careful, prudent work
done. The employers of the region shoujd
appreciate this fact and continue to see
ithat the legitimate demands of labor are
satisfied.
Nature is very generous to Maine, in no
way more so t^an in the rapidity with
w’hich she covers burnt or cutover land
with new growth. This is frequently of
snch a nature as to have little in that
direction to be desired so that protection is,
for the present at least, the most that can
be asked. In management of woodland,
however,there is at least one broad principle which people who control such
property suould bear in mind. That is
the necessity of maintaining growing
stock; in other words, of having grow ing
timber on the ground aa a basis of continued growth. Trees we know are long

imKwm

For Sciatica

The frequent use of Lee's Liniment works wonders—and
you get nearly twice as much of Lee’s as you do of any other
for 35 cents.

At your dealer’s.

CALDWELL SWEET CO., Props.
Sweet’s Carbolic Ointment, the great cleanse

Bangor, Maine.
healer and

10 cents.

pain reliever,

J

The Man
is

on

the Road

unavoidably separated from his family
But need this

even

separation be complete

while he is

away?

in

manifold larger amount. It is the same
with acres and townships as it is w ith
individual trees. If by hard cutting the
trees are kept very small and the growing
stock low, the production of the land is

low figure and the business
kept
which can be done on it at a correspondamount.
small
ingly
In this connection a w’ord may be said
in regard to those who hold land for
growth and increase*in timber price. A
sometimes exists against them
because for a time they tie up the reThis feeling
sources of the land from use.
I believe in general to be unjust and unbound. Many of our tracts need nothing
which to rest ana
so much as time in
gather their resources, and no disfavor or
prejudice should attach to the men who
take on themselves the financial burden
at

Not if he realizes the convenience of
the thousands of Pay Stations connected

with the NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

a

prejudice

involved.
On the other hand, some items in the
timber stock of the country might well be
used more closely than they are to-day.
Our fir, for instance, is a short-lived tree,
liable to defects if it stands too long.
More thorough cutting than is now' practiced in some districts would save a lot of
this material for use and relieve spruce
from much of the demand for short lumOur hard
ber which it now' has to
longer productive, are yet run over by toe wood stocks in large supply.
measures may be
fires and so kept from bearing timber. In looked at in the same way. The value of
this way great stretches of land under the these is yearly increasing with the exhaustion of the western woods. When
system pursued have been made completely the
time comes that they can be put on
barren.
the market at a good profit, that will
IRRESPONSIBLE FIRING.
mean in every way gain to the region and
AixTthere is still a worse feature about to the country at large.
I feel, too, that the region is to be
the matter as it has gone in the past, and j
on
the general stability
that is the irresponsible use of fire. For congratulated
*
*
*
*
of its business concerns.
an owner with due safeguards to use fire
In Washington county, there is very
on his own land in order to secure the
little speculation in timber lands. The
for the most part
men in control are
crop he desires, is a justifiable proceeding.
identified with the region and interested
For irresponsible men to fire the land of in its
permanent prosperity. They are on
others, destroying valuable timber, in a sound financial basis, and can give the
order to start up a crop that is looked on land that steady and careful treatment
which the best policy requires.
as common property is an entirely different
matter. Yet that, as we all know', is what
Of Vital Importance
has been done. Such action as that is
No other organs of the body are so essential
lawless, demoralizing, and a vast damage to good health as the kidneys. Foley's Kidto the country.
ney Remedy makes the kidneys healthy so
that they will strain out the impurities from
People have talked about these matters the blood which is constantly passing through
them. Commence taking
Foley’s Kidney
more or leas, and there seems to be a genof danger.—G. A.
For Remedy at the first sign
that
are not
eral

They

are

indicated

the various

by

“Blue Bell” signs. Quickly and cheaply

they put him in

touch

with the

loved

ones at home.

It's worth
worth

more

a

great deal
to

to

him.

It's

them.

It’s

cost

is

trifling.

Let the “Blue Bell”

Sign

Remind You of Home.

_

right.
feeling
things
part as I have traveled through Washington county, it has seemed to me that
the region tothe thing most needed
day is a clear and permanent settlement of
this particular matter. That can only be
had with the object of general prosperity,
on the basis of amenity to the law, and

Parchek.

free

Veterinary

Book

Notice
Pauper
contracted

Infallible guide. Mu kw» every man
his own borne doctor, hostage 2C.

City
worth to support and
for those wbe
Tuttle’s Elixir HAVING
need assistance during the next Ate mis
with the

of EU*

care

Insure*sound horses. « e-essplint,
$IW reward
curb, spavin, etc.
for failure where cure is possible.

TUTTLE’S ELIXIR CO..
I4P Beverly SI., Beaten. Mae*.
Hen ire of all blister,■; they JtV€
m.v

temporary relief, ifanv.

itviv

j ami

are legal residents <>t Ellsworth. I forbid
all persons trust tun them on my aeoooat, m
room aim accommodations to
care tor them at the City ‘. arm bouse.
M. k DB1JKXR.

I her e is plenty of

__

my

of each man for his own
It does seem to me, however, that if
blueberry culture on lands of small area
completely under the owner's control
is so profitable as it is said to be, that the
blueberry crop ought to be raised under
such cultivation, on farm lots and w ithin
a moderate distance from the canneries
and the rail.

responsibility

In color, flavor,
nutrition and
quantity of bread
per barrel

acts.

WHAT SAVING WOULD MEAN.

“TownTaIk”Flour
fAmerica’s Qreateat Winter Wheat Patent)

On the other hand, it will be well to consider briefly what 150,000 acres of land
-v

TMt Is Worth

Leads all competitors.
Makes more and better

Romombeiing.

Whenever you have a cough or cold, juafc
remember that Foley's Honey and Tar will
Do not risk your health by taking
cure it.
any but the genuine. It Is in a yellow package.—G. A. Parcher.

bread, biscuits, cake,
Ask your Grocer for "Tld-Blts" from "Town Talk"
Cook'book.
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once there were two large saw mills,
Sawing lumber day and night.
Not a thing is left to mark the place
They have vanished out of sight.

Where

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

The Hopkins mill and the old Grant mill.
We never again can see—
Those busy days of prosperity
Are now but a memory.
The old Hopkins boarding-house is gone.
That sheltered you and I,
Where we filled our hides with corned beef
and hash.
And stole the other man’s pie.

2,430 Herringbone

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29,190S.
Gov. Hughes, of New York, has announced his candidacy for the republican nomination for President. His
speech on Jan. 31 is awaited

promised

with interest, for in this speech Gov.
Hughes is expected to be specific as
to the principles npon which he stands
and is willing to stand.

by

The buildings have been taken down
And some put up elsewhere.
It makes the place look louely.
And desolate, and Dare.
Just why Joe Perkins* house should stand
I cannot positively state.
Unless it la for a sportman's camp
In the winter, when they skat*.

The sensation of last week was the
letter to Representative Parsons, of
New York state, from Secretary Taft The other part serves as a bridge
Below the ftve-saw dam.
in which he impresses npon his
At the foot of Infant street.
friends the doty of not dividing state
Right near “Fort Mary Ann".
delegations where the state has its Hall's mill has been taken down,
This letter is in
own candidate.
And the Doyle mill across the stream—
aoeord with the general policy of the When I think of the hundreds who have
worked there.
secretary's managers not to invade
It seems to me like a dream.
the territory of “favorite sons", and

night seriously endanger

the success
of the national ticket in November.
After

having

considered

of

almost

every important question affecting
the commercial progress of the country, the national board of trade concluded its thirty-eighth annual meeting in Washington this week. A

The cause for all these changes
Is erection of a sixty-foot dam:
A man that can engineer such a job
Must be a brainy mat..
There are roads each side of the lake
That are not yet quite complete;
If you wish to make the circuit
Go by way of Infant street.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

The item in this column last week to the
effect that this year would mark the 300th
anniversary of the founding of the Jesuit
mission on Mt. Desert island was an
error.
The Jesuits came to Mt. Desert in
1613, not 1606, as stated.

according to newspaper report, was a
most enjoyable aflhir, and highly complimentary to the recently-appointed justice.
The toast assigned Jndge King was:
“From Bar to Bench; the first Sensation.”
L. F. Starrett read a poem “Concerning
Kings”, starting with George III, and
winding up with the new King of the
•npreme judicial court of Maine. The
concluding lines of the poem were as

Capt.

3.

been

P. Cousins, of East Lamoine,

appointed

a

deputy

warden, without pay.

game

The other Hanwardens, recently re-appointed, are Fi%nk W. Thompson, of
Salisbury Cove, and George U. Dyer, of
Franklin.
cock

county

_

knows

a

so

life.

it also recommended that works of
art for public exhibition should be admitted free of duty.

has

happens.
Among those present who from personal
knowledge could discuss Maine and Mainiace were Ivey Tripp, Mace Coggins, formerly of Lamoine. and their wives, of
course, Oscar Pettingill, of East Lamoine,
and Mrs. C. S. Coggins, whoae husband
was a Lamoine boy. not forgetting Mrs.
Ida Young (nee Huckins) who, by the
way, is just aa young as she wasthirty-flve
years ago—in name.
After refreshments of sandwiches, cake,
cup of coffee which Mrs.
well how to make, all
united in wishing many happy returns of
the day, feeling that these gatherings help
to make bright spots in the pathway of

Bar Harbor’s new government building
ways among the leading commercial at last seems to be in sight. An appropriaof
the
The
country.
organizations
tion of f72,000 has been made, and it is
recommendations Of the postmaster- announced that work will begin in the
general regarding a postal savings spring.
bank were indorsed by the board, and

in

<

Tripp

Our Atlantic correspondent is still picking pansies from that out-door bed. The
latest blossom was picked Jan. 22.

Rockland the members of the Knox bar
gave a banquet in his honor which,

friends.

ice-cream and

Next season, when summer comes—
And we have not long to wait—
We will enjoy ourselves every Sunday
A-boating on Leonard lake.

campaign of publicity will be started
*>y which the board intends to disseminate literature bearing on forestry, irrigation, and improved water-

Judge King Banqueted.
During Justice King’s recent stay

our

A little more than one short moon ago,
one
of our number, Daniel K. Young,
formerly of Lamoine, had a “day”. Yes,
Daniel had a “birthday”; be waa-shall I
say it—yes, as he is a man 1*11 venture it
he was fifty-seven yeafs old. A goodly
number of us, old friends and new, met to
give him a surprise, but then you know*
men are never surprised by anything that

The steel bridge that spanned the stream
Just below Hall’s upper mill.
Has been takeni down, and part of that
Is up on Stover's hill.

in political circles the belief obtains
that it was inspired by a desire to
prevent the development of a condition of affairs in New York state that

§ epasit*
faiinjs §rpattmrnt
i!»ora

EXEMPT PROM MUNICIPAL. TAXATION.

ARE

—

The Cushman mill, Hall’s lower mill
Run so many years by “Old Sam”,
Have been taken down, and in their place
Is a mammoth sixty-foot dam.

hall is a thing of the past.
No more dances will they hold there.
Or the boxing school, that was taught
Rhodes—
He could “trim" them all, for fair.

FOSTER.

John Black Foster, formerly of Ellsworth. died suddenly on Monday afternoon, at his home in Deer Isle. His death
causes the first break in the family of ten
children of Zabud and Nancy Miller Foster, of Ellsworth.
Mr. Foster a year ago had an attack of
which left him with rheumatism.
flowers,” and
earthquakes, yet some grip,
winter he ban another severe attack
how 1 have the feeling that “way back in This
of grip, which confined him to his home
Maine”, in the little town of Lamoine.
for three weeks. He was out Monday for
there are some who still take an interest
first time, and walked to the village.
in us, and to them, through the columns the
he returned home be complained
of your estimable paper, I would extend When
tired from the exertion, and a
the friendly hand and “give them a of feeling
few minutes later he expired of heart
shake”.
We know that we have had your sym- failure.
The deceased was forty-eight years of
pathies in the troublous times of the past,
in Deer Isle about
and are equally assured that we have your age. He bad lived
in business as a
best wishes for the future. January, 1906, twenty-eight years, being
and painter. He leaves a widow
shows the great
progess that has been carpenter
Ernest and Frank.
made in rebuilding our city, yet it is a and three sons—Hoyt,
brothers and sisters living are Mrs.
small'beginning when compared with the The
Curtis R., Austin M., and
“great whole” that must be done ere we Irving Osgood,
E. Foster,
of Ellsworth; Mrs.
shall be the same as we were before April Albert
Gaton S. Osgood, of Bloch ill; Stetson
18, 1906—no, not the same, because in
Foster, of Boston; Miller N. Foster, of
every way we exjiect to have and be a betWakefield, Mass., James E. and F. Loring
ter city.
of Bar Harbor.
Now, though daily busied w ith the get- Foster,
The funeral will be held. Friday, at
ting of the wherewithal to be housed,
clothed and fed, we try not to forget the Deer Isle. Curtis R., Austin M., and
E. Foster, and Mr. and Mrs. Irving
good-fellowship feeling implanted in us Albert
will go to Deer Isle to attend.
“way down East” by our forefathers and Osgood
foremothers. and occtsionally remember
WANTS LAW CHANGED.
the special days that come into the lives

I walked up the Shore road to-day,
And past the old Dunn rise,
The sights I saw quite staggered me;
I could not believe my eyes.

AT

B.

News from California.
121 Bartlett St.,
)
San Francisco, Cal., \
Jan. 10,1906. j
To the Editor of The American:
Although for many years a resident of
the “wild and wooly West”, or to otherwise express it, “the land of fruit and
Maine

As

AFTERNOON

* t ortiletmtnta,

OBITUARY.

CorrreponDrncc.

The Old and The New.

Apropos

to

the occasion,

friends addressed
cal

medley

to

one

ol

the

the following alphabeti-

Mr. Young:

Assembled here to night.
Beneath this friendly roof.
Come friends both old and new.
Desiring by oar presence here
Eternal friendship thus to prove.
From good old Maine to western shores.
Golden promise luring them on.
Have come both young and old.
In '75, two men of worth.
Just entered matrimonial state.
Ket ping before the eye of hope.
Left home and friends of many years,
Moved by the march of progress on.
Not daunted by the storm and strife.
One of the twain we greet to-night:
Prompted not by idle thought.
Question we, “Friend, what have the years
brought thee?”
Riches of health, of friends, of wealtn.
Strivings for the good, the noble, the true.
Things that tend to our future good.
I’rgent the call for courage in action.
Voiceless our cry in the battle of life.
What shall we ask for you, friend, on this
evening marking the years by nearly three-

Hancock County Trapper Calls Attention to l'n)ust lav.
U. H. Young, a well-known Hancock
county trapper and fur-buyer, in a letter
to Maine Woods say*:
I

was

much interested in the letter written

by Manly Hardy, and glad to hear from
who has some thought of the protection f
«

«

ne

our

inland fish from the ravages of some of our
fur-bearing animals, and also regard for
many of the trappers who work hard, early
and late, during the trapping season, to support their families. I think some of our
game laws are not only hard, but unjust.
I have trapped more or less for some fifty
years, and have been a buyer of fur for some
thirty or forty years, and think I know little
The most
something about the business.
valuable fur we have now in this section,
excepting the silvag gray fox. is the mink.
Over one-half of the minks 1 handle are
caught on the islands along our sea-coast.
Some of them are in incorporated place* and
cultivated.
Now. in the first place, the trapper has to
obtain the written consent of the owner or
occupant, whether he is in Maine or Patagonia. before he can set traps. Then he must
visit them at least once in every twenty-four
hours, blow high or low, rain or shine, or
stand a chance of coughing up from $10 to $50
for each offence.
It would please me to see some of the wise
men who framed this law attempt to land
on some of these islands in a life-boat (say
nothing of the old dory that most of the trappers have to use) in some of the gales and
storms we have in the trapping season.
And
if they want to trap on any unorganized
township or state land, they have to pay $5
for a license to trap animals that destroy
thousands of dollars worth of poultry that the
State in many cases has to pay for, and also
animals that no doubt kill more game fish
than all that come to maturity from some of
oar fish hatcheries that we appropriate so
much money to support.
But s resident,
man. boy or kid. who can carry a gun. can
roam as he pleases in open season through
our forest, shooting big game, small game, or
whatever they come across, with a human
being occasionally added, and go acott free.
How about this?

Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
Tremendous receptions were the lot of
May Irwin at Keith's last week, for the
greatest of American comediennes is in
line fettle, and enters into the spirit dis*
played by her audiences with great zest.
She is to remain at Keith’s one more seek,

Ocf
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Surplus and Undivided Profit*,
Stockholders* Liability,

9100,000
40,000
100,000

Extra Protection to Depositors,

9240,000

Capital,

....

^tuian

trustCampaug

(Ellsworth, ftlainr.

statk or

e

THE

the Commission

time.

of the previous speakers had spoken
of the large quantity of clams dug and
consumed by summer
boarders.
Mr.
Hodgkins said that every bushel of clams
consumed by summer visitors brought
bigger returns to the State than clarna
used in other ways, and if they could be
protected for the benefit of the summer
visitors it would mean a considerable sum
to the residents of the seashore.
More money, he said, can be made cultivating clams than cau be made iu raising
potatoes, but it ought not to be left to the
towns. The clam flats ought to be under
the sole rontrol of the State.
One

—

throughout

Sympathy is the earnest ol iociety.

Measures, not men, have always bean

my mark.—Goldsmith.

a*n/S5Sumptfon. ContSlwenoUopKus“°^J

■Aurir'^'^

Maine Fish Warden* DlncttU Then#
muc none!.
'Fishing Industrie*.
TS conformity with ha prorlalon. of Ch»«
At a meeting of the Maine fish wardens A ter thirty two of the Roriwd att^S
and upon the petition of an or more cltl.iV.
in Portland last week. F. L. Hodgkins, of
of tho State, nod drawing it for '.hr brat iT
Lamoine, was elected corresponding sec- terrat of tba State, the Oommlaaiontrs of In
laod Ftaberiea and Gama, after demounts
retary, and S. B. Thnrlow, of Stonington, all Minora latenated In the anhlect
matter?r
• lid petition, and
a member of the executive committee.
public hearing thereon 2
the locality to be erected, and deemiw n
Among the principal subjects discussed neceaanry
and proper for the protection in
v ere t he lobster and clam industries. State
the inlaod Sab of the ttate
preaerratlop of
hereby adopt the following needful rnleeuS
Commissioner Donohue give some interregul.Ilona relating to the time, and plana
esting statistics regarding the lobster in- iti which and the clicuntataucea under whin
Inland S«h mat he taken to t e water* &
dustry. He s»id the total number of legal Blunlw Pond, in the town of Lamoine
r-oonir
7
lobsters caught iu the Slate iu 1907 was of Hancock
nt'Laa nan nnncuTtona.
a
valne
with
of
total
f2,095,4d2.
S,698,671,
Section I. There ahnlt be a close ’imelor
This is an increase over 19)3 of 119,159 lobfour v. are on Hlnnt’a Pond, ao callrd, «ltT.
>1.818. altd in the tone of Lamoiae, county
sters, and an increase in value of
of Hao.
The clam industry was discussed at cock, from October t to Jtay i. of each year
daring which time It shall be unlawful to fUh
the
sense
of
the
wardens
asand
lor. take, catch or kill any kind of fish to said
length,
sembled seemed to be that unless some pond.
Section <• It thill be unlawful for any pe?.
protective measures were taken at once, eon, for four years, to fleb for or catch ear
kind
of fleb in said pond oa Sunday of each
be
the clam industry would
ruined. Several of the wardens favored a law to stop
Section 9. It sbnll be unlawful for anr p«<*.
aon during the time It it lawful to nah in said
the canning of clams in the State.
pond, fnr four years, to take or catch more
F. L. Hodgkins, of Lamoine, said the than twelve fleb In any one day.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of Janotrr, a d.
clam industry wa* of great importance to
196*.
L T. CaaisSTON Chairmen,
the people of Maine. While the value of
J. W. Bases vtt.
R. B. Rivo,
the product did not equal that of the lobCommisaioaera of lalaad Fisher? s
ster industry, the amount received repreand (iacne.
sented nearly all labor, while the lobster
TAX COMMISSION
industry required a much larger percentCommissioners appointed by the Goteraor to investigate the present system of
age of invested capital. That which produced more for labor needed the greater taxation and to make recommendations to
the nest legislature will give public h-»riaxi
at their offlee, Baxter Building, Portland, at re
protection, he said.
He spoke of the Rhode Island plan of o'clock a. a., aa follows:
February 25. To consider taxation of Bteta
dividing the clam flats up in sections and
Railroads
74. To consider Taxation cf St mi
allowing clams to be dug on alternate sec- February
Railroads.
tions each year, the other sections to be February 27. To consider Taxation of T«l»phone and Tetecraph Companies
closed for that year. In this way half the
Every taxpayer of Maine Is invited to usd
flats of the State were protected all the at any and all timea, helpful suggestions to

The fifteen pound lobster recently
score.
caught by Bert Birlem, of Cranberry Isles,
was sent to the aquarium at New York
Xcept those things that shall add to your
Potato Diseases.
blessings, doubt, disdain and sorrow no
for
exhibition. The lobster did not
city
The potato is subject to many diseases
more;
take kindly to the gaze of the curious
follows:
requiring constant vigilance on the part
Tours be the pathway that endeth in triumph. making several changes in
repertoire.
public, and three days after its arrival at
of the grower. That spraying with borNow my little some has brought me
Yours be an entrance to mansions of light.
The
bill
will
include
surrounding
among
the aquarium, it died. It was taken at
deaux mixture is a paying operation has
To the third King in my trio.
Zealously striving, truthfully saying. **I*ve its leading features Mr.
known
Hymack,
once to the American museum of natural
This King, who to-night is with us.
been amply demonstrated. Whether the
finished. I’ve fought a good tight.”
as
“the
chameleon
who
comedian”,
Is not only bright but modest.
history, and will be mounted.
generally adopted methods for applying
I would also write of an incident in
a novel act; the Josettis and their
presents
So in what 1 say about him
which another
Lamoine
boy figures Lilliputians, a remarkable acrobatic team; fungicides can be improved, and whether
I will be brief, though to'do*him
Mrs. Myra Young, of North Lamoine,
dry bordeaux can be successfully and ecoThe enclosed letters will
Harry L. Tight and his company of colSimple justice, I must praise him.
sends us for examination a copy of the prominently.
nomically substituted for the wet form
It would seem that Ellsworth soil is
legians, in “Those Hippy College Days”, are
Ulste C unty (N Y.) Gaz te of Jan. 4, explain:
questions of the greatest importance
Most especially adapted
North Coast Like Gtaros,
with its delightful atmosphere of student
1300 Among other important news articles
to the Maine farmer.
Eastbourne, Sussex. England,
To produce judicial timber.
Searl
and
life:
Violet
Allen
and
is an account of the funeral of George
Oct 14, 1307.
)
company,
And there never was a stick that
inese subjects are discussed m
bulletin
in tbeir fast-moving singing and dancing
Washington. The paper is an interesting Dear Sir:
Was in Ellsworth grown or elsewhere
149, just issued by the Maine experiment
‘-The
skit,
Frederic
relic.
the
Travelling Man;”
Among
advertisements, many
Any straighter, any sounder.
station.
the
other
Among
questions dealt
up by myself on above-uamed beach this Voelker, violinist, accompanied by Mrs.
of which are quaintly worded, is one of a
Any cleaner, any stronger.
with in the same bulletin are the relative
about 7 a. m. Bottle was endam- Voelker on the
Than the one that King was hewn from.
“stout, healthy, active negro wench” for morning,
piano; Vinie Daly, a nimof
aged. save being covered with baruacles. ble
light and heavy spraying, ibe
All that he has need to do is
sale.
dancer; the Valdare troupe of six efficiency
treatment of seed (rotators with formaldeWishing you many pleasant returns of the
Keep straight on as he has started—
pretty girls who are expert cyclists, and
season. I am, very respectfully,
T.
Hcter.
Five
hundred
and
forty-seven persons
hyde gas and for the purpose of preventFaithfully his dnty doing.
the three Nightingales, in a
delightful
in this Stale have this year paid a United
If he do it, though he may not.
The letter from the bottle was as follows:
ing scab, an easy and economical way of
vocal turn.
As did William King, the governor.
State liquor tax, according to the records
Jan. 1. 190*.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Thorne aDd com- generating formaldehyde gas for this and
Get a statue, he will earn one.
in the office of the internal revenue deother purposes, the effect of liming a toil
This bottle was throws from the steamship
pany in that uproarious farce, “An UpEl
Mar.
for
Southern
Pacific
Co.,
about
thi3
district
at
to
a. ruthe development of potato scab in
partment
Portsmouth,
town Flat;” Black and Miller, acrobatic upon
Maineltes in California.
N. H. Fourteen of* these licenses were j in the Gulf stream off Savannah. Ga.. rith a
succeeding crops, the appearance in Maine
Members of the State of Maine society issued in Hancock
wind blowing. Finder j/ease humorists; Will and Mabel Casper, in an
north
heavy
in
Bar j
of a pest which seems to be
county—seven
comparatively
entertaining bodge-podge, and up-to-date
to
of Passadena, Cal., held their third monthly
Harbor, three in Ellsworth, two in Bucks- oblige by returning
new to this
country, known as the “interOsc.aa W. Petten,.ili„
pictures by the kinetograph will complete
meeting Wendesday evening, Jan. 15, sport and two in Slonington.
nal brown spot" of the
130 High Point Avenue. Weehawkeu Heights. the show.
potato, and the
with a large number present. P. G. Woosuse of red lead as an insecticide for
Hoboken. New Jersey. C. S. A.. North
potater presided at the meeting.
toes.
America.
Prin. i, it R. W
.lartinof the Emerson!
Electricity In the Navy.
The committee od programme, consistThis bulletin will be sent free to all
grantin', school, i. bis proposed enter-' A lwo-cent
The endless work aboard our huge warpostage stamp Washington’s
ing of Miss Zelma Smith, chairman, Mrs. prise of
iort/ or more boys a:.d
residents of Maine who apply to the AgriFitch and Mrs. Partington, assisted by girls o; h.' ,4rad:i.:i .g class on a three or hem: was placed in the bottle uuuthe ship* is wonderfully facilitated by elec- cultural
experiment station, Orono.
Mrs. McDermid, arranged a delightful Four days' trip to Muiue’s moat interesting letter, and although turned yellow by tricity. To the landsman it is hard to
cities and towns, is contemplating an
water
that seeped
into
the bottle, realize what a variety of uses electricity is
programme, which was a complete suc- educational effort of high value. Pride
A woman'a idea of good luck is to And a
somewhat obliterating some of the words, put to on board a modern cruiser.
cess.
It follows:
and loyalty for one’s native state is a fine
of socks in tbe pile that doesn’t need
Electricity elevates the guns, brings Sir
Reading, Miss Pearl Rodgers; solo. Miss thing, and travel, wisely planned and it was cancelled in England on the origirning.
under happy circumstances and a good nal letter, which was returned to Mr. Pet- ammunition up from the
Mattie Hicks; piano solo. Miss Helen Esmagazines and
guide, is one of the best promoters of a
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
tor
tey; old-fashioned New England school- profitable knowledge and pride in one's tengill's address in New Jersey and for- communicates advice to the gunner reth*‘ «ouot be cured bv
warded
his
to
him
in
C;t*,rh
San
aim
from
a
garding
house spelling match in which Mrs. Me- commonwealth.—Air Harbor tie cord.
Francisco, thus
post of observation Hall • Catarrh
Cure.
f
in
one
J
we
an
of
the
old
HENEY
*
proving,
may say,
CO., Toledo. O.
tops. Electricity supplies
Dermid won first prize, Mrs. O. T. Fellows,
saying
,.
We. tha
undersigned, hsve known F. J.
that “all thing* come to those who light inside and outside the ship and
*he '**'
aeeond; piano solo, Mias Warner. Mrs. 3.
Portland City Hall Burned.
»nd believe him
>?*«•«•
makes
honorab
wait”—sometimes.
e
in
the
perfectly
all
possible
business transacV. Harris, accompanied by Mrs. C. M. King
great searchlights. ttons. and
Portland’s city hall, containing tbe
aaancialli
to carry out
any
5
Perhaps I have written more than yon The invisible force opens and closes doors obligations made by hisable
on the piano, sang two solos to the delight
arm.
municipal offices and departments, and
will
care
to
make
and
bat
Waldino.
actuates
Kixkax
I’ll wait
hatches,
A Marvin.
apace tor,
automatic indicaof Maine folk present. She is a daughter the police bnilding, in which were the
and eee, and may perhaps venture to call tors, drives ventilating
Toledo, O.
Ha a
PPWJ"*.
of the good “Old Pine Tree State.
blowers and
Cure is taken
supreme judicial and municipal coarts,
jV *
internally, actwinches which control a great
Mbs. L. M. Coggins.
Mrs. Augusta Entry was the “teacher" were burned Friday.
Valuable records, again.
variety of ing directly upon the blood and mucous sur- 1
Sent ff£.
tackle, and supplies the power for hoists. i£!!-L'h' *1***“ Testimonial,
in the spelling match. She was born in in the .probate office dating back over a
Bold by all Druggists.
The officer on the bridge signals to the
Marlboro, Me., the daughter of Nahum century, were destroyed.
constipation.
<<<^||^^^^^^iiy_PillsJ,or
Explicit Directions.
engineer with electricity. Telephones
The
Hodgkins.
momentary loss is estimated at
Everybody knows one or more of thoae communicate with ail parts of the
The next meeting of the society will be I™,000, bat thi* sum will not cover tbe
Jma.
vessel,
conscientious egoists who canoot rid and wireless
for a baked bean and brown bread supper, Ion oi valuable papers and documents.
telegraph instrument* are in
themselves of the idea that no one can be constant touch with land or
W'Stern^^ay^orGrlndstone
and will take place Feb. M.
other vessels.
Necks a boat, peapod build. Osnsr cso
Other city departments were also swept
trusted to carry out the simplest details of The
telephone* are alio used to pick up ?SaJgSmE?2»SrRTITg prop*27 w»d paying
dear of everything by the flemee, with
charges. Elmbu B. Tobbby. Winter
routine work without their personal su- fog
Harbor,
signals transmitted through the water.
Frederic Hudson in his “History of tbe exception of the city clerk’s end tbe pervision.
It was one of these men who sailed for Even in the kitchen electricity is found
Journalism”, referring to the Boston city treasurer’s offices. One of tbe moat
useful to help the cook peel
leaving in his brother’! can a the
potatoes, mix
£o let
Hesaiag Tmmcript in its youthful days, valuable libraries in tbe State, the Omen- England,
dough, sharpen the knives or grind
parrot of which he was very fond. All
early in the ism’s, asys: “It was small, leaf law collection, was destroyed, with s the way across the Atlantic be worried the meats and vegetable*. Motor* ot ail
the navy whereabout the bird, and no sooner had ha sizes are used
always clean, and was a general favorite loee estimated at $10,000.
Tbe blue originated in tbe city elec- landed at Southampton than he rushed
in the family circle.” In the last two
over this cablegram to his brother:
“Be
qualities the Trc nicript remains the trician’s office end wss caused by crossed son and feed the parrot.”
A Card.
same.
In the former much difference may wiree. Tbe city bnilding wu erected in
yet Salt.
111 dr>W*‘* »re au“And the brother cabled back: “Have
tboniM
to
refund
jour uodct
if Pniav’s
“
be noted; it has grown from a tiny four- 1800 at a coat of $060,000. The insurance fed him, bat he’s hungry again. What
and Tar faila’to cu“
Bo«y
ur
shall
I
do
next?”—Woman’s Home Com- cold. It
coujh 'oj
page sheet to s daily journal of from six- was only $81,000,a number of policies havstops the couch, heaU the Inns* and
panion.
teen to fifty-two peges in else. Its repu- ing recently expired.
prevents serious results from a cold Curea
«

tation as a dean newspaper of true worth
continues to grow as well.

Sprtial Xatiua.

CLAMS AND LOBSTKK8.

luantity of
joist, planed spruce and pinelumberboard*
at reasonable once*
u
#•»
Ac*T,s’
Cunicnlocus Park

Mifls, Efypt^ilm'

Mobcill N. Dbkw.
Chairman.

CARD or THANK*.
to
express our heartfelt thanks
for courtesies and expressions of sympathy in ourgreat oereavement.
W. H. Moose and Family.
Bingor. Jan. 27, IRS

TITE wiab
▼f

FREEDOM NoneX.
HEREBY release to my minor son. Cecil
Butler, hie time during the reminder
minority. 1 sball claim none of his
wages nor pay nay bills of bis contracting
after this date.
Hibsm A. Btnriva.
West Franklin. Me.. Jan. 1. IBM.

I L
of his

THE NULLIFICATION tilTTHK M M»aT
HTATCTE or THE STATE OFM AINE.
was hunting and shooting a* usaal
ouhunday in Cunicaloue Park. Gel. i,
190?
The Bute of Maine moat indemnify me
In the sum of ft,000 and #7.000. i. e. tea
thousand dollara; for nullification of Sunday
•'close rime” law. A like amount c>ust be
paid to me for each and every violation of the
Decalogue by the State of Maine and the federal government of the United State of America.
Mait CatmastNB Farr* At rrtx.

THERE

TAKE NOTICE]
beside* Maine laws for clow
#i.000 to #5.000 or th 'tees
state prison; Saamduj/a. fA.txOO to
#7.000 or fifteen mouth** Imprisonment, ia
each and every css* of trespass in Cuoiculocut park from this date.
Mary C. Faxrz A\»r:s.
Aug. 21. 1907.

penaltv
time is from
THE
months in

not

SPECIAL NOTICE.
in

Pi't. I

Cunlcolocus
trespass
DO demand
life and property
protection
from the
St*;*?
to

Maine,

«
countv of Hancock, the
and the Unite 1 States of America
Mart C. Fam A -t»n.

legal Xotiofr.
NOTICE or FORECLOSURE
Btheei Willey, ir.. of Cherryv?
field, in the county of Washington
Victor Brewer and Elbridge E. Richard* >n, of
Eden, in the county of Hancock and 6ii f of
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated the fourteenth day of November, a. d. 19W. and recorded in the Hancock county registry of
deeds, book 485, page 10?, conveyed to me the
undersigned, a certain pares! of land situated
in plantation No. ?, in said county of Hancock, and bounded and described as folios*,
vi*.: Beginning IN) rods from the northeast
corner of aaid township numbered 7 on the
town line of aaid No. 7 and No. 10; tbeace
south 100 rods; thence west 200 rods; thence
north 161 rods to north line of said township
No. 7; thence east on said line 200 rod* to
place of beginnln£.containing 200 acres. being
the same lot conveyed us this day by t nio
Hmith and the same conveyed said Smith by
Smith April t, IBM. and resorded
Washington county registry of deeds. Coo*
page 660. And, whereas, tbs condition of
re,
said mortage haa been broken, now, th»
by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Alonzo Smith.
December 28. 1107.

W^HEREas

Byron

Notice of First Meeting of Creditor*
In the District Court of the United State* for
the Hsncock District of Maine.
In tbs matter of
'i
Clement 6 Lawton co- j
partne-s. and Chester B. Jn
fla**r“**
Clement and Harry E. (
Lawton individually,
I
J
Bankrupts.
To the creditors of Clement and Lswtomot
Southwest Hartor, in the county of Han coca
and district aforesaid, bankrupts:
is hereby given thet on the
Ai
day of January, a. d. 1M U« »»»«.
Clement and Lawton were duly adjudicated
bankrupts; and the first meeting of their
creditors will be held at my office, at &* Wait
of
street, in Ellsworth, Maine, on the 12th day
February, a. d. IML at l.o*clock intbe after
noon, at which time the aaid creditors tusy
attend, prove their claims, appoint a
examine the bankrupts and transact *ucn
other business ae may properly com* b*for
said meeting.
William B. W*m*®.
Eeferee in BankruptcyJan.
Ellsworth,
M, HM.

VfOTlCE

trusJJJ

Ptafmiimsl

Cirt*.__
WALSH,

J
EDMOND
attorney
ATD

COUNAELOR AT LAVT.
Office*, Fine Xationa! Bank BuliJm}Mil*'*-

Ellawobte,

1JOAKD of trade busy.

Committee

at

Work on Several

MASTERY OF THE OCEAN.
In-

dustrial Propositions.
Ellsworth board
The committee of the
with several propof trade ha* been busy
last meeting of the
ortions since the

Behavior of Big Ship Lusitania In
Heavy Sea.
[From the ScirnUflc American.]

The first week of December, 1907, will
and it is probable will have several long be remembered as one of the moat
submit to the board boisterous in the annals of trans-Atlantic
interesting matters to
travel. The steamers which made the
gt its next meeting.
which waa re- western passage encountered what was alThe joint committee to
matter haaheld most a eont inuous gale from the time
they
ferred the shoe factory
and left the Fnglish channel and the Irish
several meeting*, and propositions
have been consid- coast until they passed the Sandy Hook
counter-propositions
and the directors lightship. Not only were the winds at
ered by the committees
Co.
times of cyclonic force, but the captains of
of the Union Shoe
The proposition of the employees to take the various ships agree in stating that the
of (6,000, paying for seas were among the heaviest encountered
stock to the amount
of 10 per cent, weekly in their experience.
The fact that
it by reductions
the although all the ships were some
days late
from their wages, waa not accepted by
and a conn*** In arriving none of them received
directors of the company,
any
was made which in substance
serious damage, testifies to the high state
proposition
amount
of
the
to
of
capital
perfec.ion which the art of constructing
„ that new
and navigating the modern ocean liner
*10,000 te an bscribed in cash.
of
board
trade
the
has
reached.
This proposition
Of all the ships which made the passage,
committee wilTsnbmit to the executive
this
afboard
the greatest interest naturally attaches to
probably
committee of the
a canvass to
the Lusitania, which, because of her great
ternoon, and it la thought
will
be
sucslxe and power, would be expected to
raise that amount of capital
be
asked
for. show superior ability, not only to smash
cessful. Subscriptions will
Another matter whieh the committee on her way at high speed through the heavy
industries hss in hand it the reopening ssaa, but to do so with far leas discomfort
of the creamery. An agreement hat been to the passengers than would be experowner of the
ienced on a smaller vessel. Let it be resigned by H. B. Phillips,
creamery, to give a lea* of the buildings corded then, at the outset, that her exfrom one to live perience in the boisterous weather she enand equipment for
be to pay taxes and insur- countered makes it certain that the ship
years, for (200,
ance and to repaint the building*. Thla will never be built whose size is such that
i,» nominal rental-but little more than she wUl not be more or less the sport of
the elements, and whoae power will never
the actual expense.
in correspondence be so great but her speed will be to some
The committee ia
with F. J. Gerry, of P. J. Gerry A Son, extent cut down by the combined resistD»xter, who says be would negotiate for ance of the wind and sea. But having
the reopening of the creamery here if a admitted this much, it was proved in the
sufficient number of cow* could be recent rough passage that increase in size
;
promised. Tbi* the board of trade will and power contributes enormously to the
comfort of the passengers and the average
try to obtain.
A corn canning factory la another prop- speed of the trip.
A length ol close upon S03 feet, • beam
osition on which the committee i* working, and correspondence has been had of eighty-eight feet, and a draft of thirtyaith a man who will consider the opening four feet, to say nothing of a displacement
of such a factory here if a sufficient of over 40,000 tons, provide dimensions
and mass to which even the most furious
acreage planted to corn is pledge.
Another matter, the dredging of Union ol Atlantic gales are able to impart only
river, will come before the people of Ells- slow rythymicat movement; of pitching
worth ibis week in the shape of a petition and rolling. Although the rise and fall of
to the government for an appropriation the bow must at times have been as great
as fifty feet, the movement, except on rare
for the work.
occasions, was gradual, and did not involve those sudden changes of position
Advertising Ellsworth.
Tbe current number ot the Induolrial which are so strongly provocative of seaJournal, just issued, contains the write- sickness. So also the rolling, whloh rarely
up of Ellsworth, snd lull page advertise- reached ten degrees eacu side ot the norment* of tbe industrial advantages of Ells- mal, wi! very slow, and was accompanied
worth, arranged lor by the Ellsworth by an appreciable period of rest before reTbe write-up is Illus- covery. It has been proved in this ship,
board of trade.
trated by several views of tbe dam and its beyond question, that increase of comfort
site, s view of tbe pumping station dam, is gained by increase of size, and the
future is certain to see a growth in the
a bird’s-eye view ol Ellsworth, the courthouse. public library, “The Pines,’’ First dimensions of trans-Atlantic ships, whose
national hank building, the hardwood only limits will be those imposed by the
factory and foundry, and a cut of Mayor length of piers at which the ships lie and
the depth of the harbor channels through
Greeiy. Editorially tbe Journal says:
Thh Jovssal devotes considerable of its which they most pass.
The 70,000 horse-power, quadruple turspace this month to the notable Illustration
of power development inaugurated by the bine engines proved to be admirably adBir Harbor A t'nton River Power Co. on the
apted for driving the vessel into a heavy
Union river at Ellsworth. By tbe aid of the head sea.
“Racing,” that bugaboo of the
earners snd through the medium of the halfmarine engineer, has been practically
tone engravings. and supplemented by a deseliminated. The four propellors are so
criptive sketch this wonderful transformation
immersed and their diameter is
Is graphically portrayed. The generation of deeply
electric power in large volumes and low price relatively so small that the tips of the
at tidewater should mean much for Ellablades are fully twelve feet below the surwortb's industrial future.
face of the water, and, consequently, they
are very rarely lifted clear of the water,
nTcomv
even when the ship is pitching heavily.
Mr*. Trueworthy Is reported as failing. When they do lift the speed of rotation
is already so high that the increase due to
The lumbermen are waiting patiently
the lessened resistance is scarcely noticefor snow to get up tbeir year’s wood.
able. Moreover, there is no lowering of
J. H. and W. E. McGown are lumbering the
ship’s speed, as in the case ot a racing
on the Mary F. Moore
farm. North Ells- reciprocating engine, the thrust on the
worth.
being constant or subject to only

[ward,

The children are much
their school and studies.
with is teacher.

interested in
Milton Beck-

Colman Bates, seventy-five years of age,
is doing his own housework and hss his
year's wood cat and about three cords
htuled up and partly manufactured for
the stove.
J H.

McGown and wife celebrated the
fortieth auniversary of their marriage

Saturday evening.
Forty year*

have toiled together
Ou life’s cold and
rocky road.
It has been no fame or fortune
But a hard and
heavy load,
^ou have braved the atorms so faithful
w Kb your
family large and small.
you

May they bring you many bless!ngf
And enjoy them one
ant^ali.
May your last years be your brightest
Sunshine brighten all your way.
Peace and happiness your future
lifty years from this bright day.
And

ia*t when toils are over
we all are gathered in.
May we all be one large family
^ here there
never ente At sin.
W
at

And

Delia M-

gkeen lake.
F. Chute is
londing a car of wood for
^ac<)n ^ Kobinson, of Bangor.
A. White has a new
ice-boat, and is
anxious to race with some one when there
,j» good

breeze.

A1 Higgins has been
cutting ice at Philips lake, and Friday started to fill the icehouse* here.

the point of eight of the passenger has
built. Mr. Toleott had made many frienda
been raised, and it requires a very rough
#br Additional County Now, i«< otbor page*. iu town, by whom he will be greatly
sea indeed to show a broken horison from
missed. He leaves a widow and three
the promenade deck of the Mauretania or
sons. Sympathy is extended to the sorLAMOINE.
the Lusitania, which are perfectly steady
Miss Abbie Coolidge recently spent sev- rowing family.
in the roughest water.
In the smaller
Jan. 27.
Unb Femme.
steamers of former years, where the point eral days at North Hancock.
of sight was low, the waves very often apMrs. F. L. Hodgkins returned Friday
HULL’S COVEr
peared mountainous.
from a visit in Melrose, Mass.
Willard Fogg is ill.
F. L. Hodgkins attended a meeting ot
Bobert Edwards cut his arm one day last
Mo Changing the Log.
fish wardens in Portland last week.
week.
On a certain ship the mate was too fond
Chester Qrindle is confined to the house
of the cup that cheers. The captain did
OBITUARY.
with a bod abscess on his arm.
his utmost to break him of this habit,
in the death of Lewis King, brief noMrs. LUlie Fitzgerald spent a few days
and, everything else failing, toljl him that tice of which appeared in last week’s
last week with friends in Bar Harbor.
the next time he was drnnk he would
American, this town loses one who had
write it in the log. For a long time after
The grip and chicken pox ate prevailing
always been closely indentifled with its
this the mate stopped drinking, but one best interests.
here. In nearly every family one or more
day he fell into his old habit. Thereupon
He was a son of the late Elder John is ill.
the captain wrote the following entry in King and
Mrs. Susan Nowell has returned home,
wife, of this town, and his enthe log:
tire life had been spent here. During his after
spending two weeks with relatives in
“August 12, 19—; 80 deg. north longi- younger days he followed the trade of Eden.
tude, 70 deg. west latitude. Mate Jones is ship carpentering. He with his brothers,
The cottage prayer meeting wUl be held
drunk to-day.”
the late Warren King and Eben King, was
this week on Thursday evening with Mrs.
The mate begged him to take this off, at one time
in
the herring and Wilbur
engaged
Salisbury.
saying that it would spoil his chances of Grand Banks fishing business under the
Frank Difikey, who has had employment
ever being made captain of a
ship. But firm name of King Bros.
in Mariaville the past three months, rethe captain said, “It's true, isn’t itT”
Mr. King held the office of superintendturned home Saturday.
“Yes; but ——,” replied the mate.
ent of schools several terms. He was postJan. 27.
Anne.
“Well," said the captain, “the record master daring Cleveland’s first and second
stands.”
administrations. In ail his business relaWEST BBOOKLIN.
A few days later the mate had to write tions he
discharged his duties with fideliE. J. Carter, of Stonicgton, visited his
the entry. On looking over the log the ty and conscientiousness. He was a man
Hiram Carter, Sunday.
amazed captain saw this entry:
of strong convictions, and was fearless in brother,
Mrs. Mary Fogg spent a few days last
“August IS, 19 -; 80 deg. north longi- declaring them.
tude, 67 deg. west latitude. Capt. Smith
From early manhood be was a member week at Naskeag, visiting relatives.
is sober to-day.”
of the first Baptist church in this place,
Sterling Certer and Harry McFarland
He sent for the mate and demanded and the work of the church
have purchased wood lots of John Thurswas ably supwhat he meant by such an entry, ordering ported by him until
failing health com- ton.
him to take it off.
pelled him to remain at home. He was a
E. P. Bridges and wife attended the
said
the
“It’s
isn’t
“Well,”
true,
m^te.
warm, sympathetic friend, a kind and in- masonic installation at Sedgwick WednesitT”
dulgent husband and father.
day evening.
“Of course it’s true!” roared the capThe past few years Mr. King’s mind had
Otis Trundy has purchased lumber of
tain.
been impaired as a result of a shock, and John
“Then the record stands,” replied the
Thurston, of North Sedgwick, to
death came not
The build a barn.
unexpectedly.
mate.
funeral services were held last Wednesday,
Maurice Lufkin, who has been visiting
the pastor, Rev. George F. Jenkins, officiKxplanatlon of the Turbine.
his grandparents, has returned to his
The Ellsworth male quartette renating.
One can think of feyr things harder to
home at West Sedgwick.
dered beautiful music. Mr. King leaves
describe than the turbine engine, alJan. 27.
B.
one brother-Eben,
and a sister—Mrs.
though in principle it is simplicity itself.
both
of
this town, and
George
Whitaker,
WEST FBANKLIN.
A child's pin wheel is the idea one can
two sons—John
L., of this town, and
start with, the pin representing the shaft.
Mrs. Asenath Springer has been granted
Elwood M., of Ellsworth. Mr. King’s
But in order to get a more economical use
a widow’s pension of f8 a month.
wife died two and a half years ago.
of steam than by blowing a jet against a
Clarence Morse has been to Tunk, shoeJan. 27.
H.
pin wheel design in the open air, let it be
ing horses for the Tunk Lumber Co.
incased in a large pipe or cylinder. Then
BASS HARBOR.
Frank Bradbury has arrived home from
to get the greater powrer or
purchase from
Mrs. Kate Pray was at Northeast Har- Hollis after a short visit with relatives.
the steam against these blades, it is necessary to get them as far from the shaft as bor last week.
The summer-like weather is discouragpossible, and there are a great number of
D. S. (Jott, who has been very ill with ing to lumberman and men are coming out
these blades, very small and fixed on the
outside of a cyliuder. in the center of the grip, is better.
of the woods.
w hich cylinder is the shaft.
Everett M >rse is at home from Tunk
Schooner Lillian, Capt. Dan Norwood,
This cylinder with its blades sticking
out all over its surface is tightly incased is loading fish at P. W. Richardson & Son’s with a cut foot. This is the second time
in another fixed cylinder, leaving just wharf.
he has cut himself thi9 winter.
room for the blades to revolve.
Then as
Jan. 27.
Ca’E'EB.
Mrs. James Joyce, of Gott’s Island, visthe steam is blown through between the
inner and outer cylinders the numerous ited her daughter, Mrs. Emma
Gott, reBUCKSPORT.
blades take up this power and quickly
cently.
John H. Montgomery, 9on of Mr. and
start the inner cylinder and its shaft reMrs.
John
of Bucksport,
William
with
extreme
who
has
been
ill
all
winMontgomery
Albee,
volving
rapidity.
Again, to get still better results from the ter with rheumatism, is still confined to and Jessi? Mildred, daughter of Judge
and
Mrs.
Joshua
W.
of
rows
of
blades
are
on
Blick, of Searsport,
steam,
jets
placed
the house.
were married Thursday evening at Searsthe inside of the incasing or fixed cylinder
in such a way that the rows of blades on
Mrs. John Mitchell, who has been in port.
the moving cylinder just fit in or dovetail Rockland with her son
William, came
together, these fixed blades serving to reBORN.
home last week.
verse the direction of the steam before it
strikes the next row' of movable blades.
The pupils of the grammar school gave ASHWORTH— At Rluehitl. Jau 19, to Mr and
The blades that are furthest from the inMrs Richard Ashworth, a son.
a surprise party to their teacher, Miss Carr,
take of high pressure steam are much
BURRILL—At Seal Cove. Jan 11, to Mr and
larger, so as to take up better the rapidly Monday evening.
Mrs Henry Burril!. a son.
expanding vapor, and this process is carMrs. John Knowlton has gone to Provi- COLLINS—At Stonington, Jan 24, to Mr and
ried on through various steps until a full
Mrs Charles M Collins, a son.
vacuum is reached.
All of the thousands dence, R. I., to join her husband, who is GRINDLE—At
Penobscot, Jan 21. to Mr and
of small blades, both in the movable and there for the winter.
Mrs Herman Grindle. a daughter.
fixed rows are curved.—Marine Journal.
Miss C. S. Leffingwell left Tuesday for GUPTILL—At West Ellsworth, Jan 23, to Mr
and Mrs V’inal Guptill, a sou.
Montclair, N. J., where she w'iil spend a KEYES—At Verona, Jan 19. to Mr and Mrs
Jap Tooth-Pulllug.
few months with relatives.
Glenwood P Keyes, a daughter.
The Japanese dentist does not frighten
C. O. Martin has hauled up his
Capt.
his patient with an array of steel instruMARRIED.
lobster smack, the Eva Martin, and is
ments. All his operations in tooth-drawat home for a few weeks.
staying
INMAN-ALI.EY-At
Eden, Jan 18, by Rev
ing are performed by the forefinger and
Charles Burleigh. Mrs Clara A Inman to
John Dean has returned to his home in
thumb of one hahd. The skill necessary
William L Alley, both of Eden.
to do thi9 is acquired only after long prac- Boston. Mrs. Dean remained here for a
RUSSELL—CHIPMAN—At Bucksport Center.
Jan 23, by Rev J W Price, Miss Gladys RusMrs.
Maurice
tice, but when once it i9 obtained the op- visit with her sister,
sell to Pearl Chipraan, both of Bucksport.
erator is able to extract half a dozen teeth Thurston.
SOPER-RANKINS-At Penobscot. Jan 21, by
Jan. 27.
X. Y. Z.
John P Haney, esq. Mrs Mariba A Soper to
in about thirty seconds, without once re-

COUNTY NEWS.

—

ship
moving his fingers from the patient’s
slight variations. This even thrust, mouth.
coupled with the tine entrance lines of
The dentist’9 education commences with
the ship and her great momentum, enthe pulling out of pegs which have been
abled the Lusitania to maintain a remarkpressed into soft wood; it ends with the
ably even and high rate of speed against
of hard pegs which have been
the biggest seas that were encountered. drawing
driven into an oak plank with a nullet.
There was none of that severe impact, loss
of speed, and subsequent acceleration
OCEANVILLE.
which mark the performance of a ship
Deborah Webb is ill with rheumatism.
driven by reciprocating engines. ConseFlorence Stinson is with friends at
quently, the turbine as a drive for big
ships has already rendered itself very Swan's Island.
on
officers
the
navigatpopular with the
George Greenlaw is at home for the reing bridge.
mainder of the winter.
was
which
During the first heavy gale,
A dancing school is being held here,
encountered off the coast of Ireland, the
taught by Mr. Peterson.
ship was driven into enormous head seas
B. S. Fifleld occupied the pulpit here
for some hours at a speed of over twentySunday afternoon and evening.
three knots an hour. Ultimately, in spite
The pupils of both schools here are preof her freeboard forward of fully fifty
feet, she began to ship green seas, which paring for an entertainment at the end of
swept the fore deck, tore loose the derrick the term.
A.
Jan. 27.
booms, and began to batter in the lighter
plating of the forward breastworks. SubGovernor.
Nominated by the
sequently, for the rest of the trip, she was
Among nominations by Gov. Cobb redriven under reduced power, the revolutions being about 1ST as against the maxi- cently announced are the following in
This pas- Hancock county:
mum speed of 180 per minute.
Notaries public, Erastus J. Carter, Stonsage proyed that if suitable alterations
ington; H. L. Graham, Bar Harbor; S. B.
were made forward on the forecastle deck
and the bridge structures, in the way of Thurlow, Stonington. Justice of the peace,
breakwaters and extra heavy scantling, Leslie R. Bunker, Cran berry Isles.
and plating sufficient to stand the impact
of the seas, it would be possible to drive a
Mr. Henpeck,
‘■I am afraid," said
ship of this size with the full power of “that I made a fool of myself today."
her engines through any gale which might “Dont worry about it,” his wife replied;
be encountered and maintain a speed of “It isn’t likely that anybody noticed anytwenty-three knots an hour against it.
thing unusual about the way you spoke or
Such a ship, however, must be prepared acted.”
to take on board and resist the impact of
God bides some ideals in every human

|*^but

wi(*

Charles Gray is confined to his house
the grip.

with

George Hatch is out again after being
confined by lameness a few days.
An entertainment and supper is advertised for Monday evening.

Herbert Lowell, who recently cut his
knee while chopping in the woods, is out

again.
Laura Lowell is spending
home.

She

has

days
steady employment
a

few'

at
in

Bangor.
Aaron Coombs and wife, of Last Bueksport, spent Saturday night and Sunday
with her parents, George Haynes and wife.
Rev. Mr. Bryant reports considerable
religions interest in the Leach district as
the result of the special meetings held
there.

About twenty members from Highland
visited Castine grange Saturday
evening and report a fine entertainment
and an enjoyable time.
Jan. 27.
H.
grange

but you can’t without

other

page

RBSOLUTIOMS.

Death has again entered onr
Christian Endeavor society and taken onr
esteemed brother Archie R. Knox, and
Whereas, It is fitting and right that we
publicly testify concerning hit excellent
qualities, therefore
Resolved, That in all the relations of life
his disposition, manners and conduct were
such as to endear him to all who knew him.
Resolved, That as a playmate and schoolmate he was honest, manly, kind and companionable, and at a member of the Bnnday
school and Christian Rndeavor society he was
faithful, always eager to learn the way of
righteousness, and living up to what he

thought was right.
Resolved, That by his early death his
family loses a loving son and brother, the
community a promising young man, and our
society a’worthy member.
Resolved, That his afflicted family have our
warmest sympathy, and that fn token of
respect for his memory onr pledge be draped
In mourning thirty days, these resolutions
entered on our records, printed in the EllsAmerican

worth

family.

Mt.

Desert,

and a copy sent to hi
Aitiui Bunns,
Shspabd Richardson,
Roans Allbw,
Committee on resolutions.
Jan. 27, 1908.

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
George and Wesley Bartlett have shod
five foxes recently.
Mary Leonard has been confined to the
house for two weeks with a badly scalded
ankle.
Ernest Richardson and wife visited Mrs.
Richardson’s parents, George Ray and
wife, last week.
Jan. 25.L.

atrijntiMmfnt*.

Danger of Catarrh.

Properly Treated with Hyomei, Becomes Serious.
Catarrhal troubles are Car more dan-

Unless

gerous than they seem at first thought.
If you have caiarrh, there is an irritated Btate of the mucous membrane
and weakened tissues which afford an
ideal lodgment aud culture medium
for disess® germs, especially those of
consu n linn.
You nlioiild gel cured as quickly M
I possible before any dangerous germs
that
you may breathe lodge on the
!
diseased tissue nnd work destruction
in th® throat and lunga.
I
The
easiest, simplest, quickest,
surest and cheapest way to core catarrh is by the direct method, breathI ing Hyomei. This wouderfal medicated air treatment does not drug and
derange the siomach, but is breathed
iu, dir-etlj to I owing and destroying
all disease geruis that may have been
inhaled.
The unusual wav in which Hyomei
is sold by O. A. Pnrcb®r is the best
evidence of bis confidence in the
treatment, and should dispel all doubt
as to its curative
properties. He
agrees to refund the purchase price to
whom
anyouc
Uyooiei mils to benefi ,
aud you do not risk a cent in testing
its heating virt ues. A complete outfit
costs but *1 if it h®lps you, not a cent
if it does nut do all that is claimed
for it.

Let Me Crown
That Tooth.
By

my crown aud
have “saved the

teeth) for many

bridge work 1
day” (and the
a patron anti

avoided the need of artificial sets.
My methods are tlie latest and
best; all work full guranteed:
charges real moderate.
An appointment with me by
mail is the most satisfactory way.

DIED.

Charles Grindle is recovering from the

grip.

ooo

Whereas,

Roscoe M Rankius, both of Penobscot.

_

Now,

MT. DESERT.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

ABBOTT—At Hancock. Jan 25, Moses Abbott,
aged 86 years, 2 months. 8 days.
BLAISDELL—At Orland. Jan 22. Martha A,
widow of Stephen Blaisdell, aged 76 years.
BORDEAUX—At Mt Desert, Jau 25, Mary C,
widow of Benjamin Bordeaux, aged 76 years,
2 months. '3 days.
FERNALD—At Cranberry Isles, Jan 23, Mrs
Amy Fernald, aged 90 years, 11 months, 9

days.

FOSTER—At Deer Isle, Jan 27, JohnjB Foster.
aged 48 years, 3 months, 9 days.
MARKS—At Orland, Jan 27, Mrs Mary Adelle
Marks, aged 73 years, 10 months, 22 days.
M’REA—At Brooklyn, N Y, Jau 22, Cora Francis, wife of D R McRea, aud daughter of
Frank M and Georgia Watson, formerly of
South Hancock.
ROBBINS—At Bluehill, Jan 22, Addison O
Robbins, aged 74 years, 20 days.
SAUNDERS—At Orland, Jan 21, Mrs Adelaide
Saunders, aged 80 years.
SAVAGE—At Boston, Jau 26. Lillie A. infant
daughter of Mr and Mrs James Savage, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 2 months. 15 days.
SELLERS—At Loveland, Col, Jan 26. Lester
M Sellers, of Penobscot, aged 25 years.
SOPER—At Orland, Jau 22, Elisha I) Soper,
aged 79 years, 1 mouth, 28 days.
SUMNER—At Ellsworth, Jan 24. Mrs Arabine
S Sumuer. aged 64 years, 2 months.
TEEL—At Long Island, Jan 21, Mrs Rhoda M
Teel, aged 68 years, 8 months. 6 days.
WEEKS—At Orlaud, Jan 27, Reuben Weeks,
aged 70 years.

BROOK LIN.

c. e. an dl ». i
Bangor,

57 Main St.,

Me.

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a fur-

nace—if it is

“Clarion”, it is
requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
sure

a

to meet every

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street.

Ellswokth.

ScbcrtiscTucms,

H. S. Kane has returned from Addison.
A. E. Farnsworth returned from Boston
Sunday.

library circle will meet in the liWednesday evening, Jan. 29.
Frank Staples came home from Portland Sunday for a few days’ visit with his
family.
O. Q. Flye, w-ith son Gleason, of Stonfeel
a
in
our
life
we
some
time
soul. At
trembling, tearful longing to do some iogton, visited his sister, Mrs. B. O. Dolgood thing. Life Unde its noblest spring lard, Sunday.
of excellence in this hidden impulse to do
E. J* Carter and Mrs. Louise Hinckley,
our best.—Robert Coltyer.
of
visited
at
Horace
Stonington,
one
“can
Baid
the
vicar,
tel)
any
“Now,”
Batchelor’s Sunday.
me what a lie is?”
Immediately a small
Mrs. A. W. Bridges went to Arlington,
hand shot up.
“Well, my little man?”
“Please, sir, a lie is an abomination unto Mass., Wednesday, called there by the
death of T. W. Tolcott.
every one, but a very pleasant help in time
Mrs. Elizabeth Freethey went to Rockof trouble.”
Brbwn—You are looking bright and land Thursday to enter the eye infirmary
to
have cataracts removed.
She was
happy this morning, Dumley. Dumley—
Mrs. Hiram Bartlett.
Yes; I'm out of debt at last. Every bill I accompanied by
Center Harbor Rebekah circle gave a
owed was outlawed yesterday. I tell you,
Brown, a man feels like a new man when supper and entertainment at Odd Fellow s
hall Saturday, Jan. 25, which was well
he is square with the world.
A Westerner visiting New York was attended. A very pleasant evening was
held up by a highwayman with the com- spent. Net proceeds, f25.49.
The community was saddened Wednesmand, “Give me your money, or I’ll blow
your brains out!” “Blow away," said the day by the death of Thomas W. Tolcott at
Westerner. “You can live in New York his home in Arlington, Mass. He had

^ext Snturday being the first of Februfishing through the ice is allowed,
*nd thereafter
every Friday and Saturday: solid green seas, which may be at times
George Crossman fell on the ice and sua- ten or fifteen feet deep on the highest formed a severe cut on his head and a
lame ward deck. The navigating bridge of this
is recovering from the effects ship is seventy feet above the water, and
yet at times the seas struck the rails and
Fishermen are reporting great catches at stanchions so heavily as to bend and split
0C*F Pond. William Gorham and son them in several places. Probably the best
catch Wednesday Harry provision for heavy weather would he
?1(fd<- a good
and son Horace, A. P. Webster, some form of turtleback deck forward,
^pman MiUer
*»d • nephew of Mr. with the navigating bridge and pilot
WehSm
een«^.*r *P*nt two days fishing, with ex2L““‘ results. Walter Maddocks, 8. house carried up on a light framework
friend*, of Holden, had a few above it, the for ward end of the deck
string, ofjnd
Urge pickerel.
structures being given something of a
snowplow shape, with a view to deflectmouth op the river.
ing the seas that come on board and
throwing them char of the passenger
MiM urn* Swett U
visiting relatives in
B«r Harbor.
promenades and deck bouses.
The phrase “waves mountains high” is
Lionel 8. Stewart, of Bar Harbor, is vlsan exaggeration, for science has shown
k'* ****’•
persnts, Frank Swett and that the biggest wave in a severe gale does
not exceed thirty feet. Tidal waves are
Mr, Henry
Frazier, of Winter Harbor, an exception, and these have been known
uttl« nephew, U vuitlug her par- to reach the height of sixty feet. With without brains,
e_,
U’ °*Pt- Chanoy Sadler end wife.
the increase in the size of ocean steamers, money.”
*rF.

COUNTY NEWS.
fit *■ addUiomml Count p

For Lung
Troubles

The

brary

room

made his summer home here for many
years, and only last year he had a cottage

PALMER

Gasolene
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
tainly

cures

cer-

coughs, colds,

bronchitis, consumption. And'
it certainly strengthens weak
throats and weak lungs.
There can be no mistake about
this. You know it istrue. And
your own doctor will say so.
|

The be3t kind of
Sold lor
A

Made

over

testimonial

a

C. Ayer Co., Lowell* Mass.
by J. manufacturers
of

_>

flyers

and Launches.

PALMER
48 Portland Pier,

BROS.,
Portland, Me.

ELLSWORTH

Steam laundry and Bath Rooms.
•NO

PAT. NO

WA8BF*.'

▲11 kinds of laundry work done at
Goods called tor and delivered

short

notice.

—

sixty years.”

Alto

Zl

Engines

styles and sixes. I 1-2 to 20 H. P.. 2 and «
cycle, i, 2 and 4 cylinders. Jump spark or make
Don’t forget our 3 H. P. complete
and break
(or S8H.OO send for catalogue.
95

SARSAPARILLA.

saw

We have no secrete!' We publish
the formulas of all our medicines.

Keep the bowels regular with Ayer’s
Pills ana thus hasten recovery.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
WEST EBP

BB1POE,

IHIWOMfl MB

ILLUSTRATED BOOK on MILLINERY
Containing lessons on Stitches, Bow Making,
Shapes, etc.
00.00 worth of information for 3Bo
Pays ior Itself in making one hat. Sent
Pretpslif for 26c. Order to-day.
Charles-Hick Co.,915 01d South Bldg., Belt*.
Mass,

aUUfttwrmnuB.

** American has g*.Kscriber» at 107
Cf th\ 12 7 post-office* in J7avcock county.
At* M* ulrier paper* tn ihe County com
bined do nc' -each so many. The AMERICAN if no' the cnty paper printed in
Hancock county, and ha* never ciaimet! tv
be, but it f« the only paper that can prop
erly be called a County paper; all th>
The circula
rest are merely locafyapers
The American, barring the Bar
tic.
Harbor Kecoed's summer list, is larger
than that of all th♦ other papers printed
in Hancock county

r ♦ ttdftitiAnml Ormnt

SL

-s.

Seth

last week

on

was

in

Ellsworth

Charles E. Dwelley drove to
Mrs. Koscoe Gay is spending
time with friends at Hancock.
Edith

dray's

Bragdon,
college, is

a

on—

A food to smile

on—

A food to

Macbias

a

graduate

sing

on—

package.

every

of

at home.

The most
food.

Mrs. and Miss Knowles, guests of Mrs.
Effie Macomber, returned to Milltown last

society will in the near
present the operetta, “The Spinsters’ Club.”
The ladies' aid

k

nutritious

wheat

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

future

Rev. Harry Lee gave
a

an unusually good
large congregation Sunday,

Everett Morse
train from Tunk

j

|

brought by freight
one day last week with a
leg. He is doing well.
was

Wednesday of
the death at Farmington, Monday, Jan. 20,
of Lydia, .widow of John 8. Parsons.
At her advanced age, fourscore years and
ten, she was enable to rally from her
HALL QUARRY.
recent brief illness. The funeral was held
Mrs. John Donlin, of Trenton, spent
at the home of her neice, Mrs. H. W. B.
Sunday in town.
Brown, Wednesday afternoon. Thus has
Wesley Dawes and wife have returned
closed the long, busy life of a true Chrishome from Rockland.
•
tian woman.
Frank Cervone and wife have returned
A pleasant “pocnding” of Pastor Lee
from Hartford, Conn.
took
last
st the
nere

has been

ton

place

U. S.

vjry

better*'

following places:

Monday evening

Methodist cborch;
Tuesday
ing at Southwest Harbor;

at the

J

ev

at

spent Wednesday

and

hie home in Prospect Har-

Mrs. M ary Smith has gone to Lakeview,
where she has employment in a boardinghouse for the winter.

Mrs. Hubert Farnsworth is spending a
vestry. The ladies had transformed the
with carpet, rugs, easy chairs and week with Mrs. D. H. Farnsworth.
tables. One pound or more of groceries
Alvin Hooper, Eddie Webb and James
entitled the bearer to partake of the ballet Scott, of West Sullivan, are in town.
lunch, cocoa, crackers and cake which
Mrs. Helen Wooster, of Franklin, is viswere
delicious, and daintily served. It was iting her sister, Mrs. E. T. Campbell.
• royal good time, one in which the masFred Donnell, of Franklin,^quarry foreculines were
conspicuous
by their
is in town.
absence. A gassing contest was interest- man for Arthur McMullin,
Frank R. Moore and wife, of Ellsworth,
ing. On the walls were various cards,
illustrative ol song titles. Mrs. Watson were guests of Mrs. J. H. Macomber Sunwon
first prize, a vase; Miss Gladys day.
Bragdon, second prize, a fan.
Much sympathy is expressed for Parker
Jan. 27.
B.
Larrabee and wife in the serious illness of
their infant son.
FRANKLIN ROAD.
Coal barge Mohawk is loading stone at
F. 8. Graves was in Bangor last week on
McMullin’s wharf to be carried to Red
business.
Beach to be polished.
John Arthur McKay is at work for
Jan. 27.
Pebble.
■William Mills.
BEECH
HILL.
Mrs. Lillian Stinson

Miss Eva Scofield, who is employed at
S. H. Mitchell’s, apent a few days last
week at her home in West Goulds boro.

Miss Maggie Martin, who is employed
Dr. Phelps’, in Sullivan, spent Saturday
and Sunday with her brother, Capt. C. E.
Martin.

j

Alfred Preble, who has had employment

Lakeview,

unable to work
in his hands.

returned
on

Friday,

account of

w

being

visited

Friday,

EdisonCfe!

He will be employed by the
Georgie Osnlt, jr., bss been ip.
pointed to fill Mr. Martin's place.
27.
Jen.
H
tber*.

_

BAR HARBOK.

Louise,

wife

coated? Bitter teste? Complexion valise*
Liver needs waktDf up. Doan'- Repilei
cute bilious attacks.
25 cent- it any dm
store.—Adrr.

4MrrtuHtn-.tr

|

_

=

ft-

When yon ask for tha

BEST COUGH CURE
and do not get

Kemps Balsam

Thursday evening,
enjoyed a candyMrs. Eizada Rich went to the hospital
poll and whist.
The primary school teacher has sent in at Portland laat week.
The young friends of G?orge W. Wentthe following report:
The following
worth gave him a surprise party Friday'
pupils were present every day: Wayne
Bendix, Philip Workman, Nellie Wilson,
I> • you u»e on atomizer in treating Nasal
Robert Stanley, Rupert Blance, Allison
Catarrh? If so. you will appreciate Ely'*
Colewell, Selma Noonan, Arthur Cole, Liquid Cream Balm, the quickest and surest
Ernest Vansaw, Clarence Cole, Mattie remedy for this disease. In all curative
prop-

The stone cutters at Beech Hill are emReuben Williams is in Franklin for a ployed at Hall Quarry.
pathy of the community.
Jan. 27.
School is in session, taught by Miss
lew days’ rest. He had a rib broken
W.
recently while trying to take a horse’s foot ! Grace Carter, of Somesville.
HANCOCK
POINT.
Irom over the baiter in a stall.
j MrB. E. D. Richardson visited Mrs. Allan Mrs. Julia Reed and «son Hollis, of East !
|
Mrs. Caroline Bunker is at West Han- Freeman at Pretty Marsh recently.
Robinson.
I Franklin, are visiting friends in town.
cock caring for Mrs. Lena Foren, who has
Jan. 27.
Misses Ada and Flora Richardson at*
C.
Rev.
F.
T.
of
been ill with typhoid fever. Her grand- attending high school in Somesville.
Hazelwood,
Lynn, Mass.,
died
SOUTH
Jan.
I
22.
GOl'X-DSBORO.
Mr.
Gertie
Hazelwood
was one of
daughter
accompanied her.
E. T. Richardson and wife spent several
the first to build a cottage at Hancock
Henry N. Hammond recently visited
Henry Miles, wife and little son are in days last week with Mrs. George Ray.
and
his
summers here for friends in Franklin.
spent
j Point,
Washington county for an indefinite stay.
Jan. *24.
R.
many years.
Mr. Miles will visit his brother Fred, who
Miss Nora Sargent was »recent guest of
ATLANTIC.
has a position in Calais, and Mrs. Miles
! Mrs. Chester Lounder died in Cambridge, Mrs. Lizzie Sargent in West Gouldsboro.
will visit her former home.
The greatest amusement with the young Mass., Friday, Jan. 24. Mrs. Lounder had
Elliott Sperry spent Wednesday and
been in failing health for some
Jan. 27.
Q.
time. Thursday of last week with his sister, Mrs.
people just now is skating.
Levi Torrey and Emery Barbour were in About two weeks ago she left Hancock, her Sara Tracy, in Gouldsboro.
EGYPT.
home, and went to Boston to spend the j
Rockland last week on business.
Miss June Williams has closed her
Mi* Lelia Clark has been spending a
winter with her mother, as her husband
j second term of school here, and returned
It was with sadness friends here learned
few days with relatives in Surry.
had employment there. She leaves a husof the death of Mrs. Rhoda Teel, of
to her home in Franklin.
band, two sons—Fred and Arthur, a Saturday
Adelbert Clark and wife, with son CarFrenchboro, who, with her sisters, in her mother
A concert is being prepared which will
who
have
the
an<^sister,
roll, are visiting friends in Bar Harbor.
sympa- be
younger days was a frequent visitor
*
given in the church Friday evening. It
thy of friends.
Frank Jordan will leave this week for at Atlantic.
will consist of a short
Jan.
27.
comedy entitled
8.
Rockland, where he will resume his duties
“The Awful Aunt”, a tambourine drill
by
as marine engineer.
NORTH LAMOINE.
NORTH HANCOCK.
eight young ladies, “Uncle Sam’s Reception.”
and
Percy Clark returned to Plymouth
Miss Kate Crawford is the guest of Mrs.
Ubleaux, singing
recitations.
Mrs. Minnie McKenzie visited her
The proceeds are for the church.
Monday, after spending a few days with A. H. Coggins.
mother at the Franklin Road house last
Jan. 27.
his parents, Willard Clark and wife.
|j.
Grip is stilly spreading, but no serious week.
Jan. 27.
W.
cases are reported.
Freddie Lounder left for Boston on the
EDEN.
James Hersey has neen visiting his noon train Saturday, called there by the
Winfield Jeliison, who is employed in
CENTER.
Sew York, is at home.
Mrs. Osmond Emery, of Bar Harbor, is daughter, Mrs. Arthur Holt, at the Elms. sudden deatn of his mother.
Jan.
27.
Y.
Several cases of measles are reported in
visiting relatives here.
the family of Melvin Emerson.
Richard Ober returned Sunday from
W. O. Fogg had a severe attack of
Boston, after a week's stay.
heart
trouble Thursday, but is better.
Quite a number are on the sick list.
Mrs. Harriet Richardson, who has been
Orip is prevalent. Ansel Harpar and Carlton Dow have been quite ill.
visiting at Bar Harbor, is home.
Lillian Cole, who is staying with iier
Mrs. Lottie Elliot, of Hull’s
Cove, has
Seen visiting her
grandmother, Mrs. Lois Bartlett, spent a
motner, Mrs. Alley.
few days last week with her parents at
or
Paul Russel, has been confined to the
you like
Oranite.
louse with a severe attack
of neuralgia.
to call
is one of the most
The remains of Addison O. Robbins
Mrs. Nettie Higgins, of Indian
Point, is
diseases known.
were brought here for
burial, Jan. 24, from
visiting her mother, Mrs. Caroline RichSouth Blue hill. Mr. Robbins* home was
irda.
here for many years, but a few years ago
Scoff's
is
Lester Alley and Mrs. Clara Inman were
he moved to South iUuehill to live with
narried Saturday, Jan. 18,
Oil and
by Rev. C. F.
his daughter. For many years Mr. Robin
diJurleigh.
bins and bis son-in-law conducted a large
is the greatest
J“’
weir business at Bar island, where thef
lax
also made their home. From there they
DEDHAM.
moved to South Bluehill, where they
O. A. Gray is visiting relatives in
Quincy,
bought a farm. Mr. Robbins had many
Hass.
»
relatives and hosts of friends in both
Pearl Parker and wife, of
Bluehill,
places who mourn his lose. He was
w
nade a short visit in town last
week.
always cheerful, with a kind word for
J.
F.
and
Cowing
wife, of Pittsfield, are
everyone, and always ready to lend a
visiting their daughter, Mrs. F. A. Black.
helping hand to the poor and needy.
Lewis Marks and wife, after
Jan. 27.
JR.
spending
leveral weeks in town with
relatives, have
T
returned to Isle au Haut.
AMHERST.
JtnMrs. Jotham Roberts is ill.

|

resigned,

_

ood poison

News was received here Saturday of the
Budden death of Mrs. Cora Watson McKae, wife of D. R. McRae, daughter and
only child of F. M. and Georgietta Watson, formerly of this place, but now of
Brooklyn, N. Y. The family has the sym-

Mrs. Lena Stewart.

May.

_

Last Thursday evening the third annual dance of the E. FI. Gray Co. employ
School closed this week. The grammar ees' mutual benefit association waa
given
was taught by Miss Era Wentworth, of ! at Paul Revere
ball, Boston. A former
N.
and
the
XL,
Dover,
prinary by L. JJ. Trenton boy, Frank N. Jordan, is presiBunker. Miss Wentworth left Saturday dent of the association.
Joseph W. Kc illI
for Lewiston, where she is a student at icit and wife and Arthur H. Grant and
Bates college.
| daughter, former residents of Ellsworth,
Jan. 2t.
C.
were present.
Charles Colewell, of Hancock, has been
WEST TREMONT.
visiting his parents.
The weekly sing was held at Mrs. Maud
A party went to camp at Forbes' pond
Webster's Tuesday.
and

at

at

Jan. 27.

meetings. Daniel LJbby and wife enterMonday evening, and Lula M.
Bunker Friday evening.

tained

C. L. Smith, who went to Iakeview with
his teams a few weeks ago, had the misfortune to lose a horse by a broken leg.

_

osling station the past five years, hai
end left for Boston last

lb’

of Ospt. George W.
Tncy
Saturday.
died in tbe hospital at Brunswick,
(a,
Jan.
17, at the age of thirty-oss
Byron Robbins, of Dexter, and Alpheus Friday,
Mrs. R. E. Robinson is out, after an illRobbins, of Wollaston, Mass., who came years. She was a resident of Bar Hsrbot,
ness of a few weeks.
here Thuraday with the remains of their end had many friends here.
E. F. and Harvey Ray are among the
father, left Friday morning.
latest grip victims.
H.
Jan. 24.
“Wbot makes thot goat shiver
«,
A. R. Joy entertained a party of genMike ?" “Be ate a lot as sleigh heUs tf
tlemen at sixty-three Tuesday evening.
TRENTON.
an’ lvry toimc he mom
other day,
Miss Bar bars. L. Hopkins, who has been they Jingle, an’ be thinka it's winter.''
Or. F. F. Lam.bee and L. P. Cole were
in Bangor and East Corinth the first of ill with the grip the past two weeks, is
Loraine— la it true that you arc engsnd
better.
the week.
to Fred? Clarice—No; 1 have noi giro
John Conners, of Bar Harbor, purchased him a definite answer yet. I want to sat
Tha V. X. society will meet Jan. 29 at the
and see how be looks after the toot-tan
home of Mrs. XL E. Robinson. A large at- a valuable horse of E. T. Leland last season is over.
Mr.
Leland
was
in
tendance is desired.
Monday.
Bangor
Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner* Toapr
The duplicate whist club has revived its Wednesday on business.

G. P. Haven has been confined to the
house for two weeks with a bad cold and
rheumatism.

room

Stephen Leland was in Brewer last W(et
for a few day*.
Fred Merlin, who has been fireman n

PROSPECT HARBOR.

bor.

Thursday evening

recently

Colwell

of S van's Island, is visuncle, Ansel Stanley, for s few

Stanley,

his

Mrs. William Newbert. of Appleton,
who has been for a few days the guest of
Mrs. Richard Judkins, returned bortie

__

_

Thursday

Alden

iting
days.

Arnold Weed, who bis carried on a grocery business, is closing up bis business,
and plans to leave town this week.

visiting her parems, F. H. Stratand wife, returned home Sunday.
Friends of Lens Stratton are glad to heat
she is improving, after a serioua illness.
Jan. 27.
Nos.

COUNTY NEWS.

Richardson: V. C. R., Cecil Croaby; O.,
Ruth J.Silsby; organist, Bessie J. Johns** wMfN«uJ Oemmty VfM gw .W pay««
ton; F. S.. W. J. Johnston; R. 8., A. N.
Jewett; treasurer, J. G. Dunham; 8. W.,
SOUTH HANCOCK.
Julia Jewett; J. W., Bessie Johnston; 8.
N. B. Grant, who hu been on the sick
Sewall
Nickerson.
W.
J.
G.
B.,
B.,
Orcutt;
Oyster stew, cake and coffee were served, ; list some weeks, is improving.
William McCauley is it John K. Stratand a treat of candy and pop-corn.
O.
ton's at Hancock for the winter.
Jan. 27.

Mrs. Maud Bragdon is ill with rheumatism. The peculiar season U prevalent
with colds, rheumatic and neuralgic
attacks.
word was received

p!

EAST LA MOINE

Foss, of Hancock, visited Seagirt
! grange and install 1 officers Saturday.

on one

Mrs. Flore Morphy, who was tt
M svisiting relatives, was called home
hy
sadden Illness of her daughter
y"
Rat lily n Reed. Mrs. Rasd had a
rioua attack of grip, bat ia much
Rev. S. F. Atwood baa been
givi.
stereopticon lectures the past week at Ik

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

/Mr.

Mrs. Watson, soloist.
Mil. Abbie Dunn, who fell three weeks
•go, fracturing her left arm near the
Shoulder, is getting along nicely.

bad cut

wei

The improvement society met
with y 11
l.izzie Thurston Jan. 22.

JJ

In moisture and
dust proof packages.

week.

to

candv

_

Energy and good-nature in

short

John W. Blaisdell’s crew moved into
the woods Monday for the winter’s operations.

sermon

and

The Christmas club
Wedneafc
Mm. Leslie Wilson Thursday afternoon. ‘evening at Center; Tbnraday
evening
The members are invited to the home of Bass Hsrbor; Saturday evening at li
Mm. G. M. Wallace for the next meeting. Island. He also preached his
Sunday ,,
Asia*.
man it Uott’* Itltod.
Jan. 27.
J*'1'27Theu,.
TheTreraont savings bank has be*n incorporated with the following incorjMi *
bucksport.
rators: John G. Wilson, Herbert Richard- 1
Tbe George Blodgett Co. hss been
or
son, Eugene M. Stanley, Perry W. Richganiz-d et Bucksport for the purpo* 0
ardson, Everett A. Stanley, O. M. Kit- conducting a
business
Unning
and
deal
tredge, Eben B. Clark, Maurice R. Rich,
ing in hides and skins, with |75.noo
caW
Charles Robbins, George W. Bilii.igs,
tal stock, of which nothing is paid
Benjamin B. Reed, Daniel F. Norwood, Officers: President,
George
Ernest F.
Blodgett, o
( Willis Watson, L^wla F. Gott,
Bucksport; treasurer, Benjamin p.
Moore, Leon W. Wilson, Frank L. Manof Bucksport.
grit,
chester, Oscar L. Bragg, Allan L. Black,
F.iisbs Herriman, of Dorchester,
I Will E. Gott, Edwin H. Bunker, Willis 8.
for nzrly of Bucksport, died
Sunday, Ju
Gott, Decatur 8. Oitt, Bcnjimln Murphy.
Leslie J. Rich,~L >ri ig l>. Ri 'b, Sidney 8. 19. >tr. Herriman was born in BuckapoQ
wh.vi
Fort
Knox
and
was
constructed h
Rich, Maynard V. Torrey, L »!iM. Wilna.l charge of tbe government boet.
ft
son, Cummings O. Martin, Alvah D. Rich,
married Miss Sarah Williams, 0f
thj
Benjamin W. Stanley, Frank McMuliiu
and the- lived here
many
The presidtnt is Perry W. Richardson, town,
was in the
navy during ty
and the treasurer John G. Wilson. The Mr. Herriman
Civil war. and was with Farragut « henki
trustees are Perry W. Richardson, Herbert
the forts, and
captured Nei
P. Richardson, John G. Wilson, Eugene passed
Orleans. He was sixty-eight years old.
M. Stanley, Maurice R. Rich.
was

business.

business

entertained by

Ice-cream

served.

_

A food to work

last week to visit relatives.

Miss

J. T. Knowlton and wife left Thursday
Providence, R. I., where they will
spend the remainder of the w inter

Uneeda
Biscuit

Crabtree, who has been quite

ilt is improving.
Mrs. Emma Morgan

*»W«

for

attack

an

if#

O. A. Joy, of Bar Harbor, is conducting
Those ata large dancing class here.
tending report enjoyable times.

FK AN KLIN.
Dr. Collins is recovering from
©:
.Utica.

.V***.

M’KINLEY.
Frank Pray, of Bar Harbor, baa been in
town for a day or two.

NEWx

C<n Vi'Y

y

evening.

MSW.\

COUNTY

f

You are not getting the best an 1 will
Im) disappointeil.
(IMPS BUSK
c-wtsno more than any otb-r -vogt
remedy, and yon are entail. 1 to the
best when yon ask for it.

Kemp’s

Balaam will stop any c-nirk
be stopped by any :. iv.ae,
auj euro coughs that cannot U cured
that

erties it is identical
the solid Cream
Balm, which is so fsraoue and so successful
in overcoming Catarrh. Hay Fever and Cold
in the head. There is relief in the first dash
of spray upon the heated, -ensitive si
passages. All druggist*. 75c.. including spraying tube, or mailed by Ely Bros., 5« Warren
Street. New York

wit^

can

by any other medicine.
It ia always the Best Coui;h (’’ire.
At all druggists, 25c., 50r. nr-d ?l
Banff accsai saytklsa else*

|

J*°-27._E.

_

Grippe
it,

f

You Can9t Beat
Love “snaps” and ginger bread?
They're best when made with

K§roj\|
CONN SYRUP

Delightful on bread. Best for every- 1
thing that’s better with a syrup on. \
In air-tight tins. JOc, 25c, 50c.

Influenza, whichever

CORN PRODUCTS
HFS.

weakening

Emulsion, which
Cod
Hypophosphites
easily
gested form,
strength-builder

^

A Sweet

I

A

Liver

KINEO RANGES

*•_SUB.

are

into

Lucian Susaner is in poor health.
Court Amherst held a public installation
Saturday evening. Oflloers are as follows:
C. D., J. H. Flatten; C. P., J. H. Patten; C.
K., Fred Roberts; P. C. R., Mrs. Nettie

SI.OO.

foiev’s

merit.

__JL

Buy

Unwelcome Visitors Ben

Taoucj Vud

J°"iy fcr.“d

Tlr Wi“

f

territory

after

*w*

everywhere

their durability and efficiency
&
The number of sales in
^
testifies to

fat,

_

known

one

and be

convinces

Pneumonia

rfr/V0"
quick|y

cure

it*-

F-.

B.

AIKEN,
ELLSWORTH,

Agent,

MAINE.

NOYES & NUTTER
Mfg. Cd

Bangor, Main*

Blnebill,

and M 1m Clara Day from Brooksville, where they have been tesehinf.
Miss Carrie Ferrin, o( Somerville, Mass.,
is visiting friends here.

.NhWN

COUNTY
..MfHowU

**'

Owo

"f"

SEDGWICK.

Clifton and Howard Morrison will spend
some time with their grandmother, Mrs.
O, L Gandage. \

after a long and severe
Henry F. Pert,
to be ont.
able
is
illness,
m ho ha* been working
Miss Edna Pert,
has returned home.
lor T. A. Smith,
who underwent a
Miss Sarah Currier,
‘operation last / work, i* about

Mrs. Hollis Eaton and little son, visited
her parents, Avery Anderson and wife, at
North Sedgwick thia week.

surgical

Addison Robbins, who has been in failing health for some time, died Jan. 22.
8s»
to
to
go
Buckminster
upsets
The family has the sympathy of their
K M.
as cook at Minnemany friends in their loss.
gentville next week,

•gain.

waukon Inn.
week from
Miss Bertha Alton cunt tort
at Newton to care .tor her
tbe boepitai
mother, who it ill.

Jan. 24.

D.

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
at

Bar Harbor, are
Kelley A Wallace, of
for the dance
expected to furnish music
Wednesday evening, at which time the
new floor will be completed.

Mrs. V. S. Haskell ia visiting her sister
Ckps Hosier.

Harold Bates, of Hermon Centre, a former resident ot this place, is in town.
Hiram Orcntt, aged thirteen, has attended twenty-seven weeks of school at
Back’s Harbor without missing a session
or having a tardy mark.

Mrs. Cole, school teacher in district No.
w as called to her home in Harrington
Monday by the illness of bar parents, j
to finishing
The Foresters held a public installation
Miss Maud Bacon, of Bluehlll,
and entertainment at Bella hall Thursday,
the term.
Columbia Jan. 28. The following officers were inAt Ibe special masting of
on* stalled by District Deputy Fred Perkins,
chapter, O. E. B., Friday evening,
candidate era* initiated. Delicious re- of destine, assisted by Arthur W. Howfreshments ware served It is expected ard, of Chpe Rosier: Beadles, Wendell
at Chatto, George Austin Woodards, Jay Conthere will be work on four candidates
don, Orvis Gray; chaplain, Usorgs Gray;
the next meeting.
organist. Louie Gray; V. C. fL, Irvin Conikutaiaatiox.
don; court physician, Dr. Franklin FarThe installation of oBoera in Eggemog- row ; lodge deputy, L. F. Gray; P. C. R., 1.
A. M., took place Wed- F. Hutchinson; financial secretary and
gin lodge, F. and
B. J. Smith; recording secretary,
nesday evening, attended by Masons and treasurer,
Peat D. D. G. M. T. A. Ralph H. Condon; C. R., Jamas Austin. An
their families.
entertainment was
Smith installed, aided by P..M. J. H. Interesting li.erary
given. A bountiful sapper was served.
Hoofer as grand marshal.
Jan. 27.
C.
A. H. SarThe officers as installed are:
8. W.;
gent. W. M.; R./>i. Buckminster,
NORTH BROOKUN.
j. W.Cousins, J. W.»J. W. Paris, treaa- ,
Eugene Cole, of Granite, visited relaurer; R. E. Dority, secretary; C. W. Pert,
tives here last week.
8.D.; J. P. Allan, X D.; Chandler BowL. W.
Charles Hall has returned from Surry,
den, S. S.; Ralph Means, J. 8.;
where he sold his horse.
Guptill, lyler.
After the ceremony, the following proPhilip Pervear has gone to Seal Cove to
visit bis brothers Charles and Arthur.
gramme was rendered:
9

■

..

_

Music.

violin* ana piano.

Pastor C.

Hooper, C Pert. Mrs Eaton
Reading.Mr* Angie Dority
Mrs Baton and MIm Perry
duet,
Instrumental
Reading.Mrs J F Gray
Music. ....Ladle*’quartette
J H

ing

Koch preached an interestIn the ebspei Sunday to a full

<

house.

Rverett Holden returned from Keene,
N. H., Tuesday, after an sbsenve of over
two years.
Warren Burns and Charles Freethey are
getting out stock to build a twenty-eightfoot power boat for bay fishing.
Jan. 27.
Xknopho.n.

Smith
duet... .Mr* Kenney. Ml»e Small
Face.R M Buckminster

Reading..»«•«•.......T A
Instrumental

sermon

8olo— Face to
Music..
Vocal duet.Mr*

Ladies’ quartette
Kenney. Mia* Small
A bountiful supper was served in the
ladies' hail.
Jan.

EAST ORLAND.

27._H.

Reuben Weeks and wife

NORTH SEDGWICK.

are

very ill.

W. M. Shaw and wife returned
Greenville Saturday.

Thurston is ill with the grip.
Mis*
Mr*. Maude Thurston, who has been ill
two weeks, is out again.
Ella

from

C. E. Gibbs is in Staceyville in the interest of the U. S. fish hatchery.
Miss Lettie Biaiadell, of Boston, made

Lottie Florence Allen, who has been
quite ill for a week, is better.
George Page and wife are to celebrate
their golden wedding Jan. 28.

a

short visit at F.

nesday

W. Wentworth’s Wed-

COUNTY NEWS.
>•»

uiiliiinul

HIITKKY

BOUTHWEBT HARBOR.
Mrs. Florence Clark, who haa been
riously ill several weeka, is out again.

TO

vAKIIIOI'.

Fire In the Kimball A Wise block, Rockland, occupied by the Rockland Hardware
Co., Thursday, caused damage estimated at
(8,000, of which (7,003 was on the hard-

Cow.«* .fawwaO. p»««

se-

ware store.

The large wholesale house of Milliken,
Convene A Co., at Portland, was gutted by
fire Sunday night. The total damage is
son Clayton.
estimated at over (560,000, covered by inA Christian Endeavor social was held at
surance.
Milliken, Cousens A Co. lathe
Harmon ball Thuaday evening. A line
Maine branch of the large wholesale dry
programme was presented. Refreshments
goods house uf Deering, Milliken A Co.,
were served.
and sustained the principal loss, amountClarence Tarr, manager of the glue facing to upwards (100,000.
A. F. Cox A
has
been running the plant for sevtory,
Sons, wholesale shoe dealers, occupying
eral weeka, his children remaining at the other half of the
block, sustained a
smokeand water damage to the amount of
their home in Eaatport.
Mrs. George Gilley hat been spending
two weeks at Stonington visiting her

(100,000.
last Wednesday

Mrs. Nellie McEacbern, of Northeast
Harbor, spent last week with relatives
here. Her health haa greatly improved
since ber hospital treatment.
Rev. N. F. Atwood presented bis stere-

Higgins,

a

the body of Andrew
Bailey villa farmer, aged seventy

years, was found a abort distance from his
camp. His face was badly battered. This,
coupled with other circumstances, includIcon
lecture on “Scenes in Palestine”
opt
ing Ihefict that the body was partially
at the Methodist church Tuesday evening.
covered with boughs, led the officers to
There wie a line series of pictures and'an
believe he was murdered. Higgins hsd
excellent description.'
not been seen since the previous Saturday.
One oV the moat enjoyable of the His
body was found by Benjamin King and
winter’s events was the house-warming at Thomas
Sprague, who, while walking a
the new home of Fred Young and wifla
path near the camp, diacovered blood spota
Tuesday evening of last week. About on the ground. Following the trail of blood,
fifty friends and neighbors gathered, with they found the body. The camp is located
useful gifts, to congratulate these young on the
Higgins (arm, and since the death
people on the auspicious occasion. Among of Mis. Higgins several years ago, has been
the many pleasant thinga for entertain- occupied
by Higgins. The scene of the
ment was a chronicle of the event with a affair is
abou( one and one-half miles from
supplementary poem, which delighted the new town of Woodland, in Washingthe aaaembled friends.
ton county. The coroner^ jury pronounced
Monday evening Pemetic lodge 1. O. O. It murder, Frank Williams, of Topefield,
F., and Rowena lodge combined forces for who is known to have been at the Higgins
a grand installation. The fine weather, camp shortly before the murder, has been
arrested on suspicion.
a large attendance, excellent supper and
dance made the occasion a most enjoyable
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
one.
The officers of the Rebekab lodge
were installed by the president of the Rebekah assembly, assisted by her marshal, Eggs Little Firmer, but Prices Not
as follows:
N. G., Mrs. Frances Fernald;
Advanced as Yet.
The local market remains dull. Eggs
V. G., Mrs. HittieLawton; secretary, Miss
Carrie Spurting; financial secretary, Mrs. have not come in as plentifully the past
Jessie Newman; treasurer, Mrs. Mabel few days, but retail price remains at 25
Tinker; warden, Mrs. Gertrude Conary; I cents, with the producer receiving from
conductress. Miss Bertha King; chaplain,
20 to 22.
Mrs. Maud Trask; I. G., Mrs. Nellie GilPotatoes have advanced elsewhere, but
ley; O. G., Ward Newman; R. B. N. G.,
Mrs. Julia Gilley; L. S. N. O.fMrs. Nettie in Ellsworth 60 to 60 centB a bushel is the
Mills, R. S. V. O., Mrs. Susie Ward; L. B. producers’ price, with the retail price at 20
V. G., Mrs. Maud Gilley.
cents a peck.
Jan. 27.
Spray.
John Walls and son Earl bare gone to
Boston (or a short stay.

j--

1--

B,,v

retail prices in Ellsworth.
country

i Batter.

James Varnum and daughter, of Seal i
and Lyman Stanley and son, of !
were guests of
Walter Stanley
and wife Sunday.

t'rtMlue*

Creamery per a.?5§38
Dairy .26§S0

Harbor,
Manset,

Heal factory (new) per B.16#)*
Beet dairy (new).»
Dutch (Imported)..■ c

1

Alfred Brawn, who has been in Concord,
Seufchatel.os
!
N. H., was here a few days on his way to
h<f>.
Steuben to spend the remainder of the | Freeh
laid, per dos..
I
winter with his sons.
Poultry.
Jan. 27.
Spec.
Chickens.)8§:o
!
Fowl. §18
TREMONT.
i«»y.
Best loose, per ton...14*'0
O. M. Kittredge cut one of his Angers
Baled.
It®«8

0

Thursday.
quite badly.
Straw.
T. F. Mason and wife, Mr*. E. C. Mason
Loose. 8#lt
Howard Kcllay has gone to Bar Harbor,
and
Mrs.
Millie
Snow
were
in
16
Baled.,.
W. L. Hooper, who haa-hjten very ill the
Bangor where he has employment.
Vegetables.
on
business
past two weeks, remains about the same. Wednesday
20 Onions, B
Sidney Wallace is suffering from a Potatoes ,ok
C4 §05
The last two pieces Of the penstock
Mrs. Joanna Durgain, of Bangor, was in
02 Parsnips, lb
Turnips. B
05
sprained wrist and rheumatism.
Peossh. lb
Oi Carrots,
03
town Friday visiting her daughter, Mrs. arrived last week fortheSbaw Electric Co.
03 Cabbage, lb
Meets, It.
(3
Mrs.
Mildred
A. Norwood, who has been
It is expected that the power will soon be
Mildred WYhspI.
Kalb Beans—per qt—
punch
at McKinley the past season, re- Celery,
employed
30
spinach pk
for use.
Yeiiow-eye
10§I2
ready
The Daughters of Liberty held a regular
Pea,
10
turned home Thursday.
Mrs. Adelle Marks died suddenly SunFruit.
meeting Saturday evening, and took in
Mrs. Sidney Wallace returned hojpe FriJan.
after
an
*
illness
of
25
80
Lemons do*
26,
one new
member. There waa a good day morning,
Oranges, dos
30§35
'2&,a40 Plueapplea,each It.§25
day from Seal Cove and West "Tremont, Apples, pk
several weeks. She leaves a husband— E.
attendance.
Cranbe'rle* qt,
10§I2
where she has been visiting relatives.
two
G.
sons—Ernest
who
lived
Marks,
Jan. 27.
L.,
Rae.
Groceries.
Harold Holmes, the mail stage driver, is Co
at home, Arthur E., of Yarmouth, and a
Bice, per#
.06#.og
flee—per B
B
ILL.
his
firewood
this
week.
LI'EH
20 §25
.16#.25
itw,
Vinegar, cal
who
lives
in
cutting
tbe West.
Rudolph
daughcr
|
3ft Cracked wheat,
Mb
Mocha,
of
Southwest
is
Harbor,
driving
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
3ft Oatmeal, per B
Mrs. Martha A. Biaiadell died at her Qilley,
M
Java,
the mail for him.
.20
Whertar. The great disposer of human home at East Orland
Buckwheat, pkg
Tea—per#*
night
Wednesday
.04
-45#.66 Graham,
Japan,
event* ha* taken another comrade from our
at
tbe
of
Friday evening, at the Congregational
.04
.80# 6ft Bye meal,
age
Ooiong,
seventy-six
years.
ranks, who after a long and active life has
Granulated meel,# 02)4
She had been confined to her room for a church. Rev. N. F. Atwood gave an inter- 3 ucar—per B—
Granulate), 05)4 #06 Oil—per gal—
pitched his tent on the other shore,
but the immediate cause of death esting lecture on the Life of Jesus, from
Yellow, O
-uft)4
Linseed,
.6ft#.70
Rttoivtd, That in the death of Comrade year,
12
06«lc
Powdered,
Kerosene,
pneumonia. Mrs. Biaiadell was His birth to Hia crucifixion and ascension. Molasses
Thomas K. McIntyre, James A. Garfield poet was
per gel
the widow of Stephen Blaitdell. She It was finely illuatrated. A large number
Havana.
JA
has lost a worthy member,
JO
Porto Bleo,
red. That a copy of these resolutions
leaves one son—Frank E. Biaiadell, with was in attendance.
jo
Syrup,
be sent to Thb Ellsworth American for whom the made her
one
sister-Mrs
Rev.
N.
F.
of
West
home;
Meat* and Provisions.
Atwood,
Tremont,
publication, and placed oa the records of the Matilda Bowden, of Monroe; two brothPork,#.
preached an impreasive sermon sermon on Keef, #:
post, one sent to the relntivea of our comrade, ers Frank Dunham, of Gsetine, and SamSteak,
.lft#J0
Chop,
15§18
“Pure
Religion” Sunday evening. Mr.
and that the hall be draped la mourning for uel Dunham, of Orland. The funeral was
Roasts.
Ham. per#
11-18
.12#JS
held Saturday at her lata residence. Rev. Atwood will continue hia services here
J6#.)0
Corned,
Shoulder,
10® It
thirty days.
18
17 #25
Mr. Price officiating. Tbe bearers were E.
Bacon,
Tongues,
eveninga through the winter,
Robbbt Barr bix,
Sell
j06#06
Tripe,
1C® 8
H. White, Prank Mason, Ernest Picker- Sunday
weather permitting.
Veal:
Lard,
11§U
Chasm®
L.
Babson,
and
Snow.
Burial
was
at
the
ing
George
5
Steak,
18#20
Sausage, lb
12®17
R. C. 8rnvans.
Back ridge cemetery.
|
Mrs. Mary A. Johnson and Mrs. Elzadia
.IV#.) 5
Boasts,
Committee on Resolutions.
Jan. 27.
M.
Rich left to-day for Portland. Mrs. Rich Lamb
10 §30
Limb,
will enter the Maine general hospital for
eft
Tongues, each
ORLAND.
memorial resolutions.
y
Free# Fish.
treatment. Her many friends hope for
Whtrtai. The angel of death hss again
Mrs. Adelaide Saunders, widow of her
00 Scallops.
40
speedy recovery. Mrs. Johnson will Cod,
entered James A. Garfield post sod taken our James
08 Smelts, lb
15
Haddock,
Saunders, died Tuesday, Jan.
a few days with friends in Portland
spend
25
Clams,
Halibut,
12#lt
qt
beloved comrade,
Joseph E. Uott, it is with 21, at the age of eighty years. She and vicinity.
50
qt
Oysters,
deep sorrow thst we as s grand army post de- leaves three
Foal.
stepsons and one stepdaughKill.
Jan. 27.
sire to express our
apprectnfton of him as a ter, all residents of Orland.
“Aunt
Wood—per oord
Coal—per ion*
faithful comrade.
7 50
ft
00
Broken,
hard,
00#8
Dry
at she was called by all, was a
SEAL COVE.
3 00#6 00
7 5J
Bnolctd, Thst we extend oar deepest sym- Abbie’’,
Stove,
Dry soft,
friend to all, and will be greatly missed.
7 50
load
Roundings
per
Egg,
pathy t<. the bereaved mother and brother.
from
the grip.
Albert Obtr is suffering
7 5;
100#126
Nat,
Retold. That our charter be draped in
Elisha D. Soper died Wednesdsy mornftJO
6 5)
Blacksmith's
Buttings, herd
Mrs. S. D.| Harper is quite ill with a
mourning for a period of thirty days; that a ing, Jan. 22, at the age of seventy-nine
Groin and Fend.
Floor,
severe cold.
*°py of these resolutions be sent to the beOats, bu
62)4
Flour—per bbl—
years, of pneumonia. Mr. Soper was born
rf*ved relatives; a
110
0 2086 5) Shorts—bag—
A son was born to Henry Burrill and
copy entered upon the and had always made his home in Or1 60
135 Mix. feed, bagl
Corn.loOBbag
of the post, and a
wife Jan. 11.
copy sent to Ter land. He was a
133
160
Corn
jword*
§165
meal,beg
Mlddllnga,beg
ship-carpenter. Besides
Ellsworth America* for publication
1 3ft
A. D. Heath, who is seriously ill, is Cracked corn,
Mrs.
a wife, he leaves one son, Frank D.
Soper,
O. N. Fowles,
and a daughter, Mrs. Francis M. Mason, somewhat improved.
John A. Bonsky,
and

__

_

Jan.

both of Orland.

Charles Herds.
Committee on resolutions.

Cure For Misery.
“1 have found a cure for the misery
malaria poison produces," says R. M.
James, of Louellen, 8. C. “It’s called
Electric Bitters, and comes in 50-cent
bottles. It breaks up a case of chills or a
bilious attack in almost no time; and it
puts yellow jaundice clean out of commission.’’ This great tonic medicine and
blood purifier gives quick relief in all
stomach, liver and kidney complaints and
the misery of lame back. Sold under
guarantee at E. G. Moobe's drug store.
A

EAST BLUEHILi*.
MEMORIAL

resolutions.

W *freo‘n

red

The messenger of death has again
our order and removed
from our

J?*t0ur

Gloved sister, Ellen Trumball,
«e»0<wd. That in this bemavment, Arcadia
Re. B. of H., is
deprived df an earnest and
*•petted member,
lv§i* Vs sisters and brothers of Arcadia
M
hold ln *ond *,®»®n»bi»nce our de6istrr’
we e***nd our heartfelt
° sincere
sympathy to the sorrowing chiln. and
may they find comfort in the hope
meeting her in the home above where partn* ‘8 not
known.
Tha* M a *oken ot »®«pect our
tT *
u
draped in mourning for thirty
copy ot
th1 ,at
bereave*

eco

d
d8’
aud

4V

K

family,

a

copy

j§

reaolntions be sent

copy placed on our
published ln The Aheri-

Liirib Youtmam,
Fannie Long,
Manda Carter,
Committee on Resolutions.

o<i rXDel.
»y
A.

!

STRENGTH and LIBERALITY.

I

Your Account, subject to your check, Unsolicited.

k
f

A. system. Befuw
»*'«><* «r°®
*“ the Y'1‘ow
package.— I
PtttsS
"

—

a

Walpole.

comedy to those who
tragedy to those who (eel.
a

It Does The Business.
Mr. E. E. Chamberlain, o( Clinton
Maine, says ol Bucklen’s Arnica Salve:
“It does the business; I have used it (or
piles and it cared them. Used it (or
chapped hands and it cured them. Applied it to an old sore and it healed it
without leaving a scar behind.” 25c. at
E. U. Moore’s drug store.

Banking.

£

■

I

B°" '° ^vold Pneumonia.
Foley’* Honey
conth» heml* the lunge

made normal. Until you try this remedy,
you can form no idea of the good it will do
you. Isjapplied directly to the sore spot. All
druggists, 50c. Mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.

of its strength and liberality, the EASTERN.TRUST
recognized as a safe and convenient depository for money.

|

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
(ieorge Bickford visited friends at
,ran>te
recently.
—I'“l~ l{eul*h Eaton i* at home from Kaat
r«.

Yon

think,

Cocaine which dull* the nerve* never yet
cured Na*al Catarrh. The heavy feeling in
the forehead, the stuffed-up sensation and the
watery discharge from eye* and nose, along
with all the other miseries attending the disease, are put to rout by Ely’s Cream Balm.
Smell and taste are restored, breathing is

■

a

and other aerioua
t«ulu,7''*v“id pneumonU
thklu*

world is

The

_

i

|

N.

abbrrtismmu.

hart°iB^d’

o

27./

I
|

By

reason

A BANKING COflPANY is

2J£%

|
Z
a

2
2

Interest paid on Check Account*.
All accounts balanced monthly.

|
I

Surplus (earned) 9400,000.
Total Capital 9575,000.

P

Capital $175,000.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING GO.
BANGOR,

MAINE.

■

2

S

A NEW SERIES
Is

now

open.

WHY

Shares, 81 each; monthly pan
ments, 81 per share,

PAY

when

RENT

can borrow on your
a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

you

shares, give

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars Inquire ot
O. W. Taplky, Sec'y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W. Kina, President.

“I cracked • lawyer’* honee the other
uguxmut*.
nightl” Mid the fim burglar, diegoetedly,
To all parsons Infra slag la e Ithar af tha as“and the lawyer wm there with a gnn all
I alas haralnafu r saaaf.
ready (or me. He adviaed me ter git out.” At a probata ooart bald at ■Haworth, la aad
for lha eoaaty of Han neck, on tha naseath
“Yon got off eaay,” replied the other.
day of Jaaaary, a. d. MM.
“Not mncb, 1 didn’t! He charged me f2B fPHI following matters having hewn saw
Mated for the aetloa thereapoa bashthX
(er de advice.’’

after lad looted, It la hereby ordered that a»ttee thereof be given to ail persona Interested,
by oanalng a copy of this order to be nah1 is bad three weeks anooaaalsely to the
worth American, a newspaper pebltohedag
■Haworth, la aald eoaaty, that they may appear at a probate coart to ha bald at Baekeport, la aald eoaaty, pa the fourth day
of February, a. d. 1M. at fa of tha etas*
la lha foraaoon, aad bo board tharaoa if they
Mp OMN
Tobias L Bobsrts, lata af Idea, la mid
eoaaty,dsoaasad. Aoertaia iastrnnaeatpar1
porting to bo the last will nod testament ef
Mid deceased, together with petition fat probate thereof, presented by Charles V. Puns,
the executor therein named
■lairs L. Jordan, late of ■Haworth, la said
eoaaty, daeeaaed. A certain laetniaaeat parporting to'be tha laat will aad testament af
aald dec eased, together with petition for probeta thereof, preeoated by Charles p. Dorr,
on
the execaior therein named.
George W. Davis, lata cf Men, la aald
ooaaty, daeeaaed. A eartaia la at regent parporting to bo the last will aad testament of
we
Mid deoeaaed, together with patltloa lor probate thereof, promoted by William a. Davie,
the eaeoator therein named.
William B. Smith, laf ef Lamotne, la aaid
ooaaty, daoaaaad. A oertala laatramaat parmean
us
portleg to ba tha laat will aad testaseeat of
said deoeaaed, together with patltloa for peoare bate thereof, prsMBteg
by Faaala Smith, tha
rxeeairix therein named.
Cordelia S. Gilley, lata of Soathweot Harbor, la eaig ooaaty, deoeaaed. A certain ianrumeat purporting to bo tha laat will aad
testaoMat of said deoeaaed, together with pa< itloa lor
probata thereof, preran' ed by Pedilck D. Ollier, tne executor therein named.
Abigail A. Bragdon, late or Sorrento, la mid
rtalae.
eoaaty, defeased. Aoertaia instrument perporting to be tbe last will and testament of
•aid deoeaaed, together with patltloa for probata thereof, and for administration with tho
will annexed, presented by Amos A. Bragdon,
a sob of said deceased.
Bsokfopt'i Petition for Discharge.
Sarah L. Maxoy, lata of OMtiae, In aaid
»
In the matter of
1
eoaaty, deceased. Final sceount of Lixsle S.
David Robbstsok,
Hooks, aomloistratrix with the will annexed,
} In Bankruptcy.
Bank rapt.
filed for Mftlsment.
1
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DieErvin Barper, late of OMtiae, in Mid ooaatrlet Court of the United States for the Disty. deceased. Second account of Charlea/Htrict of Maine.
administrator, filed for aettlement.
Hooper,
John J. Bridges, lute of Buokeport, In raid
ROBERTSON, of Mount Deeert, in
the county of Hancock and State of Maine, count?, deceased. Second Mcount of Theoin said district, respectfully represents, that dore H. Smith, executor, filed for settlement.
on the ttd day of November, last past, he was
Samuel Royal, late of Blleworth. in said
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of county, deceased. Firat account of Sewell T.
Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he has Royal mud John F. Royal, executors, filed for
duly surrendered all his property and settlement.
rights m property, and has fully complied
Maty F. Willard, late of Orlaad, in raid
with all the requirements of said acts and of county, deceased.
Fourth and lest account
the orders of court touching his bankruptcy.
of Theodore H. Smith, executor, filed tor aetWherefore he prays that he may be de- tlement.
creed by the court to have a full discharge
Thomas Murphy, lute of Baekaport, in Mid
from all debts provable against his estate county, deceased. First account of Wiley U.
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts Conary, administrator, filed for lettlement.
as ere excepted by law from snch discharge.
Bayard B. Young, minor, of Bluohlll, la
Dated this 16th day of January, a. d. 1906.
aaid county.
Petition filed by Calvin C.
David Robxmtsoit,
Yonng, guardian, for license to sell certain
real estate of said minor, as described in raid
Bankrupt.

Aootrtiamcnta.

fit-

We Sell

ytnbl

the positive guarantee
that if it does not give satiswill return the
faction
entire amount of money paid
for it. We
this—
and ask all those who
sick and need strength to try
it with this understanding.
Q. A. PARCHER,

Druggist.

Ellsworth,

J

AtgalHotia*.

DAVID

nhiitiftn.

Order of Notice Thereon.
District o^Maim, ss.
On this 25 £b day of Jsnuary, a. d. 1908, on
reading * he fogegoi' g petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
bed upon the same on the 14th day of
February, a. d. 1908, before *hid court
at
Portland, in said
district, at Un
o'clock
in
the forenoon; aod that notice thereof be published in tbe Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at tbe said
time and place, and show caure, if any they
have, why the prayer of aaid petitioner should
not be grant*d.
And it is further ordered by tbe court, that,
the clerk shall send r»y mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of lesidence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, cn the 25th day of
January, a. d. 1908.
Jambs E. Hrwby, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—Jamr8 E. Hrwby, Clerk.

Bankrupt's Petition
In the matter of
Arthur L. Bunker,

for

Discharge.

\

[) In

Bankrupt,

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
L. BUNKER, of Sullivan, in tbe
county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
in said district,
respectfully represents
that on the 30th day of November, last pas* be
was duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acta
of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he
has duly surrendered all his property and
rights of property, and haa fully complied
with all the requirements of said acta and of
the orders of court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he pray9 that he may be decreed by tbe court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this lStb day of January, a. d. 1908.
Arthur L. Bunrbr,

ARTHUR

Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon*
District or Mains ss.
On this 26th day of January, a. d. 1906, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
npon the same on the 14th day of February,
a. d. 1908, before said court, at Portland, in said
district, at 10o’clock in tbe forenoon: and that
notice thereof be publiehed in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the ajrid
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of eaid petitioner shonld
not be granted.
And it ie farther ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order. addressed to them at their places of residence aa stated.
Witness tbe Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 25th day
of January, a. d. 1908.
Jambs E. Hrwby, Clerk.
IL. S.j
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—.Iambs E. Hrwby, Clerk.
nanaru|u

■

rniiiwu

In the matter of
Richardson,

Stephen

Bankrupt,

i»r

i>i'u»r|v.

)

j)

In

Bankruptcy.

To the Hou. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the Un4ted States for the Districtof Maine.
RICHARDSON, of Mount Desert,
) in the county of Hancock, and State of
aine. in said district, respectfully tepre
seats, that on the 7th day of December, last
past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt un ler
the Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy:
that be has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully complied with all the requirements of said acts
and of the orders of court touching his bank-

S^TBPHEN

Wherefore

he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Date<rthis 16tb day of January, a. d. 1908.
Stephen Richardson.

Bankrupt.
Order «>f Notice Thei eon.
District op Maine, ss.
On this 25th day of January, a. d. 1908, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 14th day of February,
a. d. 1908, before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o'clock in tneforenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district. and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it la further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Honorable Clarence Hale.
Witness the
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said District, on the 25th day
of January, a. d. 1908.
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
fL. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hewey, Clerk.
subscriber

hereby gives notice that
appointed adminis-

he has been duly
THE
trator of the estate of

FRANK C. FARNHAM, late of PENOBSCOT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
Chableb E. Qirbs.
Or land, Jan. 20,1908.

Rebecca N. Phillips, late of Ellsworth, In
said county, deceastd,
Petition filed bj
George A. Joy, administrator, for license to
s< 11 certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Charles H. Closson, late of Sedgwick, in
said county, deceased.
Petition file
by
Henry W. .^argent, administrator, with the
will annexed, of the estate '»f said deceased,

that the amount of collateral inheritance tax
upon said estate be determined by the Judge

probate.

or

Blanche Delpbine Yonng, late of Bluehill.
in said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Achsa H. Tirrill (now Rogers), executrix of
the last will and testament of said deceased,
f r license to convey according to contract
certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
David A. Moseley, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by tiusan A.
Moseley, administra* rix, that an order be issued to distribute among the heirs of said deceived, the amount remaining in the hands of
said administratrix, upon tbe settlement of
her first account.
Elisha G. Hatch, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Gilman G. Hatch, administrator, filed for settlement.
Noah Brooks, late of Castine, in said counaccount of Charles C.
ty, deceased. Second
Up ham, trustee, filed for settlement
Ruel W. Higgins, late of allswortb, in said
county, dece*hed. Petition that Alice B. Higgins or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of tbe estate of sa;d
deceased, presented by Alice B. Higgins, a
daughter of said deceased.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original Older.
Attest:—T. F. Mahon by. Register.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellswortn, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the seventh day of January, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and

eight.

CERTAIN instrument

to be
D.

purporting
tbe last will and testament of Sarah
A
McAllister, late of Calais, in the

county of
Washington, deceased, having been presented
for probate in this county of Hancock, the
Judge of probate for said county of Washington being interested in said estate in a sum

no. less than one hundred dollars.
Ordered: That notice thereof be given tc all
all persona in* t rested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Calais Advertiser, a newspaper published at Calais, in said count) of Washington,
and in tbe Ellsworth American, a newspaper
published at Elh worth, in said county of
Hancock, prior to tbe fourth day of February a. d. 1908, that they may appear at a
probate court then to be held at Buoksport,
w.tliin and for said county of Hancock, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer ol^the petitioner should not be granted.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahqnbv, Register.

Notice of First Meet log of Creditors.
In the District Conrt of the United States for
the Hanoock District of Maine.
In the matter of
Hbnry 8. Waedwbll,
In Bankruptcy.

\J

Bankrupt,

creditors of Henry S. Wardwell, of
Penobscot, in the Connty of Hancock and
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 18th
day of January, a. d. 1908, the said Henry
8.
Warawell was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the first meeting of his creditors will be held at my office, at 39 Main street,
in Ellsworth, Maine, on the5th day of February, a. d. 1908. at 2 o’clock in tbe afternoon, at
which time the said creditors may attend,
j throve their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
] the bankrupt and transact such other busi\ ness as may properly come before such meet!
William E. Whiting,
ing.
|
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth. Me.. Jan. 22, 1908.
To the

NOTICE

hereby gives
rpHEhe subscriber
has been duly appointed
1.

notice that
administrawith tbe will annexed of the estate of
WILLIAM B. QUIMBY, late of ELLS-

tor

WORTH.
county of Hancock, deceased, am)
Ail pergiven bonds as the law directs
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
in the

the same tor settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imEdmond J. Walsh.
mediately.
Ellsworth. Jan. 10. 1908.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
ALEXANDER R. ROBERTOFF, late of

THE

EDEN,
county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
demands
persons having
against the (state of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thertto are
requested to make payment immediately.
in the

Charlottk Robertofk..

Bar Harbor, Jan.

10, 1908.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator de bonis non of the estate of
DYER P. JORDAN, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of
Hancock, deceased, anil
given bonds as the law direct-. All persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present ihe same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto am
requested to make payment immediately..
Charles P. Dorr,
Admr de bonis now*
January 7. 1908.

THE

subscriber

he has been
THE
istrator of the

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed admin-

of
JOHN F. PETERSON, late of PENOBSCOT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persona
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Solon H. Peterson.
Penobscot, Jan. 20, 1908.
estate

door.
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Spring held sway over the spurs of
the Alleghanies. Around Eliza Jane
the breadth of moist earth, the
pungeut odor of cedar, greeu shoots
and wild pink azaleas Below the call
of the robin came the purring of the
mountain stream, a little to tire left,
was

A

schoolma'am

for additional

l*» hanging verses
County Now too othor pa got
like that young man we saw lu the
CASTINE.
play last winter.”
Two days later while sipping her cofPaul Wescott is spending a few days in
fee Eliza Jane glanced carelessly over Portland.
the morning paper.
Prominently on
Jno. Mills and wife, of Milo, are guests
the editorial page was printed a small
of their son Fred.
poem. The title seemed fairly to jump
W. A. Ricker left on Saturday for a short
out of the coluuiu at her. “Language
business trip to Boston.
of the Woods.”
Ruasele Morgrage spent several days
The cup clattered as she set it in the
saucer, and Mrs. LLart looked up re- last week with Jay Wilson at Belfast.
Everett Redman, who is teaching at
proachfully.
“Lor*, Eliza Jane, what scared you Dark Harbor, was at home over Sunday.
now T*
The revenue steamer Levi Woodbury
“My—iny verses”—
was in the harbor several days last week.
Her cousin ap“For land's sake!"
Hon. Hannibal E. Hamlin, of Ellsworth,
propriated the paper, aud. adjusting was in town several days last week on
her glasses carefully, read in a mono- ]
business.
tone, regardless of all punctuation, the ;
Dr. W. S. Payson was called to his old
verses Eliza Jane bad penciled in the !
home at Hope last week by the death of
woods. She cast a suspicious g.atice at j
his mother.
her relative's lent bead on
to

It crawled over its stone bed, lapping tender mosses on either side and
Stirling ferus and tiny white violets
Into active growth.
reaching
Eliza Jane. Beuted on a decaying tog the couplet:
her feet deep In dry brown leaves, was Amid
lightning and hailstones and rain.
conscious of all this, though her eyes
Came love’s kiss In
pine woods of
Mains.
and Augers were busy over the writing
pad resting on her knee. She was writPerhaps womanly sympathy for anying verses. Back of her consciousness thing bordering on romance held her
was a little silent laugh at the foolishtongue, for she made no comment then
ness of such an occupation for her. a
—or ever, till it no longer mattered.
staid teacher iu a New England school.
“Listen. Eliza Jane,” she continued,
Ten years bad she held the position. with growing interest, “here’s some reNever in all that period had she so marks by the editor himself.
He de
wasted precious hours. It was us ir the sires the author to go down to the ofA
been
reculled.
bad
fice
for
a
suddenly
cheek. Do tell! Money for
past
certain memorable day spent in the that rubbish! Not that 1 want to hurt
Maine woods seemed by reason of her your feelings.
1 guess yours are uo
worse than lots of others.”
presetu environment but yesterday,
whereas in truth it dated further buck
“Perhaps writing would answer”—
than the monotonous grind of school began Eliza Jane.
routine that now enslaved her. The
“Personal application is what it says
teacher salved her self res|>eet for such here.
If you can make money that
a frivolous impulse with the reminder
easy the least you can do is to go aft
that it was vacation time. Work of er it.”
any sort had been prohibited on pain
So Eliza Jane did go and was usherof nerves, already severely lazed, fail j ed into the august
!i
presence of the
in
the
winter.
Ing
coming
ter That gentleman proved tail. l>H’i:d
She had inscribed the title above her shouldered and a trifle buhl. Uut uTt'»
effusion in her neat, stiff writing. eyes that twinkled us at some
peculiar
“Language of the Woods." and the j ly |**r;iueut joke
as
simple words, faulty enough
poetry. |
"I w as right—I felt I wns right.
But
were Illumined
with slm-e iiy
The y *» have changed a Ifftle mere than
of
the
fo
winds. iitihenrd
language
-»i>es.
Eliza Jane
Tbe editor
J* .:r
years, now in a different section of the F fc his visitor by the hand, seating
clear
an
1
as
Insistent
on
country came
be: ::j tl*e wide armed clmir
“lk*n‘t
that other holiday. Again she <
?ay yt a hare forgotten me—I know
the murmur of hojie iu the swish of I letter
tall maples., drowning the sigh of re"Is It Elias Smith?” Eliza Jane could
The liri.’a! scarce!;.- make tbe words distinct for
gret among dark pines
white of the dogwotd ne'e aga. >t the thr >l>hiitg in her
throat
cloudless sky.
White, wind swayed
”N«»
uigi-r Elias B. Smith, but E
anemones, great purple
violets and Brown :g Smith
It reads Lietter in
frail pri:.:
creeping
pologula.
thrusting
You. however, may call me as j
heads high through decay ing leave
uall spoke of imperishable youth a..
“V
fonnd tbe basket, but how
love. A touch- cf litter- In I:
ecu Id y" )
s"
verses brought a faint ting.- of tr.
:
it v. us .vnurs?
H.; I I uot w;i
Eliza Jane's pale check:
iu our fr»>i|i <nla:i:n (but Miss H im
Amid lightning and hailstones and rain.
j Jure Kol uisou was visiting our ri:y
Cairo love’s kiss in the pine woods of
Tbe wrl'.iug was identical with tiiat
Maine.
In a rert:. ui letter 1 sometimes r.-a.l t
She let them remain because, like j
tills day—alaive ail. wliicb of us iou.d
an echo of the language of which she |
forytwrote, they seemed to tjelong here
Presently the rhymes were completed, *‘I.cve'» !.i-j !:• the pine woods of Llaine**'
and. dropping both pad ami pencil in:-.'
di~a
piense don't.'
the Imsket that she had brought Vj buried her face in her hands
Hut
uot
carry home such mountain treasures even so she could
hide
her
as
she might Gnu. she rose ami LJuthes.
They crept up to rite very
stretched her arms with luxurious rims of her small ea;>*. from which her
abandon. It was wonderful to be free hair was brushed back straight and
j
from the cramp and irksome strain tiuied.
Elias Smith took her by the
of routine.
She breathed long und wrists and tiriuly uncovered her face
deeply of the invigorating air
Stooping tilt bis eyes were level with
“I wonder. Elias, do you. too. remem
hers, he si»ol£e almost iu a whisper:
ber? But of course not: you’re a man
*’I had lost you. Eliza .luue. and it !
1 don’t myself, except here, where one seemed forever
But in the woods i
feels as if actually coming alive again have found you again, and this time
after being petrified.
1 shall forget I shall never let you go.”
my dignity when 1 go back. It’s only
the language of the woods after all.”
Man’s War on Nature! Beauty.
Eliza Jane laughed half regretfully
Today It is unfortunately perfectly :
It was not unnatural that the place true that man is the
only animal who.
should stir sentiment in her.
It was instead of adorning and
beautifying,
the same town to which Elias Smith makes nature hideous
by his presence.
had come after their misunderstand
Tbe fox and the squirrel may make
ing, before they quite lost track of their homes iu the wood and add to its
each other. Once, writing to her
beauty in so doiug. but when Aidercousin, she casually inquired for her man Smith plants his villa there the
old friend.
But Mrs. Hart answered gods
puck up their trunks and depart
that, while she heard of uumberless
They can bear it no lougcr The hush
Smiths, she had yet to come across men can hide themselves and become
one called Elias,
which. In her judg- indistinguishable on a
slope of hare
ment. was a mercy, since it was an
rock: they twine their little naked j
Ug!y name, Scripture or no Scripture: bodies together uud look like a
heap
hence when Eliza Jane accepted the of dead sticks. But
when the ebimuev
Invitation she had done so confident
pot hat and the frock coat apjtear the
she ran no risk of meeting with her birdt
fly streaming from the trees
boy lover.
This was the great glory of the Greeks
Catching sight through the tangle of —that they accepted and perfected na
underbrush of a glowing mass of ture. as the
Partheuou sprang out of
azaleas, she pushed her way through, tbe limestone terraces of the
Acrop»olis.
Prom one carrying the natural lines of the
eagerly filling her hands
rocks
shrub to another she wandered, someby gradations scarce |»erceptU»le into !
times higher up the mountain side, the finished human
beauty of frieze
sometimes dropping back, but always and
pediment. Possibly some day we
When *be shall again build our bouses or
adding to her blossoms
dwell J
could carry no more Eliza Jane paused
leg places so simple and elemental in
for breath.
The flash of s«-arlet and character that
they will tit in the nooks
glossy black of a tanager caught her of the hills or along the buuks of
eye. and she held herself breath'css streams or by the
edges of the wools j
so as not to scare him away.
without disturbing the barmouy of the
When the green tangle swallowed
landscape or the songs of the birds.—
him up she realized her own fatigue Eduard
Car|*enter.
and retraced her steps to find her b:i*
Search as she would, she < <»:i !
ket
But They Couldn't Step Steam.
not come upon it. Back and forth
he
Admiral Sir Charles Sapier tiercel?
now
walked,
climbing afresh the
opposed the introduction of steam powrocky incline, now de-reading with er into
tbe royal navy ami one day ex
greater speed. At times stray bits of
claimed in the house of commons. "Mr
azalea caught on a lieu shrubs made
her realize with disgust that she was Speaker, when we enter her majesty's
naval service and face the chances of
covering ground already trodden. Her war
we go prepared to le backed In I
watch proved the hour late: dinnei
would be over and her cousin anxious Pieces by cutlasses, to lie riddled with
bullets or be blown to hits by shot and i
at her nonappearance. Of small value
shell, but, Mr. Speaker, we do not go
In itself, the basket could be easily reprepared to be boiled alive.” Tbe last
placed. hilt the little spinster did not words
he brought out with tremeu
relish leaving her inspiration
the
dous emphasis.
Vet in a few years
woods to the mercy of any stranger
Sir Charles
found himself in
passing that way. In the end she was command of Napier
the largest steam navy
compelled to do so.
that tbe world bad ever seen.
Usually self possessed, she stamLord Stanley, sulisetjueutly tbe great
mered while explaining her misfortune
Lord Derby, presided over a select
on her return.
Her cousin pausea in
committee of the house of coni mens
setting the warmed over dinner before to examine
into the state of steam
her to express her disapproval.
George Stephenson, the
“At your nge. Eliza Jane, to take to navigation.
eminent engineer, who v.as examined,
rhymes. You'd better stick to teachof the probability of steamships
spoke
ing. There's some use and more money
crossing the Atlantic "Good heavens!
in that.”
What do you say?" exclaimed Lord 1
“Should any one find It.” suggested
Stanley, rising from his seat. "If
Eliza Jane uneasily.
cross the Atlantic
I will
“Is your uarne on it? No? Then steamships
eat the boiler of the h'rst imat.'
That
they’d never lay such nonsense at your
pledge was never redeemed.
as

~

j

j

ftMRtMrauiitt.

haul up his newly purchased v.'ssei, me
Carrie Buck man.
Miss Mabel Wilson is at home from
Buckaport, where she has been teaching.
She will leave next week for North Caro-

COUNTY NEWS.

supposed
about the woods
Is not

REV. TROUTMAN SENDS

BEST WISHES FOR PE-RU-NA

lina, to remain until spring.
One of the smart old ladies of this place,
Mrs. Msry Dunbar Conner, aged eighty
years, walked one-half mile to visit a
friend a few days ago, returning the same
day, none the worae for her little outing.
L.
jan.27.

Rev. George A. E. Troutman,

Washington, Mo., Writes,

_

STONXNGTON.

“My Wife and

Mrs. P. S. Knowlton is visiting friends

Believers in Pe-ru-na.”

in town.

James I. Hamblin has sold his farm to

Candage.
Capt. Samuel Goes and Henry Arey

Strong

I Are

William

in

Portland

on

are

buaineaa.

Miss Ethel Knowlton has gone to Sargent ville to spend the winter.
Mell Collins and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son.

Miss Lucy Adams left last week for Boston, where she will spend the remainder
of the winter.

Catarrh and La Orlpga.
Bar. G«o. A. E. Troutman, ML
Washington, Ma, writes: “My w1/s
•and I ars strong bsUevers in Parana.

Schooner Jennie S. Hall is chartered to
load stone for New York at fl per ton.
J. T. Snow has gone to Portland to the
Marine general hospital, with hia daugh-

Mrs. E. E. Phi)brook and daughter
Miss Bernice, have returned from several,
weeks spent in Boston.

ter Irene.

Mrs. W. A. Walker has returned from
Rockland, where she has undergone an
cperation at the hospital.

The Kebekahs will put on the stage in
opera house “The Old Maids’ Convention,’’ Jan. 30.
the

I

Mrs. Charles Davis has gone to VinalMiss Mary G. Porter and her brother
W illiam have opened their oottage, Moes haven to visit her parents, Capt. R. K.
Knowlton and wife.
Acre, at North Castine, for a few days.
Eugene H. Tburlow, who has been

dpt. Ellis Gray went to Bath last week,
and brought on the new steamer Gardiner,
recently purchased by Isles boro parties.
A social

dance will be held at

em-

ployed by Thurlow A Flye in Boeton,
came home Sunday morning.
Emerson
Capt. B. F. Paschal left here Jan. 22 for
Boeton.

worth.

Mrs. Sarah Borda, wh8 has been first
reader of the Christian Science church in
Vinalhaveo, is visiting Mrs. Raymond
Small.

The

ladies'

of

the Methodist
church will meet Thursday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Mary A. Collins on
Perkins street.
There will be

circle

Letters have been received from Miss
Caro Parker, who started for California in
December. She announces her arrival at
Pasadena, and is very enthusiastic over
the land of the “honey bee’*.

meeting at the rooms of
the selectmen on Feb. 4, to act on tbe
petition of John G. Sawyer A Sons; also of
Miss Adelle Wescott, for permission to
build weirs from their respective shores.
son

a

Three

Emerball Friday evening between Castine

A bask

high

-l

ball game

was

played

ju ig

at

high, resulting

and Dark Harbor

be~n

Morris,

street brawl.

one

of

of P
held i.s
Jan. 23. George Avery
wai installed G. C., George Noyes. V'. C.
Dr. 1: Like Noyes was ias.allin,' m.inbhl
and C. W. Robins hi ms.wiling officer.

I was cored of a bad case of catarrh when
Peruna In Tablet Term.
nothing else that 1 tr ttd -had any effect.
My wife waa cnred fi oRt a severe case
For two year* Dr. Hartman and hla
0/la grippe, and we feel that the least assistants bare
Incessantly labored to
we can do is to gratefully acknowledge
create Peruna In tablet form, and their
the merit of Peruna.
«trenuon* labors haveJost been crow ned
“My wife Joins me in sending beet with anccess. People who object to
wishes for yoor success.”
liquid medicine*can now seenre Peruna
Throat Trouble.
Tablets, which represent the medicinal
Rev. H. W. Tate, Mu Lincoln Avenne, Ingredient* of Peiuna. Each tablet it
Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, Ohio, writes: equivalent to oM average dote of
“For several years 1 have been troubled Peruna.

annual installation

About

good things provided. The
supper was in charge of the following
committee: Mrs. C. F. Jones, Mrs. Ralph
of the

ments

d.*iy IwtdirS were present.
afte-r whi
were served,

music and addresses
mtinb

by

Refr sbh

several

c*:n.-

of

Nihil.

\

PENOBSCOT.

a

Capt. William

dinner at the Castine bouse Friday night,
the guest of honor being Dr. J. W. Grindle, of New York, who is spending a few
weeks here. About twenty-seven were
seated at the table and partook of the
good things which Landlord Vogell had
pro\ided. The evening was enlivened by

chased

Hooper,
Mrs.

tbe

rs.

Jan. 27.

Achorn, Mrs. G. M. Warren and Miae Carrie Parker.
o' the town gave

be'or.' tbe

hiving

charged.
King Arthur lod^e, K.

The ladies of 8. K. Whiting chapter,
O. E. 8., held a lodge supper at their
ball Thursday evening, previous to their
About sixty were present to
meeting.

men

came

them,

of 17 to 5 in favor of Dark flarbor.
Castine boys have had little or ro
experience at the game, and the Dark Harbor team is experienced, this is a good
showing for Castine.

business

a

rasr

night,

got a beating on the bead and face.
He was «enl*?u?ed to thirty days in jail
and jo) Jiic. The oih.r two *ere ui«*

in

As the

Ibe

drunken

Saturday

arrest id in

a score

partake

a

tine

Sellers ha*

driving

r^csnily

hors* of

purW. H.

of Castine.

C.

K. Bridges and

Bridges
Bangor to-day
days’ visit with friends.
Herman Grindle and

w

ife

A'l: y

Mrs. M. F.

went to

are

the remarks of E.

for

a

Arthur P. Gail ford and wife
South Penobscot.

are

in the

visiting

Maurice Hilton and bride, nee Minta
Perkins, of Bremen, are visitiog Mrs. Flora
Perkins.
Miss Hattie Dunbar is teaching an adpupils at their homes three

vanced class of

in the week.

Charles Leach has returned to Penobscot after a few days’ visit with his brother Everett at the Keener farm.
Mrs. Maria Ward well has gone to South
Penobscot to spend some time with her
sister, Mrs. Phebe Grindle.
in
his

parents, M. O. Leach and wife.
Capt. C. M. Perkins returned last Wednesday from New York, where he went to

3hhrftiamunt&

Flan to

Fight D:'sease,

is home from the woods
sprained ankle."'
The Golden Rule
society held an ice?ream sale at Mrs.
George Jordan's Thurs-

with

bles in Ellsworth.

anything except indigestion when
buy a 50-cent box of Mi-o-na.

you

#»•

\
Wh •

!•

Iff

A
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CM A|»

r; n

:

Hinckley,

and

it

on

the

lot they own

paytg

m nac

for HQ8.

moved Jan. -4
Mints road.

was

to*

Harry Hinckley,

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

J

A. E. Sinclair is getting ice ten inches
thick at Hadlock pond.

|

Many have been on the sick list the past
week, bat all are recovering.
Misses Laura Tracey
and
Ruth
Frazier are spending a few days in Bangor.
Rev.

Ralph Liscomb

Druggists Will Battle Stomach TrouTbe increase of stomach tronbles in
Ellsworth has led G. A. Parcher to
take effective measures to combat the
disease. He has the local agency for
Mi-o na stomach tablets, and in order
to induce people
suffering with weak
stomach or indigestion to use the
remedy, offers to supply it with the
distinct understanding that
money will
be refunded in every case where it
does not core.
Mi-o-na is not a mere digestive, but
an absolute
strengthener and builderup of the whole digestive tract. If
you suffer with headaches, giddiness
palpitation, bad taste in the mouth
nervousness, coated tongue, distress
after eating, use Mi-o-na and see how
quickly these symptoms of a weak
stomach vgill disappear.
The remedy strengthens the muscular walls of the stomach and increases
the flow of gastric jaices so that
nourishment is extracted from the
food and the refuse is
expelled without tbe aid of purgative or laxative
medicines.
Remember that G. A. Parcher gives
a guarantee
to refund the money
unless it cures. He takes all the
risk,
and there is no danger of your
losing

V

i

Ft'<e P

Blu:m linger of th
testa, is arranging for «n »atertainment to be given about the middle
of February.
Rehearsals have already
began on “The Old-Fashioned Singing
bill taaeball

School”.

Jan. 27.

M.

S.

SULLIVAN HARBOR

H.

j

George M. Veazie, of Penobscot, is visiting his sister-in-law, Mrs. Mary Veazie.

Neil Leacb, who has employment
Lamoine, is spending a few days with

r.r

gj.~

Ice cutting on the mill pond began
Green, of Bar Harbor,
preached at the Episcopal church Sun- to-day.
day evening.
Joaephine Hawkins spent s few days reMias Grace Frost is assisting at the post- cently in Bangor with Mias Julia Uuptill.
office while the postmaster it away for
Capt. and Mra. Bennis and Mis* Bennis
Capt. William Sellers and W. L. Gray bis vacation.
left Saturday for Cambridge, Ms**., to
have been drawn to serve on the jury of
j Rev. Don. Ivan Patch, of the Bangor visit Mrs. Saunderson.
the U. S. district court at Portland the ! theological seminary, preached at the
Mrs. Workman attended the concert in
first of February.
L’nion church Sunday.
Ellsworth given by tbs U. of M. mandolin
|
Several members of Penobscot grange ! A basket ball game waa
played at the and glee club. Thurlow Workman is *
sent to North Castine Saturday evening,
Neighborhood boaae Thursday evening member of the glee club.
by invitation, to visit^the grange there. between Northeast Harbor and Franklin.
There will be s lay service next Sunday
&11 report a pleasant time.
The score was 22 to 10 in favor of Northafternoon at 3 o’clock, in charge of Mrs.
Fast Harbor.
Mrs. Clifford Goulding and son Richard
Stan Wilson. Evening service at 7 o’clock;
j
have gone to Woodland to join Mr.
The officers of Asticou Rebekab
lodge preaching by Rev. N. R. Pearson.
11Gronlding, who has employment there. sere installed Friday evening, Jan. 24, by
Jan. 28.
Mrs. Goulding has been with her mother, Mrs. Andrew
Babbidge, of Bar Harbor,
Mrs. Sarah Sprague*; for an extended liatrict deputy president, assisted
NORTH FRANKLIN.
by Mrs.
risit.
Sixteen schoolmates gilhered a: tke
kcqnia Higgins as grand marshal. Tbe
The sad news was received here Sunday officers are: N. G., Mrs. Mary Stuallidge; home of Hiltnan
Williams Tu*t‘»y
evening of the sudden death of Lester M. V. G., Mrs. Sarah Foster; recording secre- Jan. 21, and gave him a surprise party m
Sellers* at Loveland, Col., where he had :ary, Mrs. Hattie Graves; tlnaucial secre- honor of his seventh birthday. Apple*
been for the past two years for his health.
tary, Mrs. Lydia Graves; treasurer, Mrs. aud candy were served.
L«ater was the only son o! Capt. J. B. Louise Smsllidge; R. 8. of N. G., Mrs.
Jan. 27.
Sellers and wife. He was a member of
ieorgia Tracy; L. s. of N. G., Mrs. Annie
Riling Star lodge, F. and A. M., also of, tlodgdon; R. 8. of V. U., Ada Reynolda;
£bom:&ruu”i«
Penobscot chapter, O. E. S. The news of L. 8. of V. G., <Irate Ftost; conductor,
Mrs. Clara Haskell; warden, Mrs. Kate
his death comes as a great shock to his
Buckien; O. G., Frank Elliott; I. G.. Ellen
many friends here. He was a young man
of excellent character and much liked
by Berry, chaplain, Mrs. Susie Jordan; R. 8.
ill. The bereaved parents and relatives
1., Mrs. Emily Manchester; L. 8. 8., Mrs.
have the sympathy of all.
Margaret Beal; past N. U., Nellie Bartlett;
Jan. 27.
oanner bearers, Lizzie
Woodlocke.
Frost, Millie Reed,
I'ersis lived, Linnie
Stanley. After the
nstaliation, supper was served. The ar- FOR
SEAL HARBOR.

Marcellas Steele, of Bangor, is visiting
his brother William.

evenings

>

■ V

present.
School iu the Bay district closed Friday,
Jan. 24. The pupils;not absent a half day
were Marion Leach, Thomas Perkins and
Harold Perkins.

Samuel Dunbar is very ill.
Howard Lowell has returned to Swan’s
Island.

in

■

»

receiving

earnestly requested

teaching

»

I

to be

NORTH CASn.NE.

is

P

few

H. Carpenter as toast- congratulations on the arrival of a
girl
master, and speeches by others present. * baby at their home Jan. 21.
During the evening a beautiful barometer
Irving W. Littlefield, of Portland, spent
was
presented Dr. Grindle, in a neat a few days in town last week, with bis
speech by W. A. Walker, as a token of the parents, John Littlefield and wife.
esteem of those present, and of their apThere will be a meeting of Penobscot
preciation of the many kindnesses and
pleasant trips which he has given them.
chapter, O. E. S.. Saturday evening, Feb.
Jan. 28.
G.
1. All members are

Miss Una Gray
Chapel district.

with a peculiar spasmodic aHectloa of
the throat. It would sslae me suddenly
and tor a few mlnutee I would be unable to speak audibly, and my breath
would be greatly Interfered wiih. I
would be obliged to gaap for breath.
“I finally concluded that It was some
catarrhal affection which probably excited tbe spasm. It Interfered with my
vocation as a preacher, attacking ms
occasionally In the pulpit.
*'I had heard so much about Peruna
as a Catarrh remedy that I determined
to try It. After taking two bottles,
my
trouble her Reappeared. I feel sure
that Peruna has greatly benefited :ne."
Bev. P. E. Bwanatrom, Swedish
H«Plist Pastor, Box 2SR, Grant* burg.
Wit., writes thst from the nse of
Pernns be Is perfectly .well, entirely
cured of chronic diarrhea and catarrh.

He will leave there Jan. 30 for
Arizona with a party of friends.

to-night, music for which will be furnished by Monaghan's orchestra, of Ellshall

a

!

iay evening.
While skating last
Friday, Rubie, the i
:hirteen-year-old daughter of A. H. Lisj
mmb, fell on the ice, fracturing the bone :

rangements were much to thecredi of the
'ommittee in charge.
Jan. 26.
^ p

bluehill.
P. S. Parker and wife
spent some days
Bucksport last week.
Rev. R. L. Olds, who has been
away
hree weeks on account of
illness of bis
nother in Chicago, arrived home
Jan. 25.
n

her arm near her elbow.
Elston Carter, who has been
suffering i The academy basket-ball team
with what was thought to be
went to
i Jeer Isle
rheumatism,
and played a game with
went to the hospital at Bar Harbor
the
one i ocal
team there,
suffering a defeat by a
lay last week. Examination with the ,
core of I>1 to 5.
IC-ray showed the bone of the left arm to j
w diseased at the elbow.
A portion of I The ladies’ Congregational circle was
oint was removed. He is
reported as |1 ntertained Jan. 23 by Mrs. Abram, Mrs.
trthur Gray and Mrs. E. F.
wing comfortable.
Hinckley,
Jan. 27.
rhe dime supper served
A
netted
Jf

BLUEH1LL FALLS.
Many are ill with colds.
Mrs. Bell Wood is at home from Hardman's point.
1

Mrs. I. W. Dowe and
son, of
here visiting relatives.

ire

Colby Hooper, who
or

the Allen

has

brothers,

Bluebill,

been chopping
home.

is at

Schooner Waldron Holmes sailed
Thursfor Steuben with a crew of six
men to
fet a load of clams for fresh bait.
Jan. 27.
Cbcmbs

lay

over (&.
parish meeting of the Congregalonai society
Thursday, Jan. 23, it was
oted to

At

a

extend a call to Rev. W. H
Mciride to become pastor of
the church for
»ne

year.

K.F Hinckley,
superintendent of the
-base Granite Co., went to New
York last
veek He was
accompanied by his daughI
Wh° WU1 ** ,he
*»•« of
dr, Slaven h
urs.
daring their stay.

3re

Harvey Marshall,
W18

who

recently bought

bonders, sold the bnildHinckley to Merrill

ng he bought of A. C.

HEADACHE
SEE?
INDIGESTION
Monroe, Me., Sept.

10,

1906.

“I have used ‘L. F.’ Atwood's Bitten in my family for years and wi#
they are almost an instant cure tor
headache and indigestion. I always
keep them on hand.”
Yours tnily, L. A. Colson.
If the stomach is allowed to get °i>t
of order, the whole system sutlers.
To enjoy life the stomach must t*

tenderly cared for, and there

is

n

a

remedy that acts so beneficially
"L. F. Atwood's Bitters. They qotcW
adjust the illness and set you right
all druggists, 35c.

A Reliable

Remedy
Ely’s Cream Bain
it quiefcl) absorbed.
Gives ReiieCbt Once.

It cleanse*, soothes,
heals ami
protects
the diseased membrane r* suiting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly, k
II AM
•
stores the Kerim s of VI9% •
,iiru**
T.uiite and Siu< ll Full size oO Cta.,
**>
gists or Wy mail. la liqui 1 form,
^
Ne
Ely Brothers, ot> Yt arrac Street,

j

